
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jesus said, “Unbind him, set him free, and let him go.” 

John 11:44b 
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This edition of the Truth in Love Ministries’ “Unbound” curriculum contains many additions 

and modifications to the original 1990 version of “S.A.F.E.,” by Troy Smith., and subsequent 

revised Truth in Love Ministries’ versions of A Journey to Freedom in several ways: 

1. Many Scripture quotations are taken from the NEW AMERICAN STANDARD BIBLE®, 

Copyright © 1960,1962,1963,1968,1971,1972,1973,1975,1977,1995 by The Lockman 

Foundation. Used by permission. The original version used the New King James Version. 

2. Many other Scripture quotations are taken from the NET Bible and are used by 

permission. Quotations designated (NET) are from the NET Bible® copyright ©1996-2006 

by Biblical Studies Press, L.L.C. http://netbible.com All rights reserved.” The names: THE 

NET BIBLE®, NEW ENGLISH TRANSLATION COPYRIGHT (c) 1996 BY BIBLICAL STUDIES 

PRESS, L.L.C. NET Bible® IS A  REGISTERED TRADEMARK THE NET BIBLE® LOGO, SERVICE 

MARK COPYRIGHT (c) 1997 BY BIBLICAL STUDIES PRESS, L.L.C. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

3. All Scripture quotations designated “Lamb,” are personal renderings of the original 

language text by Pastor Warren G. Lamb (Th.M., M.A., M.S.). Some minor changes in 

grammar and sentence structure have been made in an effort to make the meaning of 

the text being quoted clearer for today’s readers. 

4. Any personal stories used from the original materials created by Pastor Troy Smith, the 

founder of SAFE, have been generalized for clearer reading and broader application. 

5. The original material this is derived from consisted of seventeen weeks; our version has 

twenty-six. 
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The materials in your hands or on your screen make up the basic tools for Unbound. 

Unbound is one of the Truth in Love Biblical Counseling Center’s programs for 

providing solid biblical counsel and discipleship to those in bondage; bondage to the 

death and decay of the lies they’ve believed, the sins they’ve committed, and the evils 

they have suffered. Unresolved and unhealed brokenness in our lives keeps us in 

bondage to the past and robs us of the freedom that Christ died to give us all (Galatians 

5:1). 

Unbound is the result of decades of biblical counseling experience from a variety of 

people, coupled with an expansion of two programs.  The first was a program once 

known as S.A.F.E. (Setting Addicts Free Eternally).  

S.A.F.E began in the mid-1980’s when God drew Pastor Troy Smith to minister in 

Portland, Oregon. Smith, while working with people from all walks of life who were 

overcome by drug, alcohol, and other addictions, discovered that none of the 

counseling materials used at the time, inside or outside the church, really worked to 

free those in bondage to addiction.  

He discovered that although a person may have entered into a personal relationship 

with Jesus Christ, too often that same individual was still controlled by destructive 

habits, unruly emotions, and addictive behaviors. These influences still worked to 

destroy people’s lives, even though they had surrendered themselves to Christ. They 

prayed, they read their Bibles, they went to church, they had been baptized, but try as 

they might, they could not break free and stay free from longstanding bondage. 

After an exceptionally significant defeat through the death of a woman who seemed to 

be making remarkable progress, Pastor Troy took to heart what he already well knew: 

The 12-Step Model of “therapy” would not work beyond the initial interruption of 

behaviors. Only God could supply him with a program that did. Subsequent to a period 

of concentrated prayer, God helped Smith pull together the basic principles and 

practices that formed the heart first of the S.A.F.E. Program, and then of others that 

have flowed from it. 
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The S.A.F.E. Program and S.A.F.E. Ministries went through many changes over 

the years, eventually arriving at the place where Pastor Troy passed the reins of 

leadership on to another man. That gentleman faced the task of tying up several loose 

ends and, after a couple of years of diligence and faithful stewardship, shutting down 

the ministry. What was once known as “S.A.F.E Ministries” and “S.A.F.E. International” 

was dissolved and the curriculum reformatted.  

During this hand-off, Smith (who held the copyright for the S.A.F.E. curriculum) 

worked with Thomas Nelson Publishers and republished the material under his own 

name with the title, The Transformation Principle: Journey to Freedom. Pastor Troy 

now leads a similar ministry to S.A.F.E. under the name “The Transformation Principle 

Ministries” (For those interested in further examining the “roots” of Unbound, we highly 

recommend The Transformation Principle, by Pastor Troy Smith. The basic building 

blocks articulated by Smith have impacted thousands over the decades).  

The second program from which Unbound springs is the counseling ministry of 

a local church in Vancouver, Washington named Truth in Love Fellowship.  As part of 

its God-given task, Truth in Love Fellowship developed an organization known as Truth 

in Love Biblical Counseling Center (TLBCC).  At its outset, TLBCC drew on material 

from S.A.F.E., and on the experience of its lead counselor (who also served as a 

preaching and teaching elder in the church), in order to develop a program known as 

A Journey to Freedom. 

Over years of using A Journey to Freedom in many different settings, under 

many different circumstances, addressing more-and-more diverse patterns of 

besetting sin and brokenness, the TLBCC team saw an increasing need for 

adjustments in the basic program. 

The growing imperative to address deeper and more foundational matters in 

people’s lives – including in the lives of long-standing believers – pointed to obvious 

changes in the curriculum. Gradually, prayerfully, the TLBCC team undertook on 

updating and revising A Journey to Freedom; developing and adding supplementary 

material, and fine-tuning what was already present.  The result is the current edition of 

Unbound that you hold in your hand.  
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As you step into the Unbound process, it is important to highlight a few points that the 

TLBCC team considers essential to this curriculum: 

 

1. We put great faith in the ebb and flow of the Unbound curriculum as it is laid out. 

Over time, God has proven again-and-again that he is pleased to work through 

the organization of these lessons as they are. They follow an order that we think 

reflects God’s pattern for changing lives.  

 

2. We have done all we can throughout Unbound to ensure the attribution of proper 

credit where it is due. Yet, we may have missed something. So, if anyone 

discovers a lack in that regard, we ask that they notify us via email at 

tilc@live.com, so that we can correct any mistake. 

 

All Scripture quotations designated “Lamb,” are personal renderings of the 

original language text by Pastor Warren G. Lamb (Th.M., M.A., M.S.). Some minor 

changes in grammar and sentence structure have been made in an effort to make the 

meaning of the quoted text clearer for today’s readers. 

We do not sell our materials for profit. Unbound is available at our cost on 

Amazon. We also make these materials available for free, simply for the asking. The 

following disclaimer is at the bottom of every page: “This material is never to be sold 

for profit, in whole or in part, and never to be shared without proper credit to all sources 

being given.”  

Our desire is to provide the best resources we can in order to help those living 

in bondage to lies, sin, and evil, to find true freedom in Christ and be “unbound, set 

free, and let go” (see John 11:44). 

For all those introduced to Unbound, our prayer is that each and every person 

will find useful tools for developing their personal relationship with Jesus Christ, and 

thus experience ever-increasing freedom from the death and decay of their past. May 

God richly bless all who have contributed, in any way, to this material. 

 

Soli Deo Gloria 
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Jesus had a friend named Lazarus, and Lazarus had died. In fact, he had been 

dead for four days when Jesus arrived at the tomb of his friend. Jesus didn’t 

leave His friend that way but raised him back to life! 

Interestingly, immediately af ter Jesus raised Lazarus from the dead, He 

turned to those standing nearby and said, "Unbind him; set him free; let him 

go." (John 11:44b) 

If you’re not familiar with the story of Jesus raising Lazarus from the dead, 

you can read the entire account in your Bible in John 11:1-44.  

One of the most amazing aspects of Jesus’ life and ministry , while He was 

here on earth, was His tendency to disrupt funerals. The most powerful and 

intriguing of those stories is this one, where Jesus raises His friend Lazarus 

from the dead and restores him to his family.  

We won’t go into great detail now, but there are a couple of details from 

the story that present an amazing picture of what the Unbound program’s 

goals are and how we go about reaching those goals. 

As was already mentioned, by the time Jesus got to the tomb where his 

friend was buried, Lazarus had been dead for four days. He didn’t smell very 

good. Decay had set in. He was getting “gooey.” Oddly enough, Lazarus’ 

sisters (Mary and Martha) had sent for Jesus even before their brother had 

died, but Jesus delayed coming to them.  

At first look, this seems hard-hearted and cold. But Jesus knew full well 

what His Heavenly Father had in store for Lazarus  and the others. It is the 

same thing He has in store for us one day, too. 

So, when Lazarus walked out of that tomb after being dead for four days, 

there would be no doubt in anyone’s mind that Jesus had truly raised him from 

the dead.  Not a rumor; not a fable; not a myth or a legend. It was a very real 

event, recorded by a personal witness and attested to by hundreds of other 

witnesses. 

Now, many people know of the “biggest-little-verse” in the Bible: “Jesus 

wept.” (John 11:35). What is often missed is that Jesus’ sadness for what had 

happened to those He loves is sandwiched between t wo significant 
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statements: “…He was deeply indignant…,” (verse 33) and, “Jesus, deeply 

indignant again… (verse 38).”1 

In this story, Jesus comes face-to-face with the most overwhelming 

evidence of Satan’s reign of evil and devastation. It is here that the dominion 

of Satan is represented by death and sorrow—things God never intended for 

us to have to experience. 

Death and everything that goes with it never defeats the Son of God! In 

fact, quite the contrary: Jesus has won full victory over sin and death and 

condemnation and evil, and He did it all for any and all who would believe and 

trust Him for it. 

When Lazarus comes out of the tomb, still wrapped in the heavy mantle 

of thick strips of cloth they wrapped dead folks in in those days, Jesus makes 

a very important statement to the onlookers. This is where our story 

interweaves with who Jesus is and why He came.  

Jesus said, “Unbind him, set him free, and let him go.” (John 11:44b) 

Think about that for a moment. Dead. Decaying. Foul-smelling. Putrid. 

Just like our lives get when we are bound up in the death and decay of lies 

we’ve believed, sins we’ve committed, and evils we have suffered. But that’s 

not the final answer… 

Just as Jesus brought Lazarus back to life in the physical realm, He gives 

each of us a brand new, born-again life when we place our faith and trust in 

Him and surrender our lives to Him (see 2 Corinthians 5:17-19; Ephesians 2:1-

7).  

And, just as the living were to get to work helping Lazarus get unbound 

from the remnants and relics of his death and burial so that he could live out 

his life in freedom, so, too, are we who have found freedom and new life in 

Christ to help unbind and set free those who are still in bondage to the death 

and decay of their former lives.  

This is why Unbound exists. It is a powerful tool that God has been using 

in some form or other for a great many years to help people find true freedom 

                                               
1  Some translations render the original Greek word here as “deeply moved in spirit” or “he 
groaned in the spirit.” While this is technica lly correct, we believe a better way to render the 
original is “deeply indignant .”  
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in Christ. Every lesson can be viewed as further “unbinding,” as a further 

unwrapping of the layers of bondage you have been prisoner to for so long. 

Whatever it is that is keeping you from the full and healthy, vibrant 

relationship with God that He created you to have—whether it is drugs, 

alcohol, pornography, disordered eating, one bad relationship after another, 

work, shopping, shame of the past, or whatever else is in the way, know this: 

There is hope. There are answers.  

You may have a new life in Christ, yet you may also be buried under layer 

upon layer of residue and the aftereffects of the rot and corruption of sins 

committed and evils suffered. Unbound can help peel away all of it, and more 

and more living truth will take its place. 

This is where we find the freedom in Christ that He died to give us 

(Galatians 5:1-2); this is where we change the deadness of our old life for the 

new life in Christ (John 8:31-32); this is where we are made truly free, once 

and for all (John 8:36). 

 

There are several specific things to know as you embark on this journey. There 

is work to do, all of it is essential and helpful, and your faithfulness will reap 

the most amazing blessings: 

1. There is homework to do every day, six days a week, for the entirety of 

the program. Start right now, believing you are worth the investment—we 

promise you, you are!  

2. There is a specific Bible verse to saturate on with every lesson. This can 

be found at the top of the “Study Sheet” at the end of each lesson. 2  

a. When we speak of “Scripture saturation,” we are using “technical 

language”: It means “To read out loud at least 100 times per day” 

(except for the pre-meal saturation verses from the “Restore” section  

that you will be introduced to in Lesson 3). 

                                               
2  This concept and approach were at the heart of the SAFE Program from the beginning. We have 
found nothing that works as effectively for bringing life transformation.  
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b. Do the best you can, asking God to help you become more consistent 

each day. It won’t take long for you to experience and see the 

amazing effects in your own life. 

3. The goal is not to memorize, which is an intellectual exercise: the goal is 

to actually saturate ourselves so that the truth penetrates to the depths of 

our heart and our soul, and does not just get lodged in our minds. 

a. “Meditating” on the Word of God (Psalm 1:1 -2) means to quietly 

recite, ponder, and reflect on, like cattle chewing the cud. 

4. For the “Daily Reflections:” there is no right or wrong. There are no grades. 

The daily investment you make will bear fruit in due season, like any 

healthy fruit tree does. As you progress, you will understand the truth you 

are saturating on more and more. As you do, the truth will transform you 

on a heart and soul level. Only that kind of change is real , authentic, 

transformational change. 

a. Using a journal to record your responses is one of the best ways to 

process through the Reflections. If you are working with a discipler 

or counselor, this is helpful for your meetings together. If you are 

not, you are welcome to connect with the Truth in Love Counseling 

Team via email at tilbcc@outlook.com. 

5. There is no “fail.” We set goals, and we may exceed those goals or fall 

short of them. But falling short is not failing. Nowhere in God’s Word is 

“failure” associated with any person (except one could-be-better-rendered 

passage in Numbers in some translations). Faith fails, strength fails, hope 

fails, courage fails, plans fail, other things fail, but nowhere does it say that 

God fails, and nowhere does it say that people fail—or that people are 

failures. 

a. Here is a word-picture that may help: Being fearful of being a failure 

is like being fearful you’re going to wake up tomorrow as a 

Leprechaun—it just can’t happen! 

6. Be honest and authentic—there is no judgment, no condemnation, and no 

criticism. The more honest and authentic you are, the more the truth will 

overtake your life and the more successful you will be at breaking free from 
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the bondage that besets [plagues, torments, harasses, overwhelms, 

troubles] you. You will become more and more unbound every day. 

7. Keep honest records of your progress each week (There is a Progress 

Record form next to each lesson’s Study Sheet); it will help you discover 

where adjustments in schedule, desire, dedication, and commitment need 

to be made. 

8. The “Restore” book at the back is a “secondary saturation tool” that needs 

to be incorporated into your routine as early and as often as possible (we 

formally introduce it in Lesson 3). There are daily challenges we face on 

the battlefield of our emotions and our thought-life, and this resource 

provides many saturation tools to help fight and win those battles. 

9. Learning to pray is going to be invaluable to you. There are not any 

formulized prayers to pray. Just like any other skill, it takes time and 

practice. Jesus gave us a model to follow in Matthew 6:9-14, but He didn’t 

say, “Pray this prayer.” Keep in mind that God already knows your thoughts 

and emotions, your desires and fears, and He is always waiting to talk with 

you about them (Philippians 4:6-7). 

a. You will find a one-page help in the Supplemental Materials section 

titled, “A Pattern for Developing Your Prayer-Life” to get you started. 

10.  Always remember that there are people praying for you and available 

to you to help along the way. This is a discipleship program, which means 

that no one takes this journey alone. (You can always reach someone by 

email via the Contact Us page on our counseling website at 

www.TILBCC.com.) 

Pay attention to and stay mindful of the Anchor Points scattered throughout 

the material. They will become powerful tools in your toolbox as you walk the 

path of freedom in Christ. 

Our prayer is that as you learn, grow, transform, and experience 

freedom, you will look for at least one thing to be thankful for each and every 

day. As you learn to be thankful, you will discover that your focus on “lack” 

disappears, and your ability to see and enjoy God’s personal, kind affection 

toward you blossom. 
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May God richly bless you and help you as you partner with Him:  

“Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you 

rest. Take my yoke on you and learn from me, because I am gentle and 

humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is 

easy to bear, and my load is not hard to carry.” (Jesus, in Matthew 

11:28-30) 

The Power of Our Thinking3 

Cultivate a thought, reap an action . . . 

Cultivate an action, reap a habit . . . 

Cultivate a habit, reap a behavior . . . 

Cultivate a behavior, reap a character . . .  

Cultivate a character, reap a destiny!  

 •   

                                               
3  Original source unknown 
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Lesson One               Worthy 

Lesson Two                Our Base 

Lesson Three         The Basics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first priority when building anything is to lay a good foundation. 

When our foundation is weak, fragile, cracked, missing pieces, and sits on a 

weak base, nothing we build on it will be solid or will last–-especially when the 

pressure is on (Matthew 7:24-27). 

God tells us in many places in His Word (1 Corinthians 3:11, et. al.) that 

the only secure foundation is Jesus Christ. He is the Cornerstone that the 

whole thing stands on. If we try to build on anything else, disaster is the only 

thing we can expect. 

We were created to be in loving fellowship with God Almighty, Creator 

and Sustainer of all things. The only way that sinful humans can have 

friendship and fellowship with the Holy and Righteous God is through His Son, 

Jesus Christ. How does that happen? How can we be sure? 

As we surrender to Jesus Christ, who is Himself the Truth (John 14:6), 

and as we saturate our minds with His truth as revealed in His Word, we learn 

to trust in and live by the solid and sure truth of  His Word. The fruit of that is 
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a person transformed into the amazing Masterpiece He always intended each 

of us to be. 

Here is a word picture that will be helpful to keep in mind as you 

progress through this curriculum: The healthy life and the freedom you long 

for are like a safety deposit box. The two keys that unlock the box are labeled 

“Surrender to Christ” and “Saturation on the Truth.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The more we surrender to Jesus Christ, and the more we saturate on 

the Truth of His Word, the more we are able to walk in true wholeness and in 

true freedom from the lies and bondage we have been living/dying in. The 

result will be each of us growing closer and closer to becoming the healthy, 

vibrant, fruitful, godly person God always intended for each of us to be. 

 

 •  
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“I just feel so worthless!” Have you ever said those words? Have you ever 

believed those words? 

Perhaps the deepest, most malicious lie many people believe is that 

they are “worthless.” A comparison of dictionaries shows worthless defined 

as, “lacking worth; of no use, importance, or value; despicable; good-for-

nothing.” These are pretty apt descriptions of what “worthless” feels like right? 

Alternative words often used include contemptible, shameful, ugly, vile, 

useless, insignificant, pointless. Anyone who has carried around the burden 

of “being worthless” has felt all of those things and more. But all of these are 

lies when it comes to any person, any human being! While we may be 

undeserving of any good thing, deserving and worthy are two very different 

things. 

To “be deserving” means to have earned something and it points to the 

value of something that we have done—a functional or doing value. Worth, on 

the other hand, is not about “doing” but about “being,” and refers to the 

inherent essence of something.  

For example, suppose you have a block of gold sitting on the table in 

front of you. That block of gold, being gold, has an inherent worth no matter 

what form or shape it is in. If it is melted down and shaped into a doorstop, its 

worth is still the same, but its functional and aesthetic value has changed.   

That same block of gold melted down into a creamery to use with 

Grandma’s fine-china tea service will have a different functional and aesthetic 

value, but it is still gold and still worth what it was before anything was done 

to alter it. Now, we can fashion that gold into a magnificent jewelry ensemble, 

greatly increasing its functional and aesthetic value, or we can leave it in its 

rawest form and stuff it under a manure pile. The one thing that does not and 

will not change is its INHERENT WORTH. 

In like manner, when we consider each and every human being on 

planet Earth, we find that each and every person – no matter what they have 

or have not done—has inherent worth because each and every one of us is 

created in God’s image (imago dei). 
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This concept of being bearers of the imago dei goes all the way back to 

the earliest chapters of the Book of Genesis in the Bible. Three times this 

phrase appears there, and each time it refers to God’s view of mankind, not 

mankind’s view of himself. 

First we see God creating man in His image (Genesis 1:26 -27). Then 

we see that the children borne to the first man and woman are also considered 

to be “in the image of God” (Genesis 5:1-3, with 1:26-27 revisited). 

The third time we see this phrase is highly significant and points to the 

sanctity of all human life—again from God’s perspective—when God institutes 

capital punishment for murder. 

Here is what we see: Noah and his family have just departed the ark 

following the flood and God gives them the basic laws they are to live by. Two 

laws are brand new: first, from this point on you will be eating meat: do not 

eat it alive or raw; second, “Whoever sheds human blood, by other humans 

must his blood be shed; for in God’s image God has made humankind.” 

(Genesis 9:6, NET) 

It doesn’t end there. In the New Testament, Jesus’ half-brother James 

revisits and intensifies how we are to regard one another when he says, “But 

no human being can subdue the tongue; it is a restless evil, full of deadly 

poison. With it we bless the Lord and Father, and with it we curse people made 

in God’s image” (James 3:8-9, emphasis added). 

But this idea of bearing the imago dei is only the beginning of how we 

are to understand our inherent worth and value.  In Psalm 8, David ponders 

over how it could possibly be that the Divine Creator of all that exists would 

have regard for mankind, and—even more significantly—would place His 

creation in the hands of mankind to steward and to manage. In Matthew 6, 

Jesus invests quite a few moments charging His listeners to not be anxious 

about any need they have because their Heavenly Father knows all of their 

needs, just as He does the needs of the birds He provides for, and “you are 

of far more value than they .” God also provides beautifully for the grass and 

flowers, even though, once again, humankind is worth far more and will be 

provided for even more than they will.  

Later, Jesus says something else that is significant. In Matthew 16:26, 

He asks, “For what will it profit a man if he gains the whole world and forfeits 
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his soul? Or what will a man give in exchange for his soul?”  As far as Jesus 

is concerned, one person (and that means YOU!) is of FAR more W ORTH than 

the created universe!  

In Luke 12:6-7, Jesus declares, “Are not five sparrows sold for two 

cents? Yet not one of them is forgotten before God. Indeed, the very hairs of 

your head are all numbered. Do not fear;  you are more valuable than many 

sparrows” (emphasis added). 

The list goes on and on, including how there is rejoicing in heaven when 

ONE sinner turns from their sinfulness and surrenders to Christ as Savior 

(Luke 15:7, 10). This rejoicing comes as a result of the restoration of a lost 

loved one to their rightful and intended place as a future co-inheritor with 

Jesus and one who will be glorified right along beside Him (Romans 5:1-2, 6, 

8, 10; Romans 8:16-17, 28-29). 

Remember that block of gold? When we have turned from our own 

sinful, selfish ways and surrendered to Him, another change takes place (more 

in Lesson 2). Our inherent worth is still there, but there is a change in our 

functional  value (the “new creation” of 2 Corinthians 5:17). When a person is 

converted, it’s like being the block of gold taken out from under the manure 

pile, getting cleaned up, and now available for God to “tap” and put in the 

game. 

In Ephesians 2:10, we find one of the most beautiful word-pictures in all 

of Scripture that explains: “For we are His  masterpiece, created anew in 

Christ Jesus so the good things He planned for us long ago would be our way 

of life.” 

Think of a master artisan, like Michelangelo, crafting a magnificent 

statue out of a clump of marble. It doesn’t start out very pretty at all, but the 

end result is a magnificent piece of art. That is the way the 

word poiema (masterpiece) can be best understood. It is pronounced “poh-

EE-ma” and is an ancient Greek term for “visible expression ,” and where our 

word “poem” comes from.  

You see, in Ephesus, the home of the Temple of Diana (one of the 

Seven Wonders of the Ancient Word), the city was full of artisans—sculptors, 

carvers, potters, silversmiths and goldsmiths, jewel faceters, and the like. 
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What they created were called poiema (think “work of art,” not 

“craftsmanship”). 

You, according to Scripture, are God’s “poem”, a masterpiece from the 

Hand of the Creator. And just as the artisan seeks to express his heart and 

mind through his work, so the Creator seeks to express His heart and mind 

through you. 

There is inherent worth and honor in being His poiema, yet there is 

responsibility as well. Being His “visible expression” means we need to 

prayerfully seek to have a solid hold on our inherent worth, on our identity in 

Christ (for those who are believers), and to more and more fully “express” His 

will and His ways, His heart and His mind. 

What this means is that, instead of getting our sense of worth and value 

from what we do and how flawlessly  (or poorly) we do it, we focus on being 

who He created us to be in Christ and allow the “doing” to flow naturally from 

the “being” - like ripe fruit falling from a tree. 

A peach tree does not have to sit out in the orchard and focus all of its 

attention on growing peaches (“I’ve gotta grow peaches; I’ve gotta grow 

peaches…”)—it simply grows peaches because it IS a peach tree and that’s 

what peach trees DO...the “doing” flows naturally from the “being.”  

We were created as human “beings,” not human “doings.”  

God created us worthy of love, worthy of dignity, worthy of His very best: 

the sacrifice of His Son in our place – and we cannot change that any more 

than we can change our eye color, our gender, or our DNA from human to 

something else. 

Our inherent worth is just as much a part of us as our humanity and it 

cannot be taken from us. And even if there are those in our life who now deny 

or have denied us that dignity and worth, it does NOT change the fact that we 

are inherently worthy of it. 

There is more to be said about this further on, but please hold on to the 

truth; that while we are not deserving of any good thing (it cannot be earned), 

we are fully worthy of God’s BEST—we were created that way! 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“For we are His masterpiece, created anew in Christ Jesus so the good  He 

planned for us long ago would be our way of life.” (Ephesians 2:10, Lamb) 

 

Day 1 Reflection 

What thoughts and emotions did you experience as you read through th is 

lesson? Additional study passage: Psalm 139:14  

Day 2 Reflection 

How much or how often have you felt worthless in your life? What is the worst 

it got? Additional study passage: Psalm 88:15  

Day 3 Reflection 

Can you look back to a time, a person, or a situation where you were shown 

or were able to see a worthiness you didn’t normally feel? Describe that. What 

did you do with that at the time? Additional study passage: Philippians 4:8 

Day 4 Reflection 

What other effects has a sense of worthlessness had in your life? What are 

your thoughts on that now? Additional study passage: Romans 8:5-6 

Day 5 Reflection 

What do you think the effect will be in your life when you are able to fully 

believe the message from this lesson? Additional study passages: Psalm 25:2; 

Psalm 91:2 

Day 6 Reflection 

What difference do you think it would make in the world if more people 

understood and believed this “inherent worth” message?  Additional study 

passages: Ecclesiastes 9:18; John 14:27  

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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[This lesson is one of the longest ones, but it is important for you to have this 

information as clear in your mind as you can—a great deal depends on it.] 

The foundation we build our life on will determine the outcome—and that 

includes how we deal with what others bring to our life that is bad, wrong, or 

difficult. Our foundation and the materials we use to build our life—if not solid 

and pure—will result in sinful choices, broken relationships, and lousy 

outcomes. It only makes sense to choose the best foundation we can find, 

right? 

Scripture tells us, “For no man can lay a foundation other than the one 

which is laid, which is Jesus Christ” (1 Corinthians 3:11).  Most of us have 

invested a great deal of time, effort, and resources into building our lives on a 

foundation crammed with cracks, broken and missing pieces, and resting on 

a base that is unstable and unreliable. 

It is impossible for us to rebuild our lives until we first lay a new and 

solidly sure foundation. Just as the key to building a strong and sturdy house 

begins with a solid foundation, so it is when we are attempting to build a solid 

life. The most crucial and essential key to success in our journey to wholeness 

is this: We must replace our shoddy, defective, and broken foundation with 

the only one provided by and guaranteed by God Himself. The only sure 

foundation for a sound, solid, fruitful life is Jesus Christ. Only a life founded 

and grounded on Him can be full, rich, vibrant, and whole. 

So, how do we get from “here” to “there”? We have to start by 

understanding some foundational, fundamental truths. We’ve already learned 

some of those in Lesson One. This week and every week, we will “build” on 

what we have learned so far, strengthening the foundation and adding more 

truth as we go along. The goal is to faithfully work on engrafting these things 

into our hearts, our minds, and our souls so that the trash gets taken out and 

the treasure of Truth replaces it.  
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TRUTH #1: GOD DESIRES A WHOLE, HEALTHY, VIBRANT, AND LOVING 

RELATIONSHIP WITH US 

God created us for the purpose of loving us and one day inviting us to share 

in His glory. Many people think God created us to glorify Him. That is defective 

thinking. God has always had all the glory there is—He has never had any 

need for anyone or anything to “glorify” Him. We may reflect His glory, we may 

make it clearer to someone else (magnify His glory), but we can never bring 

Him glory. (There are translations of the Bible that say, “Glorify the Lord with 

me” Psalm 34:3, but a better rendering of that would be “Procla im the Lord’s 

greatness with me”). 

We have several passages of Scripture from one end of the Bible to the 

other that reinforce this idea that He created us for our good,  not His. In Psalm 

8, David marvels at how the power and majesty of the One who created the 

universe is obvious in creation, and then he wonders at how special mankind 

must be because God created us “a little lower than the heavenly beings,” and 

then put all of His creation in our care. 

From the very beginning (Genesis 1:26-27), we are told that God 

created mankind in His own image. It is only mankind that this is said of. In 

Genesis 9, after Noah and his family come off of the ark following the flood, 

God instructs them to be fruitful and multiply (just as He did with Adam and 

Eve), and then added two commands. The second of these establishes the 

fact that God holds every human life to be sacred and each is to be held in 

high esteem (Genesis 9:6). 

In Matthew 6:25-35, when Jesus is teaching those who follow Him not 

to be anxious and why not to be, He points out that God takes care of the 

birds, who contribute nothing to their own nourishment (other than eating), 

and that we are “of far more value” than they are. 

And, later on, Jesus remarks, “For what good does it do a person to 

gain the whole world [Bible language for “whole created universe”]  but to 

forfeit his soul?” (Mark 8:36). And, “…I tell you, there is joy in the presence of 

God’s angels over one sinner who repents” (Luke 15:10, NET). 

As far as God is concerned, one soul—you—is worth more than the 

created universe. God created us for the purpose of loving us and one day 

inviting us to share in His glory (Romans 5:1-2, Galatians 4:7; Romans 8:15-
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17; and others). He delights when any one of us turns from our sinful and 

rebellious ways and surrenders to Him. 

But God’s original design and created intent  got broken long ago. And 

it remains broken in varying degrees for a lot of us. The brokenness we live in 

in our homes, in our relationships, in our own minds, and in every aspect of 

our lives is a reflection of that Original Design Brokenness—all because we 

believe and live out lies. 

 

TRUTH #2: GOD’S DESIRE IS THAT EVERYONE WOULD FREELY 

ACCEPT HIS LOVE AND BE RECONCILED TO HIM, BUT HE KNOWS 

THAT EVERYONE WILL NOT 

Probably the most famous verse in the entire Bible is John 3:16 : “For this is 

the way God loved the world: He gave his one and only Son, so that everyone 

who believes in Him will not perish but have everlasting life (emphasis 

added).” The very next two verses are very important as well: “For God did 

not send his Son into the world to condemn the world but that the world should 

be saved through Him. The one who believes in Him is not condemned.  The 

one who does not believe has been condemned already, because he has not 

believed in the name of the one and only Son of God” (John 3:17-18). 

We can clearly see that God’s desire is for all to believe (verse 16), but 

He knows some will and some won’t (verse 18). He really leaves the final 

decision up to us.  

In 2 Peter 3:9, the Apostle Peter states, “He does not wish for any to 

perish but for all to come to repentance.” Then we see in 1 Timothy 2:(3)4, 

“(Such prayer for all is good and welcomed before God our Savior,) since He 

[God] wants all people to be saved and to come to a knowledge of the truth.”  

And all the way back in Ezekiel 18:23 we read,  “‘Do I have any pleasure in  the 

death of the wicked,’ declares the Lord GOD, ‘rather than that he should turn 

from his ways and live’?” 

The fact that God’s desire is for everyone to come to know, accept, and 

love Him is sown throughout the Scriptures.  

This idea is reinforced in the very last “invitation” in the Bible in 

Revelation 22:17: “And the Spirit and the bride say, ‘Come!’ And let the one 
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who hears say: ‘Come!’ And let the one who is thirsty come; let the one who 

wants it take the water of life free of charge” (In the King James this reads, 

“whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely.”).  

The reality? We all choose instead to go our own way and to reject Him, 

and then we defiantly stay that course as our life disintegrates around us more 

and more. 

 

TRUTH #3: GOD’S ORIGINAL DESIGN, HIS CREATED ORDER, WAS 

WILLFULLY BROKEN BY HUMANKIND 

Once we realize that God loves us and wants us to be in a whole, healthy, 

vibrant, and loving relationship with Him, we also realize that, because of our 

sinfulness—by nature and by choice—His created purpose for us is far out of 

our reach. God is good, righteous, just, and holy, and He cannot have 

friendship or companionship with sin.  

Regardless of how much God desires a relationship with us, it cannot 

happen as long as we love sin more than we love Him, and as long as sin 

remains unconfessed and unrepented of in our life.  That doesn’t necessarily 

mean we have to know and confess every sin because it is impossible for us 

to know them all. But, what we know, we are to confess and repent of—that’s 

His expectation of us. 

The first man and woman enjoyed a daily fellowship with God that was 

drastically severed all in one day by their own rebellion. The break has lasted 

from then up through this very moment. Their rebellion began when they 

believed a lie—a lie that was in direct contradiction to the truth that God had 

proclaimed to be so.  

We also know that same pattern has been repeated every day 

throughout human history—especially in our own lives. We all are given the 

same opportunities to choose truth over lies, and we often choose lies—and 

for selfish reasons, just like Adam and Eve did.  

(Study Note: You can see an interesting parallel story in Matthew 4:1 -

11, where Satan personally tempted Jesus in the Wilderness: same three lies, 

same goals. Thankfully, they didn’t work!)  
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The sin that separated Adam and Eve from God was their disobedience 

to God’s command to not eat fruit from a particular tree in the Garden of Eden. 

But it wasn’t the eating of the fruit that was the problem. They willfully 

disobeyed and sinned, all because they believed a lie. “They ate fruit? Is THAT 

all?!” 

 It wasn’t about the fruit; it was about believing a lie and disobeying God 

because the alternative truth presented by the Serpent was more desirable 

and preferable than obeying what God had said. 

Of course, we have all done that and worse, haven’t we? Today we lie, 

steal, get jealous over what others have, misuse and mistreat other peopl e for 

our own pleasure—the list goes on and on. But, we do all this because we 

believe that what those things offer is more desirable and preferable than 

God’s will and God’s plan . See? Disobedience built on lies. 

Unless and until God intervenes, we have no hope of remedying the 

shattered connection between Him and us. There is nothing that rebellious 

mankind can do to restore God’s original design  and be reconciled to Him. 

 

TRUTH #4: GOD HIMSELF HAS PROVIDED THE WAY OF RESTORATION 

AND RECONCILIATION 

Because the due penalty for sin is eternal separation from God (“Death”: 

Genesis 2:16-17; Romans 6:23), to be able to pay that due penalty, the “sin-

debt,” for even one lie or one selfish act would require eternal spiritual death 

(separation from God) for every perpetrator. This is because God and sin can 

have no affiliation, let alone a mutually loving and caring relationship. 

Mankind is surely lost and without any hope apart from God’s intervention and 

help. 

God’s answer to the sin problem is Jesus  Christ. Jesus said, “I am the 

Way, the Truth, and the Life; no one comes to the Father except through me” 

(John 14:6). Jesus is the only one who can reconcile us to God—there is no 

other way; however, He IS the Way. In fact, the heart of the Gospel is spelled 

out in 2 Corinthians 5:19, which says, in part, “in Christ God was reconciling 

the world to Himself, not counting people’s trespasses against them…”  
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How did God work this out? Jesus is fully God and became a man (see 

John 1:1, 14; Philippians 2:5-11). God the Son existed with God the Father 

before there was a “beginning.” Just as the First Adam represented us in God’s 

Court in The Rebellion, because Jesus is both fully God and fully man (don’t 

try to figure this out right now—you don’t need to) He is the only one who 

could be our holy and righteous representative in God’s Court after The 

Rebellion. 

Jesus, who already was God, became a human like us yet He was 

without any sin at all. He lived a fully righteous life, was tempted in every way 

we are, and yet still, He did not sin. He truly is “God with Us,” the meaning of 

the name Emanuel (spelled Immanuel, Matthew 1:23).  

God’s righteous, fair, and unbiased response to all sin is His full and 

pure wrath. Yet, out of His love for us, and out of His commitment to seeing it 

be made possible for us to one day be invited to share in His glory (and 

knowing that we could never pay the debt for our sin ourselves ), He made 

Himself the only fit sacrifice that was possible for our sins.  

When Jesus (God the Son) died on the cross, He took on the Father’s 

full wrath for our sins in our place. That means God Himself took the 

punishment we deserve so that we would never have to face it ourselves.  Now 

THAT is good news! 

THAT is the kind of love God has for everyone that He created in His 

image—and that includes you! 

God’s Word says, “Because Christ also suffered once for sins, the just for the 

unjust, to bring you to God” (1 Peter 3:18, NET). Because our sins separate 

us from God and keep us separated from Him, and because the penalty for 

sin is death (eternal separation from God), Jesus willingly died our death for 

us. 

Because Christ paid our sin-debt, Holy God can now have intimate 

fellowship with once sinful man. The only provision for forgiveness of  sin that 

God has made is Christ’s death. There is salvation in no one else (see John 

14:6; Acts 4:12). He died that we might live with God ever -after. This is what 

is known as “redemption.” 
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Yes, Jesus is the answer to the problem of our separation from God 

because of sin. However, He can have no effect on our lives unless we receive 

and surrender to Him (John 1:12) as the one and only Savior. This is the 

essential ingredient to everlasting life, and to living in freedom and wholeness. 

 Every time we look to ourselves, or to someone or something else to 

save us, we fall into the trap the Bible calls “idolatry.” (More later.)  

 

TRUTH #5: GOD SAYS IT IS UP TO US TO ACCEPT OR REFUSE HIS 

GIFT OF REDEMPTION—AND THE CONSEQUENCES ARE FULLY OURS 

God’s offer to each of us is found in one of the best known verses in the Bible 

that we looked at a little earlier (John 3:16, NET), "For this is the way God 

loved the world: He gave his one and only Son, so that everyone who believes 

in him will not perish but have everlasting life.”  

Here we find that God’s gift is everlasting life in place of what we 

actually deserve (Romans 6:23). It can’t be earned; it can’t be bought—it is a 

gift God freely gives to all who will believe (totally trust in, depend on, rely 

upon) His Son, Jesus Christ. In God’s economy, though we are undeserving 

of this gift, we are fully worthy of this gift, because that is how God created 

us. 

He also promises, “But to all who have received Him—those who believe 

in His name—He has given the right to become God’s children” (John 1:12, 

NET). In Bible times, to receive someone was to welcome them into your home 

and to make everything you owned available to them for their use, however 

they wished.  

Once His Son is “received,” once we have surrendered who we are and 

what we have to Him (as much as we are able to at the time),  God gives the 

gift of redemption, the essence of which is us being reconciled to God, 

restored to the relationship He created us to have.  

That translates to us having an everlasting life that isn’t just future, it 

actually starts TODAY! And, He grants us a new identity and a new citizenship 

as His adopted children (Romans 8:15-17). We are “created anew” (2 

Corinthians 5:17), and our new life in Christ begins. 
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This everlasting life does not begin when we die. It actually begins when 

we willingly surrender our lives to Jesus Christ. Jesus said, “I came that they 

may have life, and have it abundantly.” (John 10:10). Abundant life means life 

that is far more than we would ever expect or anticipate. It isn’t a life filled 

with all of the earthly pleasures we can imagine, but a life filled with a sense 

of God’s peace and God’s presence no matter where we are or what we face.  

Very often, however, because of difficult and troubling circumstances in 

life or ongoing consequences of choices we’ve made  in the past, we feel that 

the benefits of being the redeemed of God will have to wait until  we get to 

Heaven. Yet, God truly has prepared an abundant and fruitful life for us here—

now. This abundant life is ours as we walk daily with Him.   

That does not mean that we will not have trials and troubles . What it 

means is that, when trials and troubles come, we can rest  in the sure 

knowledge that He is right there with us, every step of the way, and that He 

will never let anyone or anything separate us from Him again (John 10:27 -30; 

Romans 8:38-39). No matter our circumstances now, they are only 

temporary—and we are not alone in them because “God with Us” is with us! 

 

TRUTH #6: GOD LEAVES THE CHOICE TO YOU  

Now, the choice as to whether or not you have a life in and with Christ is yours. 

The choice as to whether you know you will spend eternity with God or be 

everlastingly separated from Him is also yours. No one can make that decision 

for you; this one is between you and God.  

If we choose to receive Christ, we must be willing to turn away from our 

sinful ways and sinful desires and to turn ourselves over to Him completely. 

This is both an in-the-moment decision and act, and a day-after-day decision 

and act:  

Wherever you are in that sequence is the perfect place to be RIGHT 

NOW to surrender. If you never have, now is the time (2 Corinthians 6:2: “For 

he says, ‘I heard you at the acceptable time, and in the day of salvation I 

helped you.’ Look, now is the acceptable time; look, now is the day of 

salvation!”). If you have at some time in the past but need to come clean and 

surrender more, now is also the time for that.  
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Before any of us meet and learn about Jesus Christ, we are all going 

our own way, doing what we believe is best. If our idea of “best” is rooted in 

lies and sin, we get carried further and further away from Him and the life He 

desires for us; we get carried further and further into the death and decay of 

the sin and sinfulness that separates us from Him.  

The day we invite Him to be Master of our life and surrender ourselves 

to Him, that is the day we begin our turn from our life of sin and death to a life 

of light and hope in Him.  

In the Bible, this is called “repentance” ; a turning around and going in 

the completely opposite direction. We need to know, too, that it is going to 

take a willing heart to continue to give Him control of our life on a day-by-day 

(sometimes moment-by-moment) basis.  

He certainly knows better than we do what is best , and His idea of “best” 

is rooted and grounded in the pure, righteous Truth. Our trust must be in Him 

and Him alone—for everlasting life as well as every-day life. 

For those who wonder, “How do I trust Him for every-day life?” the 

answer begins when you surrender to Him and ask Him to help you keep 

surrendered to Him. As you do so, He will help you know and understand as 

much as you can, when you can, about what needs to happen every step of 

the way.  

It will all become more and more clear and better understood as you 

continue along to be unbound on this journey to wholeness. As you start to 

learn both what it is that has been keeping you in bondage and why, and how 

and what to do about it in your new life in Christ, things become clearer and 

you become more like the person He created you to be.  

This is called “abiding,” and it is a concept we will revisit often 

throughout the program. (In fact, there is a brief mini-lesson “On Abiding” right 

after Lesson 7.) And don’t worry—He wants this for you even more than even 

you want it for yourself. 

Have you surrendered your life to Jesus Christ? Are you convinced that 

you need to? Have you invited Him to be Master of your life? Have you invited 

Him to have full reign in your life? If not, why not do so now? If you have, 

perhaps this is the perfect opportunity to surrender whatever it is you’ve been 

holding back from Him—He’ll do a much better job with it than you ever could. 
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The 6 Truths from This Lesson: 

TRUTH #1: GOD DESIRES A WHOLE, HEALTHY, VIBRANT, AND 

LOVING RELATIONSHIP WITH US 

TRUTH #2: GOD’S DESIRE IS THAT EVERYONE WOULD FREELY 

ACCEPT HIS LOVE AND BE RECONCILED TO HIM, BUT HE KNOWS 

THAT THEY WILL NOT 

TRUTH #3: GOD’S ORIGINAL DESIGN, HIS CREATED ORDER, WAS 

WILLFULLY BROKEN BY HUMANKIND 

TRUTH #4: GOD HIMSELF HAS PROVIDED THE WAY OF 

RESTORATION AND RECONCILIATION 

TRUTH #5: GOD SAYS IT IS UP TO US TO ACCEPT OR REFUSE HIS 

GIFT OF REDEMPTION—AND THE CONSEQUENCES ARE FULLY 

OURS 

TRUTH #6: GOD LEAVES THE CHOICE TO YOU 

The following prayer contains a summary of the truths we have covered so far 

in our lessons. Wherever you are in your relationship with God, please 

consider using this as a guide to help you become reconciled to and united 

with God in the only authentic way there is: fully surrendered to Christ. 

A PRAYER OF SURRENDER 

“Almighty God, I know and am fully convinced that I have 

sinned against You, and that I deserve Your wrath. I also know 

and am fully convinced that, because of what Jesus did out of 

His love for me I may never have to face that wrath.  

I have chosen more than once to be the master of my own 

life and to live in ways I know are wrong. Please forgive me and 

help me forsake that way of life. I know that Christ died for my 

sin, taking Your wrath for my sin on Himself so that I would never 

have to bear it. Thank you for offering that gift of mercy and 

grace. 
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I also know that Jesus rose from death and wants to be 

Master of my life. I invite Him to take charge of my life and 

surrender it completely to You. In exchange, I gratefully receive 

Your gift of everlasting life. My desire is to live for You and to 

serve You, no matter what. 

I know, too, that every area of my life now belongs to Jesus. 

Help me surrender more and more each day, bringing every 

thought, word, and deed into obedience to the truth that is in 

Him. 

You are preparing a place for me with You and I will one day 

be with You for the rest of eternity. Thank You for that wonderful 

promise and hope. In Jesus’ name. Amen.”  

 

(Please note: Sometimes people talk about “inviting Jesus into your heart.” 

That is not a Biblical concept—it is not taught anywhere in Scripture. It is only 

by way of authentic conversion [a change in fundamental beliefs that drive 

one’s life] that we are saved. A good indicator is this: “The God that you hated 

is now the God that you love; the sin you loved is now the sin that you hate.”  

– Paul Washer)  

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“’For I know the plans that I have for you,' declares the LORD, 'plans for 

welfare and not for calamity to give you a future and a hope.’” Jeremiah 29:11 

(NASB) 

 

Day 1 Reflection 

What picture do you have in your mind of what your life will look like when it 

has been built on the sure foundation discussed in this lesson? Additional 

study passage: 1 Corinthians 3:11-15 

Day 2 Reflection 

What is your understanding of the encouragement and counsel to “receive 

Christ?” Additional study passages: John 1:12-14; John 3:36 

Day 3 Reflection 

How do you deal with feelings of guilt and shame in your life?  Additional study 

passage: 2 Corinthians 7:9-10 

Day 4 Reflection 

When you think about repentance, describe what comes to mind. What do you 

think a life given to repentance would look like?  Additional study passages: 

Matthew 3:7-8; Acts 26:19-20; Ephesians 5:8-20 

Day 5 Reflection 

As you have read through the lesson, what did you decide to do with the 

counsel to “receive Jesus” and surrender to God? What do you think the result 

of that decision will be? Additional study passages: John 8:31-32, 36; 1 John 

1:5-9 

Day 6 Reflection 

In applying the Gospel every day to your life, how do you think you will be able 

to know how you are doing as time goes on? What do you think is the best 

way for you to manage that? Additional study passage: Galatians 5:13-24  

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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As mentioned in the “Introduction,” the materials in your hands make up the 

basic tools for Unbound, one of the Truth in Love Biblical Counseling Center’s  

programs for providing solid Biblical counsel to those in bondage to 

unresolved and unhealed brokenness in their lives. Whether it is the 

aftereffects of sins committed or evils suffered, getting those matters resolved 

with God is how we walk in freedom.  

Unbound is the byproduct of decades of Biblical counseling experience 

from a variety of people. We have a firm belief that one of the promises made 

by Jesus is too often overlooked in society today (especially in the “Recovery 

Movement”). Jesus promised, “So if the Son sets you free, you will be really 

free.” (John 8:36) 

Over the years, while using and expanding on the basic materials from 

a program once known as “S.A.F.E.: Setting Addicts Free Eternally,” the Truth 

in Love Biblical Counseling team saw need for adjustments, modifications, and 

improvements. 

We’ve used variations of the materials in many  different settings, under 

many different circumstances, and in addressing more and more diverse 

patterns of besetting sin and brokenness. We saw that there were layers of 

bondage in people’s lives that needed to be addressed more foundationally 

and more concisely than the basic materials provided for. The results are what 

you are holding in your hands or seeing on your screen right now.  

This program you have launched into truly is an “unbinding” process. As 

we have more and more layers of bondage removed, we gain more and more 

freedom from the sin and captivity of our lives as we surrender our hearts and 

minds to Jesus Christ. Through saturating our minds and hearts with the truth 

as stated so clearly in His Word, we learn to live our life grounded in that truth. 

Then, more and more every day, we walk with Him in true freedom as the 

layers of rot and decay are removed.  

It is a process, not an event! It requires daily, intentional investment. 

There is homework every day; that “homework” is actually “heart-and-mind-
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work.” It is more than a bunch of stuff to do: it is a steady , systematic replacing 

of the lies with the truth. 

There is an admonition (warning) and a promise in Romans 12:2: “And 

do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of 

your mind, so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is good 

and acceptable and perfect (emphasis added). ” 

Our part in this is the “renewing of your mind” part. We do this by 

discovering and saturating on the truth in God’s Word. If you have ever had a 

driver license or student body card renewed, you know the process: walk in 

with your old one, walk out with a replacement. It has been “renewed.” That is 

the same idea behind renewing the mind: we don’t “freshen up the old;”  

instead, we “replace with new.” 

God’s part in this enterprise is the “be transformed” part. You might find 

it interesting to know that the original language word for “transformed” is the 

same Greek word we get our word “metamorphosis” from—the process that 

takes a caterpillar and turns it into a butterfly.  

Another interesting note: In the original language, this word is a 

“passive present” verb; meaning, it is something done to or for us, not 

something we do ourselves or for ourselves. It is God’s part, and is the result 

of us doing our part, which is the “renewing the mind” part—the PERFECT 

partnership! 

As we saturate our minds with the truth, God takes those truths and 

replaces the old beliefs and behaviors, the old passions and desires,  the old 

agenda and schemes, with ones that are filled with light and life and truth, 

ones that are in step, in tune with His nature and character. 

The basic dilemma with all besetting sin patterns is this: Man is in a 

natural state of rebelliousness against and separation from God. Our wrong 

beliefs and our wrong behaviors based on those wrong beliefs—powered by 

vigorous emotions—keep us in bondage and far away from the only source of 

real help for our problems and troubled lives.  

The reason bridging the gap between what we feel and what is true is 

so difficult is that there is no “feeling” to truth: Truth just “shows up;” it simply 

“is.” Truth plays no favorites, and it picks on no one. Emotions, on the other 
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hand, get a great deal more attention because we “feel” them.  While they may 

be based on the truth, emotions themselves are not true. 

Real freedom can only occur when deep-rooted and false beliefs have 

been put off, and the truth as stated by God in His Word is put on in its place. 

We are then empowered to live that truth out vibrantly.  Remember this 

antidote: “‘That’ is what I feel, but ‘this’ is what’s true.” 

The basic elements and processes we need to know, understand, and 

remember for this program to be effective are: 

I. Our Wiring 

II. Our Problem 

III. Our Solution 

IV. Our Goal 

V. Our Method 

I. Our Wiring 

Everyone lives their lives based on what they believe to be most true at any 

given moment. Keep in mind that when most of us say, “I believe…” what we 

are usually referring to is what we have intellectually acknowledged as true, 

not what we really stake our life on as true.  

To “believe” means, “to totally trust in, depend on, and rely upon as 

true.” What we believe is what we live. A person can say all day long what 

they believe, but when you look at their life, you will be able to see what it is 

they really believe by how they live. (If you “believe” there is black ice in the 

parking lot, no matter whether it is true or not, when you leave the building, 

you will behave as if there is.) 

On average, 90% or more of our choices are made by what is commonly 

called our “subconscious mind,” (the “heart,” in the Bible) and it requires little 

or no intentional thought for us to carry out those choices. This non-intentional 

part of our mind makes those choices based on what we believe to be most 

true at that moment and is rooted in the patterns we have developed over 

time—like brushing our teeth.  

The “heart” is the seat of our desires (see diagram, Page 41). The 

primary role of our mind is to find the most efficient way to satisfy the desires 

of our heart. The body is the part of us where all of this is carried out.  
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Our emotions fuel our drive to fulfill our heart’s desires. Our bodies have 

appetites and patterns of behaving [“the flesh” in Scripture] that contribute to 

our habituated choices as well. This all flows together and is the seedbed that 

our problems arise from. Left unchecked, these problems become “besetting.” 

If the desires of our heart are rooted in us believing lies (lies which stand 

in direct opposition to what God declares to be true), we are driven to follow 

a path of sin and destruction.  The more these patterns are saturated on and 

habituated, the more entrenched they become—to the point where, with little 

or no thought at all, they become a way of life. 

Remember: What we believe is grounded in what we have saturated our 

minds with, whether true or false—our “mental diet matters!” Paul describes 

this principle in Romans 8:5-6 and it is a foundational principle of this program. 

This process of “saturate-and-produce” is how we all function. It is basic to 

the human experience from the moment of birth forward. Because of that, in 

this natural process, the truth of something does not matter anywhere near as 

much as what we believe does in determining how we live. 

Whatever it is we consistently feed this unique creation called “the mind” 

is what we will believe to be most true. Feed it lies and half-truths, it believes 

the lies and half-truths to be true; feed it the truth, it will believe the truth.  

Whatever we feed our hearts and minds most is what we believe most . 

Our drive to satisfy our deepest wants and longings surges out from the 

seat of our desires, which the Bible calls our heart (Matthew 15:18-20; Mark 

7:20-23). Our heart works together with our mind to find what we believe at 

that point in time to be the “best” way to satisfy our desires, and our emotions 

fuel it and help us to be content with it—even if only for a moment.  

Our mind’s role is to satisfy the desires of the heart in the most 

expeditious way it can find; the body is a willing co-conspirator. 

This process usually happens very quickly, and often with little or no 

purposeful thought at all; thus the concept of the “subconscious.” Once our 

mind is set on a course of action, the heart and mind work with the body to 

carry out the plan.  
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It all begins way back at the point where you discover that a certain activity or 

behavior delivers a high-impact reward. With the reward comes a compound 

chemical “rush” that brings both sensual pleasure and emotional comfort at 

the same time. (This is the biological aspect of the process.) 

That’s a powerful lift, and when a powerful lift is discovered by the brain, 

the mind files it away in the “solutions” file for future reference. The “solution” 

gets used again, the heart/mind/body comes to expect it, and the person is 

emotionally “hooked” before they even know what’s happening.  

Our emotions get actively involved in this process to ensure that we 

respond to our mind’s “best” suggestions  as quickly as possible. We all know 

that emotions can be much stronger than reason.  

Knowing this helps us understand that, since the majority of our 

decisions are made by our “subconscious ,” we will be able to affect significant 

change in our life only if we change the choices that are made at that level.  

Change the desires of the heart, and the motivations change; the 

emotions will motivate our minds to satisfy the desires of the changed heart, 

not the old one.  

And remember that those decisions and choices are based on what we 

believe to be “best” at that moment. So, we have to change what we believe 

in order to change what we choose. This program is a tool designed to help 

us do just that. 

 

II. Our Problem 

Our problem is that our heart most often operates from a foundation of lies, 

false principles, selfish desires, and negative self-talk. As we deal with all the 

guilt, shame, fears, sense of entitlement, bitterness, unforgiveness, and 

frustrations of the past and of day-to-day life, those are the things our mind 

becomes saturated with.  
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What we are most often offered by the world are answers that contradict 

God’s principles and plan. The more exposed to those that we are, the more 

our minds learn to function based on those worldly principles.  

One vital key to this destructive pattern becoming so easily entrenched 

is that we don’t believe that we have an inherent worthiness rooted in being 

created in God’s Image. In fact, the world around us denies that we are created 

at all, claiming we are simply an accident of the cosmos with no real purpose 

or meaning. The resulting feelings of worthlessness drive us away from God 

instead of toward God. 

As a result, we have developed unrighteous ways of coping with our 

problems and predicaments and have ended up magnifying the breach 

between ourselves and the God who loves us.  

Due to the fact that all of these things are defective, deficient, and often 

lead to greater problems, we sink deeper and deeper into despair and 

hopelessness: “Pits of Gloom” (Lesson 6).  

We become enslaved in a destructive lifestyle and can find no way to 

break free. As we saturate our minds on our sense of failure and on the 

destructive cycles themselves, the bondage increases. As we struggle to tear 

ourselves from this quicksand, we are carried further and further down.  

 

III. Our Solution 

If we are to be successful in having and living a truly transformed life, we must 

change who we are at the heart level. Since we have spent a lifetime 

saturating our heart, mind, and soul with destructive thoughts, attitudes, 

beliefs, and behaviors, there is only one thing powerful enough to change us. 

Our only source of real help is the Truth, which is the Bible; God’s 

Word. There are many reasons that the Bible is such a powerful and effective 

tool. Here are just two: 

A. THE WORD CLEANSES AND PURIFIES 

Jesus cleanses all those who believe and trust in Him through the 

washing of the Word (Ephesians 5:25b-27). The truth that is in God’s 

Word is the antidote for the lies and brokenness by which we have 

learned to live. Jesus tells us that, if we “abide” in His Word, we are 

truly His, that we will know the Truth, and the truth will set us free (John 
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8:31-32)! Knowing the truth is essential to having the freedom we long 

for. God’s Word is the ultimate source of all truth (John 17:17).  

B. THE WORD IS ALIVE AND BRINGS CHANGE 

As we saturate our minds with God’s Word, the Holy Spirit takes that 

powerful weapon and uses it to transform our lives from within (Romans 

12:2; 2 Timothy 3:16-17; Hebrews 4:12). This is not about behavior 

modification, but about authentic heart and life transformation—REAL 

change. It is a partnership between us and God. We do our part; He 

does His part (Romans 12:2). Freedom is ours (John 8:36; Galatians 

5:1), and we no longer have to follow the destructive patterns we have 

lived for too long (Romans 6:17-18a). 

 

IV. Our Goal 

Unbound is a tool designed to help us fill our hearts, minds, and souls with 

God’s Word EVERY DAY, and thus serve as the catalyst for the transformation 

we seek. We foster this in three ways: 

1. Regular Bible study to nourish the mind (Luke 4:4; 2 Timothy 3:16-

17) and personal worship to invite Him close (Psalm 22:3 ; James 

4:8). 

2. By training our heart and mind [our “subconscious”] to know, believe, 

and live out the truth taught in God’s Word (Romans 12:2). 

3. Saturating the mind with specific verses that teach a truth that 

combats a specific lie or a specific problem in our life, like the 

antidote to a poison (Joshua 1:8; Psalm 1:2-3). [The “Restore” 

section at the back is FULL of these.) 

 

V. Our Method 

Unbound is designed to be followed systematically and consistently:  

1. Every day (except your Sabbath/Rest Day), read the current lesson. 

We do this to ensure that the information in the lesson becomes part 

of our baseline of thinking. We also do this at “the speed of life,” so 

don’t fret if you aren’t always at a place to finish one lesson every 

week. 
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2. Saturate with each “The Lesson’s Verse” every day for the duration 

of the time you are working through the lesson, including on your 

Rest Day(s). 

a. Remember that “to saturate” (usually) means to read aloud at 

least 100 times per day. Space it out through the day as 

needed. (NOTE: Some folks have an extremely difficult time 

keeping their thoughts focused when they read, even if they 

read out loud. Many have found that recording their own voice 

reading the Scripture aloud and listening to the recording 

repeatedly and repeating what they hear themselves saying 

helps. The point is, SATURATE!) 

3. Answer the “Reflection” for that day. 

4. Take advantage of the saturation tools in the Restore book to combat 

special areas of trouble or difficulty. Think of it as an “Emotional 

First-Aid Kit.”4 

5. Do your Pre-Meal saturation verses (back of Restore book5) 12 times 

before the specified meal. We’ve mentioned this tool before; now it 

is time to start bringing it into use. 

6. Do any other special exercises that are designated in the lesson or 

that you find helpful throughout the program. Not every lesson has 

additional exercises, but some do, and all of them are key tools you 

will use for many years to come.  

7. Be thankful for one thing every day and record it. This is because a 

heart that is thankful is more inclined toward worship, and personal 

worship is one of the key tools we need in order to have and maintain 

the transformed life we are pursuing. 

                                               
4 “Restore” is in the very back of this workbook. There are “weapons” there for f ighting and winning 

the battles of mind and emotions that most often plague us. The last page has “The Pledge.” This is 
a personal commitment for you to make to help you gain the most out of this curriculum.  

5  We usually have no problem eating at least three times each day; yet we usually don’t feed our 

souls anywhere near as often. In Matthew 4:4, Jesus declares to Satan, “It is  wri tten, ‘Man does not  
live by bread alone, but by every word that comes from the mouth of God.’”  Our goal with the pre-
meal saturation verses is to get in the habit of feeding our souls as readily as we will feed our bodies.  
Breakfast verse is provided; you chose the ones you need for lunch and dinner. Use these as long 
as you need and switch them out as you feel God leading you to.  
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Keep this very important truth in mind: While emotions are real, they are NOT 

the truth: Feelings change; facts do not. Our emotions are transient—they are 

undependable, unreliable, inconsistent, and they change from one moment to 

another, often rapidly. The truth is solid, sure, dependable, reliable, and 

consistent. 

Making decisions based on our emotions is like allowing a drunk to get 

behind the wheel of a school bus—the bus will be all over the road and it isn’t 

going to turn out well for anyone. Emotions can have a “seat on the bus,” just 

not the driver’s seat. So, remember: the #1 antidote for living life based on the 

emotions we feel (usually rooted in lies) is to remind ourselves as often as we 

need to: “Feelings are real; they just aren’t fact. ‘Th is’ is what I feel, but ‘this’ 

is what’s true.”  

 

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

For the word of God is living and active and sharper than any double-edged 

sword, piercing even to the point of separating soul from spirit, and joints from 

marrow; it is able to judge the desires and thoughts of the heart. (Hebrews 

4:12 NET) 

Day 1 Reflection 

Aside from examples like brushing your teeth or driving your car, what other 

instances are there in your life where you do things that are almost second-

nature? Additional study passage: Romans 8:5-6 

Day 2 Reflection 

Explain why a person who lives by God’s principles might expect to be 

successful in life. Additional study passage: Psalm 15:1-5 

Day 3 Reflection 

What is the one area in your life you would most like to change? 

Transformational change takes time and effort: A re you willing to do the work 

necessary to accomplish that change? Additional study passage: Galatians 

5:13-26 

Day 4 Reflection 

Why would positive, healthy change be impossible without Christ’s help?  

Additional study passage: John 15:4-5 

Day 5  Reflection 

Why is real and permanent change in our lives not likely to happen 

immediately and only happen over time, if we are willing to do the work change 

requires? Additional study passage: Matthew 13:31-32 

Day 6  Reflection 

Why would it be important during this season of life-change to saturate our 

mind with the affirmative, positive passages from God’s Word rather than the 

negative passages? Additional study passage: Philippians 4:8  

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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Lesson Four                    Seeing Clearly 

Lesson Five                         Is God Faithful? 

Lesson Six                  Knowing God (Part 1)  

Lesson Seven       Knowing God (Part 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Having set and laid our foundation in Christ, we need to start building for the 

second phase of our transformation and establish a heart that is “right.” By 

“right,” we mean: established in the truth, pursuing the truth, and holding to 

the truth as defined by God. 

Our inability to know and trust the truth is rooted in the lies we have 

believed, and in our lack of accurately knowing what truth replaces them. We 

have already seen how the truth is a powerful antidote for deceptions and lies 

when it comes to our sense of worthlessness. We need to continue to clear 

away those things which are the greatest obstacles standing in the way of our 

knowing, pursuing, and holding to the truth.  

The ability to see ourselves as we really are and our ability to see God 

as He really is will give us the clarity we need to move forward along this path 

to freedom and wholeness. Although the path may seem like a murky shadow 

right now, His Word will light our path and guide our steps (Psalm 119:105).  
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It almost seems like the entire world conspires to get us to rigorously focus 

our attention and energy on our own wants, needs, and desires. Just about 

everyone seems to be trying to find out what will make them the most happy, 

and we are constantly being encouraged to do what we think is best for 

ourselves. The leading marketing strategies of successful companies focus on 

feeding the self-important, self-absorbed tendencies of our rebellious nature. 

And, we seem to cooperate most willingly.  

After all, we deserve to be happy, don’t we? We deserve the very best, 

no matter what, isn’t that true?  

There are innumerable self-help teachers, self-improvement trainings, 

psychologists, counselors, and untold spiritual guides willing to help us 

connect with our “inner-selves,” to discover the “person within.”  

Psychologists and mental health therapists encourage their clients to 

look deeply inside themselves in order to discover what went wrong on their 

journey to self-fulfillment and achieving their true potential, and then look 

there to find their own solution to the problem within themselves. 

This inward-directed focus is not only unhealthy, it is defective: it is, in 

essence, self-focus. That is not only the cause of most of the problems we 

deal with already, it actually creates more problems than we already have. In 

this lesson, we will uncover why this is so, and discover God’s better method 

and plan. 

THE PROBLEM WITH BEING SELF-FOCUSED 

When we are self-focused, it is impossible for us to have an objective view of 

ourselves or of anybody else. Self-focus translates to us being focused on our 

perceptions and ideas of ourselves, on whether or not our needs are being 

met the way we believe we are entitled to have them met.  

When we are self-focused, we either fix our attention on any and all 

positive things about ourselves that we can find (seeing ourselves as 

wonderful and magnificent), or we fix our attention on every negative thing 
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that is or possibly might be true about us (concluding that we are awful and 

less than worthless).  Everyone either “owes” us or is out to get us. 

It really is impossible to be objective when we examine our innermost 

self using our own perceptions and interpretations of ourselves as the gauge.  

The first reason this is so is because our emotions get in the way. How 

we “feel” about ourselves is driven by what we believe about ourselves based 

on what we’ve saturated our minds with about ourselves.  

Then we either magnify the positive, become filled with pride, and exalt 

ourselves; or we exaggerate the negative, become filled with toxic shame, and 

decide we are good-for-nothing. 

The second reason it is impossible for us to be object ive is because we 

are the only one in the universe that sees us the way we see ourselves.  Did 

you know that when you look in the mirror, you are the only person in the 

universe who sees what you see? What you see is a reversed reflection of 

how you really look.  

(Try this: take a small mirror and hold it in your hand so that, when you 

look in it, you are seeing the other mirror reflected in it. Now try and 

comb your hair. What happened? This will give you a good idea of just 

how different reality is from the image in your mind.)  

There can even be a dramatic swing back and forth between the two 

extremes: one moment we think we are the greatest person who has ever lived 

and we can conquer the world, the next we are convinced that we are the 

worst person that has ever lived and the world would be better off without us. 

We either feel that everything exists to benefit us, or that everything and 

everybody is against us. 

Also, there is often a powerful dynamic at work when a person is trying 

to describe to someone else what kind of person they are. Most people will 

magnify and extol their good qualities while minimizing the bad, or they will 

magnify the bad while minimizing the good.  

They often see themselves as either very good or very bad with no real 

middle ground. The more shame-filled a person’s past the more likely this is. 

Rarely do we get a clear picture of what someone is really like based on their 

self-report. This is because most people will describe themselves based on 

their own inward-focused vision of themselves. 
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Because we are unable to be objective on our own, it is easier for an 

emotionally healthy person who is close to us, to truly know us than it is for 

us to have a balanced and clear picture of who we really are.  

Think about the people in your life that you know well. After a season of 

getting to know a person, of seeing them in different settings and 

circumstances, don’t you find that you have a better idea of what they are 

really like, sometimes even more than they do themselves? 

 This is why being in a safe, honest, healthy, and caring community is a 

critical part of our healing journey and our ongoing well -being. As believers, 

this is why the “one another’s” in the Bible are so vital for us.  

 

EXTREMES OF BEING SELF-FOCUSED 

    THE POSITIVE EMPHASIS   THE NEGATIVE EMPHASIS 

                (Magnifies the positive)               (Magnifies the 
negative)  

Surrender and Saturation Are (Again) The Keys.  As long as we hold onto 

a distorted view of ourselves, we will also have a distorted view of God and of 

others. If we want to be able to relate to God, others, and ourselves in a 

healthy way, we can only do so as we deal with the lies we believe about God, 

ourselves, and others—and especially the ones we believe about ourselves. 

Like it or not, we’ve developed our views about God based on how key 

people in our lives have influenced us in our opinion about ourselves. The 

worst thing we can do is to ignore the lies we believe because they are what 

keep us from being the person God created us to be (see Lesson One). The 

key is to saturate on the Truth (Christ and His Word), allowing ourselves to 

“I got this!” “Nothing I do is good enough.”  

   “Yes, I AM all that!” 
   “Never mind me—I don’t really 

matter.” 

“It’s all someone else’s fault.” “It’s all my fault.” 

“I did this; I can do ANYTHING!”   
   “I knew I would fail at this—I always 

do.” 
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see and accept (surrender to) who God says He is and who we are, and then 

live life accordingly.  

There are some who say, “Forget the past; nothing you can do about it. 

It’s time to move on.” The problem with this kind of thinking is that it ignores 

the reality that there are unresolved effects of those past events that truly are 

affecting us today. Unless and until that reality is faced and those ill effects 

are resolved, we will remain in bondage to those harmful effects. 

When we focus our attention on Christ and what He believes about us, 

then replacing the lies with that truth, we can more easily begin to see 

ourselves as Christ sees us.  

Once we have started to do that, both the sins we have committed and 

the evils we have suffered become clear—and so does our underlying 

worthiness in Him. This gives us the ability to be honest with Him about our 

faults and where we have fallen short, confess and repent of those, and walk 

forgiven. We also have the ability to let go of what others are responsible for 

and let that be between them and God. 

When we walk forgiven, we are in the reality of our being free from 

condemnation (Romans 8:1) and we can keep in step with His plan for our 

lives. We no longer have to live bound up in the death and decay of the past.  

Anchor Point: For those who are “in Christ,” God’s Word and  the Truth 

convince and convict: they do not condemn (Romans 8:1). If you are feeling 

condemned yet have surrendered your heart and life to Christ (have 

experienced an authentic conversion), the condemnation you feel comes from 

someone other than God. 

 

THE RESULT OF BEING SELF-FOCUSED 

When we are self-focused, when we are looking “inside ourselves” for truth 

and using what we see there as our baseline of reality, we will see either a 

saint or a villain; the wisest person on earth or the stupidest; a great person 

or a lousy one.  

Since we never get a clear picture of which of those we are from self-

focus, the longer we look inside ourselves and not to God, the more confused 

and irrational we become. And, since our tendency is to continue to do what 
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we’ve done the way we have been doing it, we become more and more self -

focused, which results in us being more confused and less connected to what 

is real and true.  

Soon we become so confused and lost that we give up trying to figure 

out who we really are and create an “avatar” to project to the world. We dig 

deep into what we wish we were really like,  and then try and pretend to be 

that kind of person. Some of us have been doing that for a very long time 

already—which is why we have fewer and fewer authentic and healthy 

relationships. 

This avatar—this false image—quickly becomes an idol. Preserving the 

image demands and receives more and more of our attention, more and more 

of our energy, and more and more of our life. And, we demand that others help 

preserve the idol, making them accomplices in our idolatry.  

If others don’t cooperate, then our in ternally-focused, self-absorbed 

sense of entitlement causes us to spiral down into depression and bitterness 

even more. 

Trying to be this make-believe person in this make-believe life only 

causes us to become phonier, more dishonest, more inauthentic, more selfish, 

and more demanding. As a result, we become more disillusioned and less 

personable.  

From there we become more embittered as we watch people interact 

with the avatar (because we are safely hidden behind it), all the while knowing 

in our heart that the people who like and enjoy the avatar don’t really like and 

enjoy us.  

We maintain this pattern as we strive to preserve a situation we have 

created that brings us the opposite of what we were after when we started 

acting like someone we are not. Result? We end up being less real, less seen, 

less liked, less connected, and we finally wind up with even less of what we 

really want and need. Great formula for success, right?  

All this melts together, and spirals us ever deeper into a false persona 

with a false image—to the point that the person we really are and were really 

created to be is so hidden that we can’t even find that person anywhere. 

We become more and more afraid that, if people saw who we really are, 

they would be even more likely to reject us. This adds to our sense of being 
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unknown, disconnected, and feeling “less than,” all of which drives us even 

further away from God, from others, and from God’s best will for our lives. 

 If you fall into this trap and don’t climb out of it, you will never become 

that whole, vibrant, distinctive, and extraordinary person God created you to 

become.  

That doesn’t mean that God intends everyone to be a Mother Teresa or 

a Martin Luther King, Jr. or a Derek Jeter. What it does mean is that God has 

always intended you to “be,” and He has always intended you to become the 

healthiest and most godly version of yourself that you can become—wherever 

you are, whatever you’re doing, whoever you know, and in whatever 

circumstances you find yourself. 

 

THE REMEDY FOR BEING SELF-FOCUSED 

If we focus our attentions outwardly on Christ and others instead of inwardly 

on ourselves, our self ish motivations are replaced by love for Christ and love 

for others.  

This is how we live in harmony with the two things Jesus said are the 

most important rules in life for everyone (Matthew 22:36-40): Loving God with 

all that we are and all that we have, and loving others as much (or more) than 

we love ourselves.   

The view that God and most everyone else has of us is one that we are 

unfamiliar with and even uncomfortable with  because our self-focused view is 

distorted. But their perspective is the real image we portray to the world. Few 

are actually fooled by the avatar we have created for long—except ourselves, 

maybe. 

When we get our perceptions about ourselves from what God says in 

His Word about us and from healthy people who live outside of us, we become 

real, authentic, content, and calmly confident. We no longer live our life 

disconnected from reality, disconnected from others, and—more importantly—

disconnected from God. Instead, we find ourselves in all of the joyfully messy 

and exhilaratingly vibrant give-and-receive of a healthy view of life. 

We also find that the think-too-highly and think-too-lowly things we have 

believed about ourselves are lies and that we no longer have to live in bondage 
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to them. We surrender those lies to Christ, replace them with His truth, and 

live our lives fully in the real world.  

Remember this Anchor Point? “What we saturate on is what we 

believe; what we believe is what we live .” Now the question is: What truth-

claims about you are you saturating on and believing—the true ones or the 

false ones?  

 

It is important to note that the verse for this week is worded differently 

than most translations, and for a very important reason: We usually think that 

“pursuing His kingdom and Righteousness” results in Him “providing all the se 

things to you.” The truth is that, when you read the full context of the verse, it 

is clear that it is BECAUSE He provides all we truly need that we are free to 

pursue His kingdom and righteousness. 

 

 •   
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“But above all pursue His kingdom and righteousness since all these things 

will be provided to you as well.” Matthew 6:33 (Lamb) 

 

Day 1 Reflection 

What kinds of problems has being self-focused created for you? Additional 

study passage: Mark 7:21-23 

Day 2 Reflection 

What are some of the societal problems in our world today that would fade if 

people were to focus more outwardly and less on themselves? Additional study 

passages: James 3:17-18; 4:1-10 

Day 3 Reflection 

Why would being self-focused result in a person feeling that they have to 

rationalize, justify, and make excuses for their actions? Additional study 

passages: 1 Samuel 18:9-12; Luke 16:15  

Day 4 Reflection 

Why would focusing on satisfying one’s selfish desires keep a person from 

actually getting them or, once they’ve gotten them, wipe out their ability to enjoy 

them? Additional study passage: 1 Samuel 18:13-14 

 

Day 5 Reflection 

What are some of the flawed ideas about yourself  that you have accepted and 

lived with as a result of being self-focused? Additional study passages: Psalm 

6; Isaiah 14:12-14  

 

Day 6 Reflection 

Our relationship with God does not improve by being self-focused; it only gets 

more difficult and problematic. Why do you think this is? Additional study 

passages: Proverbs 8:13; James 4:6 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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Trust is a big issue for many of us, and having a hard time trusting others can 

almost become a “badge of honor” many of us proudly wear. “I don’t trust 

anybody,” we proudly declare, as if that marks us as a wise and discerning 

individual. 

What it really means is that we have decided to be protective of 

ourselves because we have no idea how trust is supposed to work, because 

it has gone wrong too often, or because it has gone wrong in such hurtful 

ways. Since we don’t really understand legitimate trust and how to arrive at it, 

we simply opt out: we just won’t trust anyone. 

On the other hand, some people trust just about anybody until that 

person does something severe enough to show that they should not be 

trusted. Of course, by then, it’s too late.  

On the other hand, many people have come to believe that we are 

supposed to take everybody at face-value and trust them up front. There are 

a lot of reasons for this, but the two most common are: 1) the belief that all 

people are “basically good” (Scripture tells us that “there is no one who is 

righteous - not a single one! Romans 3:10); and, 2) that it isn’t fair to distrust 

people before they have shown they aren’t to be trusted (and that kind of 

backward reasoning has led more people into disastrous situations than any 

other lie). 

Legitimate trust has to be based on sound knowledge about a person 

and their integrity—who they really are and what they really are about. We 

come to this knowledge and understanding of a person based on what they 

have shown their character to be in the past. Until you or I know that person 

well, or until their reliability is verified by someone that we can know and trust, 

we have no reliable reason to either trust or distrust them.  

If we are wise, we learn to base trust on our history and past experience 

with someone. If we don’t have personal experience with someone, then the 

experience of someone else we hold in high regard can help. Then we watch 
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and see if we experience the same level of integrity and reliability as the 

person who gave them a good report. 

Throughout this program, we teach the need for us to learn and accept 

things about God’s nature and character that are often in conflict with what we 

believe about God at present.  

How can we really know  that what God says about Himself, His nature, 

His character, His heart toward us, and what that is to look like in our lives  is 

true? How can we trust it? 

When we look at God’s record, when we examine His history, we find 

that God has proven Himself faithful in every instance with every person, in 

every circumstance  throughout all time.  

We have the Bible as a reliable record, plus we have personal stories 

of thousands of people throughout the centuries that testify to His reliability 

and faithfulness. In a court of law, the amount of testimony in favor of God’s 

faithfulness and reliability would be overwhelming evidence (“beyond a 

reasonable doubt”) that His trustworthiness is irrefutable. 

When we look at all of the promises we find Him making throughout His 

Word, we see Him not only keeping each and every one of them, we also see 

Him often keeping those promises in spectacular and magnificent ways in 

spite of what may have seemed possible, or even likely , in the circumstances. 

If you are ever going to have the abundant, meaningful life as the person 

God created you to be, you must learn to fully trust God. The terms “faith” and 

“trust” are interchangeable. His Word says that without faith (trust), it is 

impossible to please Him and get to know Him (Hebrews 11:6). 

Since knowledge of a person is important in developing trust, it seems 

obvious that the better we know God our Creator and Heavenly Father, the 

more we will trust Him. The more we trust Him, the more we will follow Him. 

The more we follow Him, the more vibrant and abundant the life we can live . 

Anchor Point: To know Him is to trust Him. Once we truly know Him, 

know His faithfulness to His own nature and character, and know the fullness 

of His love for us, we will more fully trust Him. 
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Some ways for us to get to know Him better:  

1) Invest time with God in prayer, Bible study, and personal worship—

every day, if possible; 

2) Pay attention to the promises He made to His children and His 

faithfulness in keeping those promises; 

3) Study the lives of people who have walked faithfully with God and how 

God has shown Himself to be trustworthy in their lives . 

 

1) Invest time with God in prayer, Bible study, and personal worship—

every day, if possible. 

God created us for loving companionship with Him. He wants us to know Him. 

One of the most powerful statements God Himself makes about this is in 

Jeremiah 9:23-24: “’Wise people ought not boast that they are wise. Powerful 

people ought not boast that they are powerful. Rich people ought not boast 

that they are rich. If people want to boast, they should boast about this: They 

should boast that they understand and know me. They should boast that they 

know and understand that I, the Lord, act out of faithfulness, fairness, and 

justice in the earth and that I desire people to do these things,’ says the Lord” 

(Emphasis added). 

Investing time every day in our relationship with God is just as important 

as investing time in getting to know other people in our lives better. Without 

this kind of investment, any relationship will only be superficial at best. The 

more “shoulder time” we spend with someone the better we get to know them 

and they us. Our relationship with God needs to be of paramount importance 

above all others. 

As we saw in earlier lessons, we cannot know God apart from Jesus 

Christ. In John 14:6-7, Jesus made clear to His disciples that, “I am the way, 

and the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me. If 

you have known me, you will know my Father too. And from now on you do 

know Him and have seen H im.” Our only approach to God is through our Savior 

Jesus Christ.  
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Surrendering to Him is simply the beginning. From there, the way to 

know Christ our Savior and Lord is the same way to know our Heavenly Father: 

through investing time with Him. We do this by reading His Word and seeing 

Him shown to us there; through our time in prayer, authentically sharing our 

thoughts and our heart with Him, knowing that He has been right where we 

are; and through appreciating who He is by celebrating Him in personal 

worship. 

Two questions often arise at this point: 1) How do I pray? 2) What is 

worship? Unfortunately, you can easily get as many different answers as how 

many different people you ask. 

There are some technical definitions that aren’t really helpful at this 

point. For our purposes here, we will use a couple of simple working 

definitions: 

Prayer is expressing to God—earnestly and honestly—what is on our 

heart and in our mind (Philippians 4:6). It can be adoration, 

thanksgiving, confession, desperation, gratitude, or interceding for 

someone else. The pattern for this is given to us by Jesus Himself in 

Matthew 6:9-15. The method is not of concern—the intent behind it is. 

It simply needs to be authentic and true. The rest is mostly window 

dressing. 

One very effective approach you might try is a “Prayer Journal.” 

Journaling is helpful to us on its own because it  helps get the spinning 

thoughts and emotions out of our minds and down on to paper where 

they will “sit still.” By taking those thoughts and emotions and laying 

them before God as a prayer (“Dear Lord…,” “Dear Heavenly Father…,” 

“Lord Jesus…,” etc.), we get Him involved on the front-end and start 

getting things surrendered to Him. It is in this surrender that we find 

God and what we truly need. (Note: There is a paper titled, “A Pattern 

for Developing Your Prayer-Life,” in the Supplemental Materials section 

that you might find helpful as well.)  

Worship is showing honor, respect, and reverence for who God is. 

Praise—acknowledging what God has done—may be a component of 
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worship, but worship itself is about God’s “God-ness” and His 

worthiness of being honored.  

Often in modern Western Christianity, “praise & worship” equals “music 

and singing.” Interestingly enough, if you read through the Psalms 

where we find the largest collection of worship for God, while many of 

them were set to music, many of them were not. Worship is an attitude 

of the heart, not a performance of the body. 

 

2) Pay attention to the promises He made to His children and His 

faithfulness in keeping those promises. 

One of the clearest ways to determine a person’s trustworthiness is: How 

consistent are they at keeping their word? How reliable have they been when 

they have said they would or wouldn’t do something? Have they shown up 

when they said they would, have they finished what they started? The best 

way to see and determine a person’s dependability and trustworthiness is to 

examine how faithful they have been in keeping their word and how consistent 

they are at being who they represented themselves to be. 

God has a flawless record in this regard. When people say, “God failed 

me,” or “God promised me and He didn’t come through,” what actually took 

place was something else entirely.  

Either they expected God to do something He never promised to do, or 

they mistook something in God’s Word as a promise when it was either nothing 

of the sort or it was a promise made to someone else and they took it as the ir 

own, or they had an expectation of God that He never said could be expected 

of Him. 

An important note about the promises in the Bible: Most of the promises 

in the Bible were made to a specific person or people group at a specific time 

in a specific place. Very few are what can be termed “general” promises—

promises that are meant for all people, at all times, and in all places. However, 

even when a promise is specific and not general, it always reveals something 

of God’s character and the way He deals with people—especially His people—

that we can hold on to and trust. God’s promises are about the one making 

the promise, not about the contents of the promise.  
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3) Study the lives of people who have walked faithfully with God and 

how God has shown Himself to be trustworthy in their lives. 

From the beginning of time, and all throughout history, God has used men and 

women to accomplish His purposes here on earth. He does it in your life today. 

The lives of the “great men of God” and “great women of God” are often well 

documented in beautiful detail in the Bible, in published biographies, and 

autobiographies. They became “great” men and women of God as a result of 

their faith in Him, their faith in Him being a keeper of His promises, and living 

their lives accordingly. 

Studying the lives of these men and women will reveal a common theme 

in their lives: As they learned to trust God and to rely on Him, they were able 

to see more and more His perfect faithfulness. It was their ability to trust His 

faithfulness that emboldened them to do what they believe He was calling 

them to do.  

This kind of study can be a tremendous faith builder in our own lives, 

especially when we recognize that we are just as worthy and are just as much 

“His” as they were. Our verse for this week demonstrates that the focus can 

and needs to be on His faithfulness that results from His “God -ness.” 

 

OUR HOPE 

Aside from the broader, overarching story of God’s redemptive plan 

throughout human history is the personal aspect of the salvation story.  As we 

learn that God is and always has been trustworthy, and as we see the reality 

of that in our own lives, we are able to discover from what God says about it 

all that our own salvation is completely secure in Christ.  

There are dozens of Scriptures that speak to this. John 10:27-30 

probably speaks the clearest about how personal and specific this is: Jesus 

declares, “My sheep listen to my voice, and I know them, and they follow me. 

I give them everlasting life, and they will never perish; no one will snatch them 

from my hand. My Father, who has given them to me, is greater than all, and 

no one can snatch them from my Father’s hand. The Father and I are one.”   

Passage after passage resonates with these truths. Read John 3:16-21, 

John 6:47, Romans 8:31-39, Romans 10:13, and 1 John 5:13, just to name a 
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few. And as you do, you need to saturate your mind and heart with this 

powerful truth, especially in times of doubt and uncertainty: “God is not a 

man, that he should lie, nor a human being, that he should change his 

mind. Has he said, and will he not do it? Or has he spoken, and will he 

not make it happen?” (Numbers 23:19 NET) 

It is IMPOSSIBLE for God NOT to do what He says He will do because 

it is IMPOSSIBLE for Him to do anything that is contrary to His own nature 

and character. He just simply would not BE God if that were possible.  And 

THAT is our HOPE! 

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“God is not a man, that he should lie; nor a human being, that he should 

change his mind. Has he said, and will he not do it? Or has he spoken, and 

will he not make it happen?” (Numbers 23:19, NET) 

Day 1 Reflection 

In your relationships with others in your life, on what have you most often 

based your trust in them? Additional study passages: Psalm 40:4; 62:8-9 

Day 2 Reflection 

What promise have you discovered in God’s Word that is most s ignificant for 

you - the one you are clinging to and counting on the most? Additional study 

passages: Genesis 28:15; Matthew 24:34-35 

Day 3 Reflection 

What obstacles do you face in your life that make it difficult for you to believe 

and trust in God? Additional study passages: Exodus 3:11; 4:1, 10; 14:10-12 

Day 4 Reflection 

What do you think the impact would be in our lives if we did not trust that God 

kept His promise that our identity and salvation are secure in Christ? 

Additional study passage: Galatians 3:1-7 

Day 5 Reflection 

What passages of Scripture have you collected in your arsenal to combat  the 

lies that would cause you to not trust God in every situation and circumstance?  

Additional study passages: Joshua 1:5-9; Psalm 1 

Day 6 Reflection 

What are the possible benefits to us and others, both now and for eternity, of 

us having and sharing our faith and trust in Christ? Additional study passage: 

1 Thessalonians 5:8-11 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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Note: The next two lessons are going to provide us with both a “Ladder of 

Faith” and a “Bridge of Faith” for dealing with the “Pits of Gloom” we face in 

life. We’re going to refer to it as our “Ladder -Bridge of Faith” going forward. 

The “Ladder” helps us climb out of the “Pits of Gloom” whenever we find 

ourselves in one; the “Bridge” helps us avoid and cross over the “Pits” before 

we end up in the bottom of them once we learn to see them coming. The parts 

and the pieces are basically the same—it is when and how we use them that 

differ.  

God’s Word teaches us that mankind is born into a rebellious and 

troubled world. We are given to making rebellious sin-choices and so is 

everyone else in the world. This means that we can count on trouble 

happening in this life. We all know that life is never without difficulties, both 

large and small, and sometimes they can become overwhelming.  

There are too many things we simply cannot control. We know that life 

has “Pits of Gloom” with varying degrees of depth and darkness—and we can 

often find ourselves in the bottom of one with little or no warning.   

 

                                               
6 Again, special thanks to Pastor Troy Smith for the original “Bridge of  Faith” teaching that this and the 

next lesson grew from. 
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God has a Bridge we can build and use to pass over these Pits, or we 

can stand that Bridge on end and use it as a Ladder  to climb out of the Pits 

when we have fallen into them.  

We use the Bridge to avoid the Pits; we use the Ladder to escape when 

we’ve been unable to avoid them. Since we are more accustomed to finding 

ourselves in the “Pits,” we first need to learn to climb out of them. Once we 

have that down a bit, we’ll turn to working on avoiding them.  

If we are unprepared when trouble comes—as we know it will—we can 

easily end up feeling fearful, anxious, angry, miserable, and we can find 

ourselves in bleak despair. Hopelessness often follows.  

If we don’t know how to climb out of those Pits  of Gloom, we can end 

up stuck there—for years sometimes. As we will learn later in this program, 

when we are depressed and hopeless, our likelihood of making wise decisions 

is doubtful, at best.  

It is also important to understand that it is during these times of trouble 

and difficulty that we need to make the wisest choices. So, we need something 

that can get us out of those dark places when we have nose-dived into them.  

Unfortunately for many of  us, the pattern that we have best perfected is 

the one of making our most important, life-impacting decisions when we are 

in the Pit of Gloom.  

Emotions are not truth, so emotion-driven decisions are often defective 

and counterproductive. The enemy of our souls (Satan) makes a shovel readily 

available to us in the form of doubt about God. We grab hold of that shovel 

with both hands, and we dig the Pit even deeper. 

Anchor Point: The underlying problem is that, when we are making 

emotion-driven decisions, our faith and trust in some aspect of God’s nature 

and character is weak or missing.  

We all know that there is no real escape from having to face troubles in 

this life. Even if we could somehow create a trouble-free life, it would not even 

be in our best interest (James 1:2-4). It is vital that we learn to navigate 

through life’s problems in wise, healthy, and godly ways.  

It is in this place of struggle that we begin to become mature in dealing 

with life’s troubles; it is here that we begin to grow strong emotionally and 

spiritually. God knows that our ability to deal well with problems is important 
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in shaping a healthy and abundant life, but He never intended that we deal 

with these difficulties alone (Matthew 11:28-30). 

This leads us to two key questions: 1) how do we climb out of “Pits of 

Gloom” we so often find ourselves in? And 2) how do we learn to cross over 

those pits and avoid falling into them in the first place? We will focus on the 

first question in this lesson, the second question in the next one. Before we 

can tackle these questions, however, we need to discuss the raw materials for 

and how to construct our “Ladder-Bridge of Faith.” 

ASSEMBLING OUR “LADDER-BRIDGE OF FAITH” 

The two main supports (the main “rails”) for our Ladder-Bridge of Faith 

are: 

1) God’s Word. There is nothing in the human experience that God’s Word  

does not address (2 Peter 1:2-4); 

2) Prayer. Openly and authentically surrendering to God everything that is on 

our hearts and minds, no matter what it is (Philippians 4:6-7).  

Remember our safety deposit box with the two keys (page 8)? Those 

two “keys” are employed again here: we establish and support our “Ladder-

Bridge of Faith” through surrendering everything to Him and by saturating 

(“abiding,” John 8:31-32) in His Word. 

Once we have the main supports in place, we begin to lay down the 

treads that will make up the rungs of the Ladder and the deck of the Bridge. 

The rungs are what we climb; the deck is where we stand. In both cases, they 

are where we put one foot after the other as we climb out of, or cross over, 

the Pits of Gloom. 

These rungs and planks match up with key attributes and characteristics 

of God—the significant aspects of His nature and character that specifically 

connect us to how He interacts and intercedes in our life. 

If our Ladder-Bridge is to be strong, the rungs and planks must be 

strong. A rung or plank is strong if our faith and trust in that aspect of God’s 

character is strong. If our faith and trust are weak, then that rung or plank will 

be weak.  

Imagine putting your foot on the rung of a ladder or the plank of a bridge 

that is rotted through. You know exactly what to expect, right? This picture 
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holds true for the strength or weakness of the treads of our “Ladder -Bridge of 

Faith.” 

So, f irst, we need to learn what these rungs and planks are. Then we 

need to assess which rungs and planks are the strongest, and which are the 

weakest in our life. Strengthening our “Ladder-Bridge of Faith” will necessitate 

us strengthening our weakest rung or plank first through Scripture saturation. 

The rungs and planks for our Ladder-Bridge of Faith: 

Look through your “Ladder-Bridge of Faith” booklet and read the descriptions 

of the aspects of God’s character that constitute our rungs and planks. There 

is a “Faith Assessment” on the last page of the booklet that will show you 

where to begin your saturation work. Below is the list we will be working with 

(Read from the bottom to the top): 

God’s Timing & Trajectory: Ecclesiastes 3:11 

God’s Guidance: Isaiah 42:16 

God’s Deliverance: Isaiah 12:2 

God’s Protection: 2 Samuel 22:31-32 

God’s Providence: 1 Chronicles 29:11-13 

God’s Presence: Psalm 46:7, 11 

God’s Mercy: Psalm 103:3-5  

God’s Grace: Ephesians 2:4-9 

God’s Love: Romans 5:6, 8, 10 

God’s Omnipotence: Revelation 19:6 

God’s Omniscience: Psalm 139:1-16 

God’s Goodness: Psalm 106:1 

Once you have constructed a strong “Ladder-Bridge of Faith,” you will 

find that, where you have been trapped in a besetting sin-pattern or your life 

is an emotional mess, your faith in God is now stronger and your life is now 

more settled.  
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The idolatrous heart that has been driving your life gets replaced with a 

clean and right heart as you are become more and more unbound from the 

death and decay you’ve been in bondage to.  Instead of seeking a substitute 

for God, you learn to passionately trust in God. 

You may even find that your life is now more stable than a person who 

has never been in the kind of bondage you were once in . This is part of the 

amazing and blessed mystery of the Holy Spirit bearing fruit in our souls.  

How do we get out when we find ourselves in a Pit of Gloom? 

We begin our journey out of the Pit of Gloom with the first attribute of God on 

our list as the first tread of the Ladder-Bridge of Faith: God’s Goodness. By 

understanding what that means and saturating on the truth of it, we take our 

first step out of whatever Pit of Gloom we find ourselves in. 

God is not only the Greatest of all beings, but the Good-est. When you 

think of someone who is a “good person,” what kinds of things do you think is 

true about them? Probably that they are kind; that they are considerate of 

others; that they are humble; that they are joyful; that they are never mean or 

unkind; that they think of others first; that they are never shady or dishonest 

in any way; that they are dependable and trustworthy; that they have integrity; 

that they do all they can to stay away from evil.  Someone who is “good” is 

decent, ethical, upright, blameless, safe, benevolent, reliable, well -mannered, 

righteous, pleasant, able, competent, just, and helpful. Would you say that is 

a pretty good summary of “good?”  That’s a suitable place to start thinking 

about God’s Goodness; but His goodness goes beyond that. 

Apart from Him, nothing would be good; nothing could be good. The 

simple quality of all of His character and love is totally, completely, and fully 

good! 

Starting from God’s Goodness, we next place our foot firmly on the 

second tread, which is God’s Omniscience . Being “omniscient” means that 

He has always known only and everything that is true—including all true 

potentialities. By this it is meant that, even if something did not actually take 

place, He has always known the truth of whether or not it could take place and 

what the result would have been had it actually happened. 
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The reason this matters is that, instead of us having to be anxious about 

potentialities (those pesky non-realities), we can fully surrender them to God 

because He knows (and has always known) whether or not they can or will 

take place, and He is fully prepared for whichever of those is true.  

We can also always trust and depend on the fact that there is noth ing 

in our heart, mind, or life—or in the heart, mind, and life of anyone else— that 

He is not and has not always known and been prepared for. 

God’s Omnipotence  is the third tread of our Ladder-Bridge of Faith. 

God is able in every respect for every action that is possible for Him. He has 

unlimited ability to be, and to do, all that He has said He is and will do.  

He is all-powerful; almighty. There is nothing God cannot do that is in 

keeping with His own nature and character. For example, God cannot lie. He 

is Himself the Truth, so lying is not in His character or ability. If God could do 

anything contrary to His nature or character, He would cease to be God at that 

point, and He can never not be God!  

This matter because it means that we can count on there being nothing 

that is impossible for God: nothing He has said He will do that He cannot and 

will not do; there is no promise He cannot and will not keep; and there is no 

one and nothing stronger or mightier than He. 

Of course, all of this is in perfect balance with God’s Love, our fourth 

tread. In a later study, we will delve into love more deeply, but for now, 

understand that love—Biblically—as it f lows from God’s nature and character, 

is “a passionate desire for God’s best for someone else, even a t great cost to 

oneself.”  

The greatest example of this is spelled out in Philippians 2:5-8. Here we 

see that Jesus, who is God just as much as God the Father is, loved us so 

much that He willingly laid aside everything He was entitled to as God in order 

to take on human form, become obedient to the Father’s will to the point that 

He bore God’s wrath on the cross for human sin so that humankind would not 

have to. 

God desires His best will for us and for everyone else. But He never 

forces us to accept His best: He always leaves that up to us to decide. And 

that too, is love. God is not some cosmic stalker, chasing us around, forcing 
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us to “love” Him, because that isn’t love at all, is it? In His Goodness, He 

cannot and will not do that. 

This leads quite naturally to the fifth tread of the Ladder-Bridge: God’s 

Grace. Grace is the undeserved kindness, support, and help God extends to 

all—especially His Children. Apart from God’s grace, no one would stand a 

chance. But as it applies to those who are His by surrender to Christ, His 

Grace is an active and powerful force in our lives. Whenever we do not receive 

the punishment that we deserve for our willfulness and sin, THAT is “grace.”  

There is an old acronym that can be helpful to keep in mind: God’s 

Riches At Christ’s Expense. It is because of His grace that He asked Jesus 

to die in our place; it is because of His grace that Christ said, “Yes;” it is 

because of His grace that we have any hope at all, let alone a great hope. 

We need to think of Grace as a two-sided coin; the other side of the coin 

is God’s Mercy, the sixth tread of the Ladder-Bridge of Faith. Mercy means 

that God, in His Grace, instead of giving us what we do deserve—an 

immediate and eternal outpouring of His wrath on each and every sinner for 

each and every sin—in His Mercy, is patient and long-suffering, not wanting 

anyone to perish, but wanting instead for all to come to repentance (2 Peter 

3:9). Again, He will not force us, but He delays His punishment for our sins , 

giving us every possible opportunity to willingly turn from our sin and back to 

Him. If we do, Christ has taken our punishment in our place, and we will never 

have to bear it. 

It is in God’s Mercy that His forgiveness is found. While we are 

undeserving of any good thing, He created us worthy of His Love, His Grace, 

and His Mercy (Lesson One). It is through His Son Jesus that these have been 

bought for and made available to us (Lesson Two). This is where forgiveness 

and restoration to His Original Intent are to be found. 

There is a great deal we can and will learn about forgiveness, and all of 

that flows from the Original Source of all forgiveness, which is God Himself. 

God has established a very specific pattern and flow for forgiveness—all of 

which is rooted and grounded in His nature and character and in His sense of 

righteousness, justice, and love. 

The first thing to understand about God’s Forgiveness is that  it is the 

outcome of the substitutionary work of Christ on the Cross. The second thing 
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we need to understand about His forgiveness is that it is His response to our 

repentance. God extends but does not grant forgiveness to those who are 

unrepentant. Yet for those who are truly repentant, God is quick to “forgive 

and cleanse of all unrighteousness,” (1 John 1:9).   

We will end here for this Lesson and pick up our study of the other six 

Attributes of God that comprise our “Ladder-Bridge of Faith” next time. 

A concept for going forward: The only difference between what we are 

building being a Ladder or a Bridge is perspective and timing. The Ladder 

helps us escape the Pit of Gloom—that place where we feel abandoned, 

hopeless, fearful, and alone. The Bridge helps us avoid and cross over those 

Pits of Gloom once we are healthier and s tronger and are able to see them 

before we fall (or dive) into them. 

Peter showed us the avenue of escape when he found himself sinking 

during his walk on the water. Having taken his eyes off Jesus to pay attention 

to the storm (Matthew 14:22-33), he began to sink. He knew (and trusted) that 

Jesus was his only hope. “Lord, save me!” he cried. Jesus immediately 

reached out His hand and saved him. Christ has the answer to all life’s 

problems. No problem will ever exist that He doesn’t have the answer for. HE 

IS GOD, OUR SAVIOR.  

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“My heart rejoices and I am happy; my life is safe. You will not abandon me 

to the place of Death; You will not allow your faithful follower to even see the 

Pit.” Psalm 16:9-10 (Lamb) 

Day 1 Reflection 

Which of the two essential disciplines for constructing and maintaining your 

Ladder-Bridge of Faith do you think is going to be your greatest challenge? 

Why? Additional study passage: Isaiah 40:28-29 

Day 2 Reflection 

When considering the first six of the twelve rungs and planks in your Ladder-

Bridge of Faith, which do you believe to be your strongest, and which your 

weakest? Please explain. Additional study passages: 1 Thessalonians 5:16-

24 

Day 3 Reflection 

What is your action plan (so far) for strengthening your weakest tread? 

Additional study passage: Psalm 119:9-16 

Day 4 Reflection 

Why is it important when we are involved in this type of  a program that we 

choose our companions, our activities, and even the conversations we take 

part in, with great care? Additional study passages: Matthew 16:11; 1 

Corinthians 15:33; Galatians 5:7-9 

Day 5 Reflection 

What are some of the attitudes and influences in the world around you that 

seem to undermine your faith in God? Additional study passage: Galatians 

5:19-21 

Day 6 Reflection 

As you have progressed through the lesson this week, what have you 

discovered about God and about yourself?  Additional study passages: 

Lamentations 3:40; Isaiah 55:7; 2 Corinthians 3:18  

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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In the last lesson we discovered that the two supports for our “Ladder -Bridge 

of Faith” are God’s Word and Prayer. We focused last time on the first six 

treads (starting from the bottom). This session, we will focus on treads seven 

through twelve. Here is our diagram as a reminder: 

• God’s Timing & Trajectory: Ecclesiastes 3:11 

• God’s Guidance: Isaiah 42:16 

• God’s Deliverance: Isaiah 12:2 

• God’s Protection: 2 Samuel 22:31-32 

• God’s Providence: 1 Chronicles 29:11-13 

• God’s Presence: Psalm 46:7, 11 

• God’s Mercy: Psalm 103:3-5  

• God’s Grace: Ephesians 2:4-9 

• God’s Love: Romans 5:6, 8, 10 

• God’s Omnipotence: Revelation 19:6 

• God’s Omniscience: Psalm 139:1-16 

• God’s Goodness: Psalm 106:1 

In this Lesson, we want to complete our list of the twelve Attributes of God 

that constitute the treads for our “Ladder -Bridge of Faith.” We also want to 

turn our attention to learning how to lay the “Ladder of Faith” down and use it 

as a “Bridge of Faith” to avoid and crossover the Pits of Gloom before we wind 

up in the bottom of them. 

Treads seven through twelve are (in order from the bottom to the top of the 

list above): 

• God’s Presence 

• God’s Providence 

• God’s Protection 
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• God’s Deliverance 

• God’s Guidance 

• God’s Timing & Trajectory  

God’s Presence, our seventh tread, can be a difficult one for us to have faith 

and confidence in for many reasons. There is so much that happens in life that 

we don’t understand, don’t want to have to face, that we think is unfair, or that 

seems too difficult and overwhelming.  

First, we need to understand a principle known as God’s Omnipresence. 

“Omnipresence” literally means “everywhere present.” The literal meaning, 

however, does not really capture what the doctrine of God’s Omnipresence  

entails.  

A better way to explain it is, “everywhere is in God’s presence.” This is 

because God is not in someone’s cupboard, or inside someone pocket, or in 

the back of a pickup truck. In Psalm 139:7, David put it this way: “Where can 

I go to escape Your Spirit? Where can I flee to escape Your presence?” 

Throughout this Psalm, David uses several word pictures to express the idea 

that, no matter where he (or anyone else) goes, he will always be in God’s 

Presence. 

If God is present, we ask, why does He let so many horrible things 

happen? This is, of course, the wrong question to be asking. “Why” questions 

are “sovereignty” questions. God is sovereign: He is the Creator, Sustainer, 

and Master over all of Creation, even over time itself. His thoughts and ways 

are beyond our comprehension. When God doesn’t fit what we think He should 

be like, we ask, “Why?” 

Interestingly enough, our brains do not have the capacity to understand 

the answer to the why question, even if God decided to give us the full answer. 

They would literally disintegrate from overload.  

A better question to ask (building on the first six treads from the last 

lesson) would be, “Since God is Good, All-Knowing, All-Powerful, Faithfully 

Loving, Gracious, and Merciful, what does that tell me about where He was 

when I was faced with the situation that put me at the edge of this Pit of 

Gloom?” We can count on all of those things to be true about God, all at the 

same time. And, as these and the rest relate to us and our lives, hopefully you 
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are getting a clearer picture about the construction of our Ladder-Bridge of 

Faith and how to use it. 

From God’s Presence we move on to the eighth tread: God’s 

Providence. This word, derived from the word “provision” (which means “to 

see ahead”), refers to God’s sovereign oversight of not only each one of our 

lives, but over all of time and creation as well.   

Think of settlers getting ready to head West in the wagon trains of long 

ago. They had to “see ahead,” and make plans and “provision” for what they 

would need throughout the journey. 

As this applies to the nature and character of God, since He has always 

known everything that is or could possibly be true (Psalm 33:13-15), He has 

always known everything you or I could ever need, every situation any and all 

of us would ever face, each and every choice every one of us would make, 

and He has always known what His best plan is for “providing” for those needs 

and what His best remedies for every situation will be (Psalm 139:4, 16).  And 

even seemingly chance events are known by and involve God (Proverbs 

16:33). 

God’s Providence also refers to His guiding hand being always involved 

in the affairs of His creation, even those things that are evil  (Jeremiah 18:1-

6).  

This is not to say that God creates or causes evil ; it simply means that 

in spite of evil, God’s best will is going to be accomplished and He is always 

going to supply for our every true need, no matter what. (God knows you need 

shelter. Guess what? You may want a 2500 square-feet home, but you don’t 

need a 2500 square-feet home…) 

In His Providence, God also protects; hence, our ninth tread is God’s 

Protection. This is so closely related to the previous two treads that they are 

best understood together. Psalm 91 is perhaps one of the clearest expressions 

in all of Scripture by someone who knows and understands God’s Protection  

in some of the direst of circumstances. 

God’ Protection is not always a protection from; it is often a protection 

through. While God is forever fulfilling His other attributes, and may not protect 

us from difficulty or even horrible circumstances, He will always protect us 

through each and every circumstance. 
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During the Flood that destroyed almost all life on earth and completely 

transformed it, Noah and his family were protected  through the Flood, not from 

the Flood (see Genesis 7-9).  

In spite of the deep lack of understanding they had about what was 

happening and what the outcome was going to be, they knew that God would 

protect and preserve them, and that He would fulfill His promise to them. This 

is, in fact, what God did and always will do: we, too, can count on that! 

From God’s Protection, we quite naturally arrive at our tenth tread: 

God’s Deliverance. God delivered Noah and His family through the Flood, 

not from the Flood. Also, the version of Earth that He delivered them to would 

never be the same as the one they had left behind except for one thing: God 

would still always be who He is, would always be with them, always provide 

for and protect them, always guide and love them. And, since we know that 

God does not and cannot change (Numbers 23:19), we can also know and 

trust that He is the same now as He was then. 

God’s Guidance, our eleventh tread, can be another of God’s attributes 

that is difficult to understand and recognize regularly, but it is one that we 

cannot get through life without.  

Often, when we are wondering about God’s guidance, we look through 

the lens of, “How can God help manage the details of my life so that I always 

choose the things that will make me happies t?” God’s Guidance—while He will 

help us discern what His best choice for us is when we truly seek His best—

is mostly in the realm of the spiritual, in our walking in ways that are consistent 

with being His child and are according to His desire for us to l ive righteously. 

It is God’s Word that provides us with all we need regarding all matters 

of faith and practice (2 Timothy 3:16-17; 2 Peter 1:3-4). When we purpose to 

know His will and live accordingly, God shows His faithful followers the way 

they ought to live (Psalm 25:12). So, no matter where we are or what we are 

doing, our focus needs to be living in a way that is pleasing to Him (2 

Corinthians 5:9).  

When we understand that God wants us to promote justice, live 

faithfully, and be obedient to His Word (Micah 6:8), we can count on Him 

making clear to us what His will is. In fact, one of the key passages of Scripture 

that drives this curriculum is Romans 12:2: “Do not be conformed to this 
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present world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, so that you 

may test and approve what is the will of God – what is good and well-

pleasing and perfect (emphasis added).” 

Knowing God’s will is anchored in knowing Him. Jeremiah 9:23-24 tells 

us not to boast or brag about anything we have, know, or can do other than, 

“’If people want to boast, they should boast about this: They should boast that 

they understand and know me. They should boast that they know and 

understand that I, the Lord, act out of faithfulness, fairness, and justice in the 

earth and that I desire people to do these things, ’ says the Lord.” 

This brings us to the twelfth tread, God’s Timing & Trajectory . These 

two go together; they are “two sides to the same coin,” as it were. One of the 

best examples can be found in the first half of Jonah 2:1 (Lamb): “The Lord 

had arranged for a huge fish to swallow Jonah…”  

We see it once again in Jonah 4:6-8, where God “arranged for” a little 

plant to grow up and shade Jonah, then sent a worm to attack the plant so 

that it dried up, then ensured that Jonah experienced a hot east wind and 

scorching sun. 

While this sounds harsh at the tail-end of the story, the point is that God 

has so ordered the universe and made provision for every choice every human 

being will ever make, that His best will is ultimately going to be accomplished, 

and His Timing & Trajectory that cause it all to flow together are flawless.  

Consider the storm-tossed sea that Jonah and his traveling companions 

are on, a storm so violent that the very experienced sailors were terrified. For 

that kind of fish to be in that exact place, at that exact time, so that Jonah 

would not die but be preserved so that he could and would carry out God’s 

will, is a phenomenal orchestration of people, events, creatures , and even 

weather. 

Flawless! 

This is one of many examples, but perhaps the most significant one is 

mentioned in Galatians 4:4 (Lamb): “But when the ideal moment in time had 

come, God sent his Son here…” This is significant in that at no other time in 

history were the political, sociological, economic, spiritual, and linguistic 

conditions so prepared for Christ to come into the world, be crucified, and for 
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the Gospel to then be spread throughout the known world following His 

Resurrection and Ascension.  

In fact, the Romans who ruled at that time had constructed such a 

sophisticated and complete system of roads through the empire that 

encompassed most of the known world at that time that followers of Christ 

could access the entire empire more easily than at any other time in history.  

This same Good, Omniscient, Omnipotent, Loving, Gracious, Merciful, 

Ever-Present, Providentially Sovereign, Protecting, Delivering, Guiding God 

whose Timing & Trajectory are flawless, is the same God who created you in 

His image, created you for the purpose of  loving you and one day inviting you 

to share in His glory, who has invited you to be adopted as His child, and 

desires His absolute best will for your life so much that He sacrificed Himself 

to make it all possible. 

~  ~ 

Be sure to go through your “Ladder-Bridge of Faith” booklet and keep it handy. 

Do the self-assessment in the back every six or seven weeks or so to see how 

strong your “treads” are.  

Saturate on the corresponding verses for the weaker one(s) often—this 

will change what you believe, which will change how you live. It is when our 

ability to believe in some aspect of God’s nature and character is weak or 

gone that we fall back into the death and decay of our old idolatries.  

Remember that Jesus said, “The thief comes only to steal and kill and 

destroy; I have come so that they may have life, and may have it abundantly”  

(John 10:10).  

That abundant life is rooted in our ability to know and understand Him 

(John 15:5) so we may know and understand His will (Jeremiah 9:23-24). We 

do this by knowing and understanding His Word (John 8:31-32; Romans 12:2). 

It is here that we find ourselves unbound, set free, and walking free in Christ.  

 

 •  

Don’t forget to read the short paper “A Word on Abiding” that comes right 

after the Study Sheet for this lesson.) 
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“The Lord says, ‘Because he is devoted to Me, I will deliver him; I will protect 

him because he is loyal to Me. When he calls out to Me, I will answer him. I 

will be with him when he is in trouble; I will rescue him and bring him honor.” 

Psalm 91:14-15 

Day 1 Reflection 

When considering the last six of the twelve treads in your Ladder-Bridge of 

Faith, which do you believe to be your weakest? What makes you believe this? 

Additional study passages: Psalm 119:73, 133  

Day 2 Reflection 

As you have been saturating on Scripture to strengthen whichever was 

weakest for you of the first six treads (last lesson), what have you experienced 

and what are your thoughts so far? Additional study passage: 1 Thessalonians 

5:16-24 

Day 3 Reflection 

What do you think will be the outcome of making strong the treads that are 

weak now? Additional study passages: Proverbs 2:6-9; Luke 16:10 

Day 4 Reflection 

How are you doing with being more selective of the conversations, situations, 

and relationships you are investing and involving yourself in? Additional study 

passage: 2 Corinthians 6:14 

Day 5 Reflection 

What are the most difficult mental “but’s” for you  to overcome in this portion 

of your journey to freedom? Additional study passage: James 1:5-6  

Day 6 Reflection 

As you have progressed through the lesson, what more have you discovered 

about God and about yourself? Additional study passage: Isaiah 55:6-9 

 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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As you have progressed through this curriculum to this point, we trust that you 

have grown in your relationship with God through Jesus Christ. This being so, 

there is a key concept that we all need to keep in mind: What it means to 

“abide” in Christ. 

As we have seen throughout, abiding in Christ is a daily and ongoing 

practice. To abide in Him is to abide in His love and to abide in His  Word. 

To get a clearer idea of what this means and how it ties to our 

understanding of God’s love, 1 John 4:16b is helpful: “God is love, and the 

one who resides [menō] in love resides [menō] in God, and God resides 

[menō] in him.” 

We see this idea in several other places as well. The word menō means 

“to stay, remain, live, dwell, abide; to be in a state that begins and continues, 

yet may or may not end or stop. To abide in Christ is to follow his example of 

a life obedient to the will of God. 

• John 5:37b-38: “You people have never heard his voice nor seen his form 

at any time, nor do you have his word residing in you, because you do not 

believe the one whom he sent.” 

• John 8:31-32: “If you continue [abide] in my Word, you are truly my 

disciples and you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.”  

• And the clearest of all, John 15:4-11: “Abide in Me, and I in you. As the 

branch cannot bear fruit of itself unless it abides in the vine, so neither can 

you unless you abide in Me. I am the vine, you are the branches; he who 

abides in Me and I in him, he bears much fruit, for apart from Me you can 

do nothing. If anyone does not abide in Me, he is thrown away as a branch 

and dries up; and they gather them, and cast them into the fire and they 

are burned. If you abide in Me, and My words abide in you, ask whatever 

you wish, and it will be done for you. My Father is glorified by this, that you 

bear much fruit, and so prove to be My disciples. Just as the Father has 

loved Me, I have also loved you; abide in My love. If you keep My 

commandments, you will abide in My love; just as I have kept My Father’s 
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commandments and abide in His love. These things I have spoken to you 

so that My joy may be in you, and that your joy may be made full.”  

To abide in Christ is to be obedient to His Word. To abide in Christ is to have 

Him abide in us by the power of the Holy Spirit and by the truth of His Word. 

To abide in Christ is to seek to grow in our understanding of God’s nature and 

character and to live out that truth in love.  

To abide in Christ is to be involved with the “one anothering” mentioned 

throughout the New Testament. And to abide in Christ is to be invested in 

pouring into the lives of others that which He has so richly blessed us with. In 

so doing, although we may grow tired, we will never grow weary of doing what 

is “good.” (“Let us not grow tired of doing good, for in due time we shall reap 

our harvest, if we do not give up.” Galatians 6:9)  

 

 •  
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Lesson Eight                    Evicting Anxiety 

Lesson Nine                    Who’s Driving? Part 1 

Lesson Ten                 Who’s Driving? Part 2 

Lesson Eleven        Renewing The Mind, Part 1 (Put OFF) 

Lesson Twelve        Renewing The Mind, Part 2 (Put ON) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Usually the most consistently miserable people of all are those who live their 

lives driven by their emotions. Making decisions based on our emotions is like 

allowing a drunk to get behind the wheel of a school bus - it’s going to be all 

over the road, and it isn’t going to turn out well for anyone.   

A healthy, abundant, fulfilling life is only possible if we have a healthy 

mind and heart that know and believe the truth as God has declared it to be. 

Uncontrolled emotions are the greatest deterrent to a healthy mind and heart. 

Our objective now is to bring our thoughts and emotions into agreement and 

alignment with the reality of God and the truth that is in Him by learning to 

delay decision-making until our mental, emotional, and spiritual states are in 

a position of balance. We will also learn to identify our destructive patterns 

and replace them with healthy, righteous, God-honoring ones.  
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As we delve into “Goal 3: Develop A Sound Mind,” it is important to remember 

that our emotions often have more of a driving effect in our lives than logic 

and reason because we feel them, but we don’t feel truth.  

One of the most intense and debilitating emotional combinations a 

person can experience is one commonly called “Anxiety.” So, building on what 

we have learned already, and making sure to carry our Ladder-Bridge of Faith 

with us, now is the perfect time for us to attack and evict Anxiety. 

“Anxiety is where I LIVE!” Ever thought that, felt that, said that? For a 

great many people, anxiety is a regular companion. As we press forward on 

this path, we can often find ourselves more anxious and more doubtful than 

when we started. Our hearts and faith feel very weak, like they could give out 

at any moment, and quitting seems like the best plan. This is when pursuing 

the truth is actually our best option, not our worst. 

Some folks wake up in the morning so anxious that they start 

hyperventilating before they even get out of bed. Others seem to do okay for 

a time, and then are suddenly overwhelmed by an anxiety that grows into a 

full-fledged “panic attack.” And others fall somewhere along a broad spectrum 

that we can simply call “anxiousness.”  

One of the most troubling aspects of this is that anxiety is not well 

understood, so it is hard to beat. When we see it for what it is, from a Biblical 

and balanced perspective, we can understand what causes it and keeps it 

going. This makes it a whole lot easier to beat and become unbound and free 

from. 

Here are three Anchor Points to keep in mind about anxiety (we’ll add 

another in a moment):  

1. Anxiety is unfocused fearfulness based on an unreal, imaginary, 

and/or intangible threat.  

2. Anxiety is fearfulness over potentialities, not realities.  

3. Anxiety prophecies a future that never happens! 
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Consider this scenario: Imagine you are walking down the street and a fast -

moving car coming toward you jumps the curb and starts rushing straight at 

you. The fear you feel is authentic and is based on a real and tangible threat. 

Your fight-or-flight mechanisms fire up and, hopefully, you get out of the way 

and are safe. 

Now imagine the same scenario, only, this time, the fast-moving car 

does not jump the curb, does not come speeding toward you, and puts you in 

no danger.  

If you start to feel afraid that it might, that it could, and fantasize about 

all the danger that that would put you in, this is unfounded fear without a 

tangible threat, which quickly becomes fearfulness and results in anxiety.  

The result is that, not only are you believing and trusting a lie (maybe 

even petitioning God to help you in a situation that is unreal and that does not 

exist), you are robbing yourself of the mental and emotional abi lity to solve 

the real problems you face. 

 

The Brain and the Body as “Co-conspirators” 

When confronted by danger, there are survival mechanisms God has hard -

wired into our brains that kick into action. When a person is exposed to a 

threat, real or perceived, a signal is sent to the amygdala (pronounced, “uh-

mig-duh-luh”).  

The amygdala sends signals to the adrenal gland, which in turn releases 

epinephrine (also known as adrenaline) and cortisol. This starts an avalanche 

of processes that rapidly merge into a symphony of chemical, neurological, 

mental, and physical responses and processes that focus all of our being on 

fighting the foe or fleeing the danger. 

There are several effects of epinephrine in the body, and they all come 

together to provide intense and potent energy so that the major muscles of 

the body can respond to the perceived threat. Muscles, skin, lungs, internal 

organs—everything cooperates to make sure that the body is able to quickly 

and effectively do whatever it needs to do to survive. 

On the emotional side of things, the fear that is felt provides the 

emotional will  for us to survive. When the threat is tangible and real, these 
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processes enable us to survive the very real threat we are faced with. When 

the threat is intangible and not real, that energy and emotion need an outlet. 

Since an anticipated problem causes all of the same brain responses, 

physical reactions, and emotional distress experienced when a real problem 

exists, one anticipated/potential  problem piling on top of other 

anticipated/potential problems is a superhighway to an ever-increasing, ever-

growing fearfulness—and can even lead to the dreaded “anxiety attack.”  

 

Interrupting the Physical Reactions 

A long, slow intake of breath through the nose will immediately start to 

interrupt the physical reactions that accompany anxiety. Slowly letting that air 

out through the mouth causes the lungs (inflated by the 

epinephrine/adrenaline) to empty, which allows them to relax.  

(A useful physical prompt to remind yourself to inhale through 

your nose is to place the tip of your finger under your nose and 

lightly press the skin. This closes the mouth and forces you to 

breathe through your nose.) 

First, this will inhibit the release of cortisol, the hormone the amygdala 

tells the adrenal system to release to, among other things, conserve the high -

potency energy in the epinephrine the adrenal gland has also released into 

the body.  

Second, with the energy conserving hormone inhibited, the epinephrine 

can then be used by the body right away, allowing for the fight-or-flight 

mechanisms to begin to relax. 

 

Taking Thoughts (and Emotions) Captive 

In 2 Corinthians 10:3-5, Paul provides great encouragement to everyone who 

feels faced by enormous battles too big to win. One of the encouragements 

he provides is that we (the redeemed) don’t engage in battle the way the world 

(the unredeemed) does battle, and the weapons we have available are not 

weapons of this earth. 
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When we add a Scripture or Scriptural principle for saturating on to the 

physical interruption techniques above, we rapidly get back to reality and back 

in control.  

If we don’t do this, our imaginations can easily concoct multiple and 

varied potential  scenarios, all of which are as unreal as the one that triggered 

the initial reaction.  

The emotional distress related to worry piled upon worry , and anxiety 

piled upon anxiety, renders us mentally and emotionally incapable of 

effectively dealing with the legitimate problems that we face daily in our lives. 

Our entire focus becomes the anxiety we feel and how to get relief from it, 

even if only for a moment. 

That is not how God intended for us to live. In fact, there is an enormous 

promise for us in 2 Timothy 1:7: “For God has not given us a spirit of 

fearfulness, but a spirit of power and of love, and of a sound mind.”  

The way to understand this and apply it is to begin with the “not” 

statement the verse opens with: “God has not given us a spirit of fearfulness.” 

To be “fearful” means to be “full of fear,” which means to be driven by, gripped 

with, and focused on indefinable imagined dangers.  

Think of having a “spirit of fearfulness” as being like someone running 

frantically around, looking for water to put out fires that are not burning (this 

is your fourth Anchor Point for this lesson). You end up pouring enormous 

amounts of emotional, mental, physical, and even spiritual energy in to things 

that are imagined and not real. Exhausting, right? Seen that way, it sounds 

silly, doesn’t it?  

There is something else going on that you need to understand that is 

even deeper than that. In all this anxiety, you are trying to be your own savior,  

your own sovereign, the one who manages and directs all of your affairs and 

all of your outcomes. This shows that one or more of the planks in your 

“Ladder-Bridge of Faith” is either defective or missing.  

Put off that anxiety. Evict it. God has not given you a spirit of 

fearfulness, “but of power, love, and a sound mind.”  Trust Him; saturate on 

who He is and what that means about what you fear.  
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That’s right, instead of the driving force of your life being fearfulness, 

the driving force of your life as an adopted child of the Most High is actually 

the Holy Spirit.  

In Him there is no fear, no doubt, no uncertainty, no powerlessness, and 

no confusion. He is in you (Ephesians 1:13-14). He knows your every thought 

and your every need. Even when you don’t know how or what to pray, He 

intercedes between you and your Heavenly Father (Romans 8:26-27). 

There are several places in Scripture where we are told, “Do not be 

anxious,” but we are not left alone with the “don’t” that we need to put off. God 

makes sure we have the “put on” we need to replace that with.   

God is the same, whether in the Old Testament or the New Testament, 

and there are several key verses that tell us this about Him and why we have 

no cause for fearfulness or anxiety. We’ve looked at some of them from the 

perspective of our worth. Now we want to see them from the perspective of 

there being no cause for us to be anxious. 

One of the most significant places we see this is a section we have 

already looked at: Matthew 6:25-35. In this portion of the Sermon on the 

Mount, Jesus begins with this statement: “Therefore I tell you, do not worry 

about your life, what you will eat or drink, or about your body, what you will 

wear.” Throughout the rest of this part of Christ’s discourse, He fleshes out 

why being anxious is unnecessary. 

One of the verses we often suggest for saturation when people face 

difficult situations is Deuteronomy 31:8 : “The Lord is indeed going before 

you—He will be with you; He will not fail you or abandon you. Do not be afraid 

or discouraged!”  

An interesting note: While this is in the 3 rd person in this passage in 

Deuteronomy, the writer of Hebrews shows that this is more about God than 

about the person receiving this promise when he quotes it and renders it in 

the 1st person: “Your conduct must be free from the love of money and you 

must be content with what you have, for He has said, ‘I will never leave you 

and I will never abandon you.’ So we can say with confidence, ‘The Lord is my 

helper, and I will not be afraid. What can man do to me?’” (Hebrews 13:4-6) 

He ends this admonition with a quote from Psalm 118:6, another reminder that 
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we are not in this alone and that God is “in our corner” (See also Psalm 56:8-

9). 

Another place of encouragement is in Isaiah 41:10, in the heart of a 

section where God is encouraging His people as they look at impending 

disaster. He says, “Don’t be afraid, for I am with you! Don’t be frightened, for 

I am your God! I strengthen you—yes, I help you—yes, I uphold you with my 

saving right hand!” 

Later on, the Apostle Peter incorporates this theme when he gives us 

another succinct “put off/put on” about anxiety in 1 Peter 5:6 -7 where he says, 

“And God will exalt you in due time, if you humble yourselves under His mighty 

hand by casting all your anxieties on Him because He cares for you.” Here we 

see an indication that one of the reasons we hold on to our anxiety is because 

we doubt God, thinking we have to handle it all ourselves.  

Paul does an excellent job of giving us perhaps the most succinct “put 

off/put on” prescription in Philippians 4:6-7: “Do not be anxious about 

anything. Instead, in every situation, through prayer and petition with 

thanksgiving, tell your requests to God. And the peace of God that surpasses 

all understanding will guard your hearts and minds in Christ Jesus.” (Emphasis 

added.) 

Anxiousness can and needs to be evicted from our lives. There is no 

real merit to it. It does us no good, and it is rooted in our belief in things that 

are not real. God has promised throughout His Word that He knows and will 

supply for our every need. Even when times are dark, He has gone before us, 

prepared the way, and is with us every step of the way; however, anxiety tries 

to convince us that isn’t true. 

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

For God has not given us a spirit of fearfulness, but a spirit of power, of love, 

and of a sound mind.” (2 Timothy 1:7, Lamb)  

Day 1 Reflection 

What have you learned from this lesson about your own tendency toward 

anxiety and where it comes from? What thoughts and emotions did you 

experience as you read the lesson? Additional study passage: Matthew 6:25-

35 

Day 2 Reflection 

Explain why anxiety can so quickly and easily overtake a person’s life.  

Additional study passage: James 1:5-7 

Day 3 reflection 

When anxiety rises up and begins to dominate a person’s life, what is going 

on in their heart? What is the solution? Additional study passages: Matthew 

14:22-33; Philippians 4:6-7 

Day 4 Reflection 

What is it that causes you to be anxious? What are you committed to doing in 

order to get free of it? Additional study passage: 1 Peter 5:5-7 

Day 5 Reflection 

Why is real and permanent change in this area of our lives not likely to happen 

without employing the “Two Keys” (see Goal 1) that unlock God’s solutions for 

anxiety and doubt? Additional study passages: Psalm 119:105-107; John 15:5 

Day 6 Reflection 

Which passages from this lesson did you find the most challenging? Which 

did you find to be the most encouraging? How can these help you going 

forward? Additional study passages: Psalm 51:1-2; Psalm 119:137-144 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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7

We live in an emotionally-charged and emotion-driven world. Most of what is 

classified as “mental illness” today is actually emotional and spiritual 

problems. Granted, some are very severe; but the severity of a problem does 

not make reclassifying it valid. There may also be many contributing factors, 

but the real problem is that we are often trying to deal with problems and 

emotions that God never intended for us to deal with  or we attempt to deal 

with legitimate problems in ways that God never prescribed for us. 

There are many things in life that we are faced with that God never 

intended for mankind to deal with when He created us. When God created 

mankind, He did not design us to have to deal with guilt and shame. Those 

weren’t part of mankind’s relationships on any level.  

Once “The Rebellion” (Genesis 3) happened, however, guilt and shame 

immediately flooded the scene. That is part of why God sent Jesus Christ: to 

lift our guilt and shame from us and restore us to what God had originally 

intended.  

God also never intended for us to carry or “manage” anger . That is why 

He warns us not to let the sun go down on the cause of our anger (Ephesians 

4:26).  

Note: This is a personal admonition for us to take our anger and 

work it out with God; it has nothing to do with married people 

staying up all night talking things through. 

We are not designed to live in fearfulness or anxiety. Lust is another 

fast-burning and corrupt emotion that can become all-consuming as well. Lust 

isn’t really about sexuality, although it can be. Lust is “the passionate desire 

to fill a God-given need in an ungodly manner and/or to an ungodly degree” 

(our working definition). 

                                               
7 The concept for  the emotional  tracking graphs for the lessons involving the “Safe Zone,” as well as the 

“Safe Zone” idea itself, are originally found in the “SAFE Manual” by Pastor Troy Smith.  
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We need to learn to trust that God knows and supplies all of our needs 

(Matthew 6:25-34), and does so in the quantity and timing that we actually 

need. 

These and other emotions can quickly destroy our emotional health and 

our spiritual balance. They spiral up into either pride and self -absorption, or 

nose-dive us into depression and despair.  

As we saw in Lesson 8 (“Evicting Anxiety”), this causes our body to try 

to bring us “out on top” by releasing epinephrine and other chemicals into our 

body. However, because the real problems and troubles are not dealt with by 

following God’s prescription , the distorted emotions that started the process 

grow stronger and deepen, and we get driven further down and away from the 

place of balance and peace with God. 

The world’s method for dealing with these “Pits of Gloom” is to use 

medicating chemicals and medicating behaviors to numb, mask, and escape 

the emotions attached to them.  

Things like alcohol, drugs, prescription medications, food, work, video 

gaming, social media, extreme sports, illicit sex, and a host of other shoddy 

substitutes are offered (and too often gleefully employed) to help us rise out 

of the “Pits of Gloom” where depression and despair lurk waiting for us . 

Before long, our emotions swing between high and low like a roller 

coaster: We spend most of our time either depressed, on an artificially-

induced high, or oscillating up and down from one to the other . And it can 

happen many times throughout any given day.  

Our ongoing (and increasing) emotional instability makes it harder and 

harder for us to live a healthy, abundant life, and our relationships 

deteriorate—especially our relationship with God. 

The most miserable people in the world are the ones who live their lives 

based on their emotions. 

Anchor Point: A key to gaining and maintaining emotional stability is 

by understanding that while emotions are real they simply are not the truth. 

Even though our emotions may be based on the truth, they themselves are 

not the truth. Feelings change—facts do not. The Truth plays no favorites and 

it picks on no one; it simply “shows up” and is true. 
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Emotions are not bad or wrong in and of themselves—it is what we do 

with those emotions that will be right or wrong, good or bad.   

We don’t “feel” the truth, but we do feel our emotions. That is why we 

usually pay far more attention to what we “feel” than to what is true. We have 

to choose: either our emotions will control us and determine the path of our 

lives, or we will get our emotions under control and allow reason based on the 

Truth to guide and direct our lives (remember the word-picture of the drunk 

behind the wheel of the school bus?). 

God and His Word have the only viable plan for overcoming this. We 

must surrender ourselves to Christ, and saturate our minds with the truths in 

God’s Word. We must bring our thoughts into submission to those truths; then 

we must put off the old wrong beliefs and behaviors, and put on the new right 

beliefs and behaviors. 

This is where we are further unbound from the death and decay of the 

past. 

First, however, we need to understand the differences between being 

emotionally balanced and emotionally volatile, between being of a “sound” 

mind and heart and an “unsound” mind and heart. 

Features of Emotional Volatility 

1) Not allowing reason and rationality to drive, but instead being controlled 

by our emotions. We may know what is best, but we find ourselves 

surrendering to our emotions in the moment and doing what is foolish 

and destructive instead; 

2) Much of our time is spent in those Pits of Gloom. We persistently and 

relentlessly seek a way to lift ourselves out of those Pits; much of our 

thoughts and energy are focused on producing the high times; 

3) Decision-making and important conversations are relegated to those 

times when we are either emotionally high or low. We don’t seem to 

make a decision unless we are emboldened by  self-exaltation or driven 

by low desperation. Our decisions are based on how we feel instead of 

what is truly wise. 
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The diagram below can help us see the relationship between what our 

emotions are doing and our having a sound mind.8 

 

When our emotions are in the driver’s seat, we spend most of our lives 

in the upper or lower zones of our emotional range. When we are too high or 

too low, rationality and reason are absent. Our decisions are poor and 

ineffective. 

On the high side, the higher we go, the greater our expectations. We 

can easily become puffed-up and prideful. Everything revolves around us: 

others are simply visitors in our universe. 

On the low side, we rapidly sink into the “Pits of Gloom,” resulting in 

depression and bitterness. We see no solutions. We have little if any hope. 

We feel helpless. We feel abandoned and alone. Too long here and we can 

become convinced that we are totally worthless and useless. Here is where 

people often get to the point where they believe that the best solution is to 

“end it all.” 

We can only make the best decisions when we are emotionally stable  

and in our “Safe Zone;” that place where our thoughts, emotions, and spiritual 

connection to God are balanced and steady. It is that stability, founded on the 

                                               
8  Credit again goes to Pastor Troy Smith for the basic framework for the diag raming in this lesson.  
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truth as God has proclaimed it to be, that we need to set as our daily objective. 

This is what the Bible means by “contentment.”  

Features of Emotional Stability: 

1) It is where our decision-making is best and most in keeping with 

God’s truth and His will. This is one reason why Moses conveyed God’s 

promise to Joshua that, in spite of the 5½ years of warfare he faced, 

Joshua had no reason to fear or become discouraged (Deuteronomy 31:8). 

It is why Jesus promised that, yoked together with Him, the burden would 

be light and the load easier to bear. It is also why Jesus told His disciples 

that, even though He was leaving them and they were to carry on without 

Him, He was leaving them with a peace that was unusual and exceptional 

compared to the world’s idea of peace (John 14:27). 

2) When we are emotionally stable, we can think things through and 

respond instead of reacting. Too many times people let their emotions 

control them. God loves giving us wisdom (read that: a sound mind), but it 

doesn’t come unless we are emotionally stable. Read carefully James 1:5 -

8. The promise here for wisdom from God only comes when we are single-

minded (sound-minded) and emotionally stable. 

3) It is the quality God is looking for in His leaders. In fact, it is a quality 

any person must have to be a good leader. The character qualities God 

mandates for those who lead others in His body are found in 1 Timothy 

3:1-13. It seems evident that what is described here is the fruit of life for 

a person who is content and emotionally stable. 

Keys to Being Stable: 

1) Commit to never making ANY major decision or having any important 

conversation when you are not in your “Safe Zone.” THIS IS A 

CRITICAL RULE AND AN ANCHOR POINT TO KEEP HANDY AND 

COMMIT TO FOLLOWING! In other words, be quiet and sit still when 

you’re not in your Safe Zone. Learn to recognize your own patterns and 

warning signs that you are either about to go, or are already, out of your 

“Safe Zone.” Be aware of and alert to the actions and attitudes that show 

you that you are in “un-safe” territory. 
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2) Desire and pursue God’s peace that comes from having a sound mind 

instead of the selfish and artificial offerings of the world’s solutions. 

This starts with us making the choice to make this a daily focus. Once 

we’ve done that, we need to make it a key value of our life. (Remember 

that key values are the things about which we say, “Nothing is more 

important to me than…”.) 

3) Do what you must to get surrendered to God and His truth as soon as 

you recognize that you are out of your Safe Zone. Get and stay 

surrendered and saturating. He will bring you back to the place of safety, 

peace, and a sound mind (1 Peter 5:10). 

 

 

The “Safe Zone” is the place where we are mentally, emotionally, and 

spiritually balanced; where we have a sense of God’s peace and presence. It 

isn’t a flat and rigid place, but there is a calm and confident sense of balance  

no matter the circumstances. 

That is not to say that we don’t feel the stresses and strains of the 

difficulties of life, and it is not to say that we can’t be proud of a job well done.  

What it does mean is that “all things in balance” is where the Safe Zone 

is found. 

The more we live in the “Safe Zone” (or return to it once we’ve gotten 

out of it), the more others learn they can trust us. When people learn they can 

trust us, our relationships become healthier for all involved, and our life is 

much more God-honoring. 
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Using the Tracking Graphs  

There is a “Daily Emotions Tracking Graph” for you to make copies of 

and use every day for however long you are working through this lesson. In 

the next lesson, there is a “Weekly Emotions Tracking Graph” for you to use 

for getting a broader picture of your patterns over the course of the entire 

week. If your pattern this week is marked by frequent and dramatic changes 

you will want to use a “Daily Graph” for each day of next Lesson as well.  

 

You will find a *SAMPLE* on the next page to give you an idea of how to use the graph. 

Following the *SAMPLE* page, you will find an actual graph for you to copy and use. 

 

 •  
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* SAMPLE * 
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Morning 

 

 

 

Mid-Day 

 

 

 

Evening 

 

 

 

Late 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

MAKE AS MANY COPIES AS YOU NEED 
 

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

A b o v e  t h i s  l i n e  w e  a r e  p r i d e f u l  

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
B e l o w  t h i s  l i n e ,  w e  b a t t l e  w o r t h l e s s n e s s  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“For the mind saturated with the things of the flesh results in condemnation 

and death, but the mind saturated with the things of the Spirit results in life 

and peace.” (Romans 8:6, Lamb) 

Day 1 Reflection 

When do you find yourself normally making decisions: When you are 

emotionally frazzled, when you are emotionally elated, or when you are 

balanced and calm? Additional study passage: James 3:13-18 

Day 2 Reflection 

Can you remember making a wise decision while you were excessively 

emotionally high or while you were emotionally depressed? Can you 

remember making an unwise decision under either of those conditions? 

Explain. Additional study passage: 1 Samuel 12:21 

Day 3 Reflection 

Why would it be foolish to make important decisions or have important 

conversations when we are emotionally too high or too low? Additional study 

passage: Psalm 25 

Day 4 Reflection 

What are some of the conditions in life and society that can easily create 

unstable emotions for you? Additional study passages: Romans 1:18-32; 

Galatians 5:19-21 

Day 5 Reflection 

Considering what you know about the nature of God so far, why would stable 

emotions and a sound mind be important for having a close relationship with 

Him? Additional study passage: Job 28:12-28 

Day 6 Reflection 

Share your thoughts on why a “Safe Zone” life would be a benefit in improving 

your relationships with the people in your life. Additional study passage: 

Romans 12:9-21 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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As we’ve seen, there is any number of situations and circumstances that can 

“trigger” an emotional reaction from us. Hopefully by going through the last 

lesson’s exercise you saw what some of those are for you. 

We are attempting to learn how to make our emotions take a backseat 

instead of being in the driver’s seat. Identifying the things that puncture our 

emotional stability and set it off balance is the first step to identifying the things 

that trigger our self -destructive patterns. Replacing the self -destructive 

patterns with wise and healthy ones will be our next undertaking.  

We are going to revisit a great deal of the last lesson this time: The 

more we saturate with truth, the more we understand and believe it, and the 

more we live our lives based on what is true. 

~  ~ 

There are many things in life that we are faced with that God never 

intended for mankind to deal with when He created us. When God created 

mankind, He did not design us to have to deal with guilt and shame. Those 

weren’t part of mankind’s relationships on any level.  

Once “The Rebellion” (Genesis 3) happened, however, guilt and shame 

immediately flooded the scene. That is part of why God sent Jesus Christ: to 

lift our guilt and shame from us and restore us to what God had originally 

intended.  

God also never intended for us to carry or “manage” anger . That is why 

He warns us not to let the sun go down on the cause of our anger (Ephesians 

4:26).  

Note: This is a personal admonition for us to take our anger and 

work it out with God; it has nothing to do with married people 

staying up all night talking things through. 

We are not designed to live in fearfulness or anxiety. Lust is another 

fast-burning and corrupt emotion that can become all -consuming as well. Lust 
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isn’t really about sexuality, although it can be. Lust is “the passionate desire 

to fill a God-given need in an ungodly manner and or to an ungodly degree” 

(our working definition). 

We need to learn to trust that God knows and supplies all of our needs 

(Matthew 6:25-34), and does so in the quantity and timing that we actually 

need. 

These and other emotions can quickly destroy our emotional health and 

our spiritual balance. They spiral up into either pride and self -absorption, or 

nose-dive us into depression and despair.  

As we saw in Lesson 8 (“Evicting Anxiety”), this causes our body to try 

to bring us “out on top” by releasing epinephrine and other chemicals into our 

body. However, because the real problems and troubles are not dealt with by 

following God’s prescription, the distorted emotions that started the process 

grow stronger and deepen, and we get driven further down and away from the 

place of balance and peace with God. 

The world’s method for dealing with these “Pits of Gloom” is to use 

medicating chemicals and medicating behaviors to numb, mask, and escape 

the emotions attached to them.  

Things like alcohol, drugs, prescription medications, food, work, video 

gaming, social media, extreme sports, illicit sex, and a host of other shoddy 

substitutes are offered (and too often gleefully employed) to help us rise out 

of the “Pits of Gloom,” where depression and despair lurk waiting for us.  

Before long, our emotions swing between high and low like a roller 

coaster: We spend most of our time either depressed, on an artificially -

induced high, or oscillating up and down from one to the other. And it can 

happen many times throughout any given day.  

Our ongoing (and increasing) emotional instability makes it harder and 

harder for us to live a healthy, abundant life, and our relationships 

deteriorate—especially our relationship with God.  

The most miserable people in the world are the ones who live their lives 

based on their emotions. 

 

Anchor Point: A key to gaining and maintaining emotional stability is 

by understanding that while emotions are real they simply are not the truth. 
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Even though our emotions may be based on the truth, they themselves are 

not the truth. Feelings change—facts do not. The Truth plays no favorites and 

it picks on no one; it simply “shows up” and is true. 

Emotions are not bad or wrong in and of themselves—it is what we do 

with those emotions that will be right or wrong, good or  bad.  

We don’t “feel” the truth, but we do feel our emotions. That is why we 

usually pay far more attention to what we “feel” than to what is true. We have 

to choose: either our emotions will control us and determine the path of our 

lives, or we will get our emotions under control and allow reason based on the 

Truth to guide and direct our lives (remember the word-picture of the drunk 

behind the wheel of the school bus?). 

God and His Word have the only viable plan for overcoming this. We 

must surrender ourselves to Christ, and saturate our minds with the truths in 

God’s Word. We must bring our thoughts into submission to those truths; then 

we must put off the old wrong beliefs and behaviors, and put on the new right 

beliefs and behaviors. 

This is where we are further unbound from the death and decay of the 

past. 

 

Commit to never making ANY major decision or having ANY 

important conversation when you are not in your “Safe Zone.”  

THIS IS A CRITICAL RULE AND AN ANCHOR POINT TO KEEP HANDY 

AND COMMIT TO FOLLOWING! 

 

In other words, be quiet and sit still when you’re not in your Safe Zone. 

Learn to recognize your own patterns and warning signs that you are either 

about to go, or are already, out of your “Safe Zone.” Be aware of and alert to 

the actions and attitudes that show you that you are in “un-safe” territory. 

The more we live in the “Safe Zone” (or return to it once we’ve gotten 

out of it), the more others learn they can trust us. When people learn they can 

trust us, our relationships become healthier for all  involved, and our life is 

much more God-honoring. 
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For this lesson, unless your Daily Emotional Tracking Graphs from the 

last lesson look like a major earthquake on a seismic graph (rapid oscillations 

between high and low with little or no time in the Safe Zone), track your entire 

week on a single graph page (see next two pages). If your graphs from the 

last Lesson show a great deal of emotional activity, then repeat using the Daily 

Graph every day for this lesson as well. 

 

 •  
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* SAMPLE * 
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Sunday 

 

Monday 

 

Tuesday 

 

Wed. 

 

Thursday 

 

Friday 

 

Saturday 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

A b o v e  t h i s  l i n e  w e  a r e  p r i d e f u l  

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
B e l o w  t h i s  l i n e ,  w e  b a t t l e  w o r t h l e s s n e s s  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“You will keep in perfect peace and safety those who maintain their faith, 

because they trust in You.” (Isaiah 26:3, Lamb) 

Day 1 Reflection 

What, if any, common thread have you found running through the things that 

drive you out of the “Safe Zone” - either up or down? What are your thoughts 

on that? Additional study passages: James 1:5-6; Jeremiah 17:7-9 

Day 2 Reflection 

What passages of Scripture did you find (both last Lesson and this) that helped 

you get back into your Safe Zone, that place where you are mentally, 

emotionally, and spiritually balanced? Additional study passages: Psalm 9:10; 

28:7 

Day 3 Reflection 

When making important decisions or having important conversations, why do 

you think it is best to do so only when you are in your Safe Zone? Additional 

study passage: Psalm 131:1-2 

Day 4 Reflection 

What are some of the things you struggle with the most and that drive you 

most easily out of your Safe Zone? Additional study passages: Psalm 30:1-5; 

Isaiah 30:15 

Day 5 Reflection 

Considering what you know about the nature of God, why would it be so easy 

sometimes to forget what you know and surrender to the emotional triggers ? 

Additional study passage: Job 8:11-14 

Day 6 Reflection 

Share about the benefits you hope to find as a result of mastering living in the 

Safe Zone as much as possible. Additional study passages: Psalm 37:37; 2 

Corinthians 13:11 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.   
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Imagine that your mind and heart are like one of those orange buckets from 

Home Depot. Now picture that bucket full of the thickest, gooiest, stinkiest 

black sludge you can imagine.  

This sludge is the lies you have saturated on throughout your life and 

have come to believe are true. It is the evil you have suffered because of the 

sin choices of others. It is the guilt and shame you still carry from sins you 

have committed and have not been able to get straightened out between you 

and God somehow. It is the false guilt and toxic shame that come from thinking 

it is your fault someone did evil things to you. 

Now, picture taking a garden hose and sticking the open end into that 

bucket and then turning the spigot on part way. What do you think is going to 

happen to the guck in the bucket? 

Exactly! The water is going to start working on that sludge, at first 

making it bubble over (probably making a mess for a while), and then starting 

to thin it out more and more as the water keeps running into the bucket.  

See it? Crystal clear running water; sludge getting thinner and thinner 

and thinner until—eventually—all of the sludge is replaced with that cool , 

clean water. The bucket may be stained, but the sludge is gone! 

The water coming out of the hose is the Word of God.  As we saturate 

on God’s Word, we are “washing with the water of the Word,” as described in 

John 15:3 and Ephesians 5:26.  

As we saturate our minds with the truth as God has defined it, the lies 

are replaced, our minds are renewed, and we experience transformation. Our 

part is the renewing-the-mind part; God’s part is the transforming part . This is 

the PERFECT partnership—and an excellent example of what it means to be 

yoked together with Christ (Matthew 11:28-30). 

God has long taught His people that one of the most important roles 

parents play in the lives of children from the moment of their birth is to saturate 

their lives with His truth (Deuteronomy 6:4-9; Ephesians 6:4). This is the best 
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way for an understanding of, belief in, and love for God and His truth to be 

experienced—the younger, the better.  

For those who did not have this experience or who had lies packaged 

as truth-claims poured into their hearts and minds, it is still never too late.  

As Jesus taught us in John 8:31-32, as we saturate with and abide in 

His Word, we will truly be His followers, we will know the truth, and the truth 

will set us free. And, if He sets us free, we are absolutely free (John 8:36)!  

Remember these Anchor Points:  

1) What we focus on is what we hit;  

2) What we focus on is what we are saturating on;  

3) What we saturate on is what we believe;  

4) What we believe is what we live.  

In order to understand how we can renew our minds, we need to keep 

in mind how our minds function. We learned in earlier lessons that only about 

10% or less of our decision-making is “conscious” (intentionally thinking things 

through), while 90% or more is unconscious or subconscious [remember that 

we use this term in a general, not a psychoanalytical way].  

Information passes through our senses, gets processed by our mind, 

and then is stored in other parts of our mind that are not always “ready-recall.” 

Some of it is engrafted into our hearts and our souls and becomes our belief 

system because saturation bypasses the logical, thinking part of our minds 

and goes right to the core of our being (this is why saturation works faster and 

more effectively than memorization does). 

As an example, picture a sponge and a bucket of red paint. If you  want 

to saturate the sponge with red paint, do you scoop red paint out of the bucket 

and pour it on to the sponge, or do you plunge the sponge down into the paint 

and start squeezing out the air in every little pocket?  

Of course, to saturate the sponge you want to plunge it deep into the 

paint and completely soak paint into every pore and crevice. When you’ve 

done that, what happens to anything that you set the sponge on? It gets red 

paint on it, right? And what happens if you bump or squeeze (put the pressure 
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on) the sponge? Red paint comes out of it—because it is FULL of it, 

SATURATED with it! 

This is the effect that saturating with Scripture has on your life. What 

we are fullest of is what comes out of us (see Mark 7:20-23—and keep in mind 

that the way we use “subconscious” is what the Bible means by “heart”). When 

the pressure is on (when we are squeezed), what our hearts hold dearest is 

what flows from us.  

We remember best what has happened most recently , those things we 

are emotionally invested in, and those things we think about most often. If our 

thoughts are unhealthy or shameful, our minds and hearts become saturated 

with trash and garbage.  

This affects everything we do, flavoring every relationship—including 

our relationship with ourselves. If our thoughts are on how wonderful and 

flawless we are, our hearts are filled with pride and we are unteachable, 

unapproachable, and of little use to anyone—especially God. 

If our heart and mind are filled with fearfulness, unforgiveness, anxiety, 

and doubt; or with love, trust, truth, and confidence in God, our whole life 

becomes filled with these things (what we focus on is what we hit/run into).  

Once our heart and mind have become saturated with unhealthy 

thoughts, we form self-destructive patterns of dealing with the emotions that 

arise from this thinking. These cycles we refer to as SDBC’s (Self-Destructive 

Bondage Cycles.9)  

Once these cycles are firmly in place in our mind and heart, they are 

very difficult to break because they are emotion-driven (Lesson 3). And, since 

we remember best what we are most emotionally invested in, these patterns 

become second-nature to us. Once your SDBC gets started, your emotions 

will kick in, compelling you to follow through to your usual end—that place 

where you say, “Here I am again…why do I always end up here?” 

Keep in mind that when working to break free of these destructive 

cycles, the earlier we recognize the pattern, the earlier we put-off the pattern 

and put-on a healthy pattern in its place. That means that we are all-the-more 

operating in the realm of truth and freedom.  

                                               
9  Modif ied from the “Subconscious Self -Destruct Cycle” (Week 7: Renewing the Mind),  S.A.F.E. Program 
(Pastor Troy Smith,  1990)  
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The Emotional Tracking Graphs from previous lessons are where you 

want to look for your “triggers.” These are most often the kinds of incidents 

and conversations that consistently get our SDBC started. 

In this Lesson we are concentrating on the “Put Off” aspect of Renewing 

the Mind. Next Lesson we will concentrate on the “Put On” aspect of Renewing 

the Mind. We call these RMC’s (Renewed Mind Cycles). 

Good news: eventually, with repetition and practice, the SDBC’s will be 

completely bypassed and we end up in the RMC almost right away…the 

unbinding and setting free is so close we can taste it!  

At the end of this lesson, there are two examples of these destructive 

cycles. You ought to be able to map out your own SDBC’s using these as a 

guide.  

Your cycles will probably look different, so don’t expect yours to be 

identical to the examples. Following the examples page, you will find a blank 

version for you to copy and use.  

Start with one or two of the most common SDBC’s you are currently 

finding yourself falling into. These are the root of your “besetting sin” patterns 

and what brought you here in the first place.   

 

 •  
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Here are some samples to work from. These are 

only examples: Your patterns will look different.  

START 
HERE 

START 
HERE 
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“For those who live according to the flesh have their outlook shaped by the 

things of the flesh, but those who live according to the Spirit have their 

outlook shaped by the things of the Spirit. (Romans 8:5) 

Day 1 Reflection 

When you consider your “mental diet,” what are the good and bad effects of 

what you are putting into your mind? What do you think the long-term effects 

are going to be on your life? Additional study passage: Matthew 15:18-20 

Day 2 Reflection 

What are some positive decisions and steps you can make to improve your 

“mental diet?” Additional study passages: Philippians 4:8; Colossians 3:1-2 

Day 3 Reflection 

At the end of the day, how much do you tend to dwell on reviewing the wrongs 

others have committed against you? How much do you dwell on your own 

“failings” of the day? Additional study passage: Psalm 4:8 

Day 4 Reflection 

When you think of your earliest childhood memory, what do you experience? 

What impact has it had on you over the years, and what impact does it have 

in your life now? Additional study passage: Deuteronomy 5:9-10; 29 

Day 5 Reflection 

As you learn to identify and surrender (put off) the old ways of thinking and 

behaving, what do you think you need to have and do that will help you replace 

those (put on) with what God’s best is for your life? Additional study passage: 

2 Peter 1:2-8 

Day 6 Reflection 

How do you think you are doing at gaining control of your thinking and your 

emotions? What tools do you believe are helping the most? What are the 

strongest skills you find yourself developing? Additional study passage: Psalm 

1 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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Now that we have mapped out the “here-I-am-again” negative patterns of 

thinking/believing/feeling/behaving, it is time to put those OFF and put ON the 

healthy/godly/righteous patterns. This is where The RMC (Renewed Mind 

Cycle) will come in to play with this lesson. 

As soon as you recognize that you are in one of your SDBC’s, use that 

recognition to immediately “trigger” jumping over and star ting to use the RMC. 

What we find is that, over time, as a person begins to recognize their SDBC 

earlier and earlier and trigger the RMC earlier and earlier, eventually, what 

would normally trigger the SDBC becomes the trigger for the RMC! 

THE ANSWER TO BREAKING THE PATTERNS IS TO “PUT OFF/PUT ON”  

We need to employ the Biblical principle o f “put off/put on” (Ephesians 4:22-

24) 

1. We do this first by taking our thoughts captive and bringing them into 

surrender to the truth; 

2. Then we break the old patterns and replace them with new ones: “put 

off/put on.” 

I. TAKING OUR THOUGHTS CAPTIVE 

We have talked several times already about how easy it is for things to become 

buried in our heart and mind and for us to get entombed in the wreckage of 

our past. Our memory is often clearer on what happened yesterday than what 

happened last year.  

Time and distance are the “Great Eroders.” For instance, while we may 

fairly well remember a conversation we had with our boss a month ago, we 

may remember very little of what happened in our early childhood.  Or we may 

have pretty clear recollections about a significant event in our past, but can’t 

remember the conversation we had with our spouse twenty minutes ago.  

Knowing that we remember best what we are most emotionally 

connected to will help us when old and hurtful memories surface.  There are 
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those who teach that some memories need to be buried and left behind; that 

we can bury memories simply by refusing to think about or dwell on them.  

This isn’t really true: you can’t bury a live snake. There is legitimate 

emotional content to the things we have experienced. To deny the truth of 

what happened and the effect on us is to live a lie—and THAT is not something 

that is welcome in God’s kingdom nor is it part of His prescription for our life. 

Instead, when a hurtful memory surfaces, we face it full on, take it 

before the Lord, and pour out our heart to Him in full emotional authenticity 

(Philippians 4:6-7). We walk through the pain, knowing we are not alone and 

that we are walking right beside Him (See Psalm 23:6; Isaiah 9:2; Matthew 

11:28-30).  

We then remind ourselves, “That was then; this is now. ‘Then’ is gone, 

and I do not have to go through or ‘relive’ that anymore.” Then we take those 

thoughts captive, bring them into submission to the Truth (2 Corinthians 10:5), 

and focus on renewing our minds by resting in the list of “have’s” in Philippians 

4:8.  

If we are to be successful in changing our life, we must change what we 

think about, how we think about it, and who we are going to believe. 

In order to renew our mind, there are two things we MUST do:  

A. We must deal with destructive thoughts and emotions as soon as we 

become aware of them. These often have become buried deep within 

our heart and mind so that their effect is both unpredictable and difficult 

to control. We need to learn to take these thoughts captive and rep lace 

them with God’s truth about them and about ourselves. We must also 

train our minds to refuse to dwell on unhealthy thoughts and memories.  

B. We must fill our mind with those things taught to us in God’s Word . We 

must replace unwanted thoughts with God’s Word and the values and  

principles we find there. The Unbound Program has been designed and 

crafted to help with this quite specifically. 

II. BREAKING DESTRUCTIVE PATTERNS—THE “RMC” 

A. We must break old cycles at the earliest possible point. The best and 

easiest time to transpose an old pattern of behavior into a new one is 
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before we become very emotionally engaged. We can’t really control 

the things that trigger an SDBC, but we can control the way we deal 

with one.  

We must learn to immediately take our thoughts captive, surrender them 

to the truth, refocus our attention on the Lord, and set out on a new 

pattern of thinking and behaving. Jesus is the Truth in the flesh, and He 

is the source of true peace and of a sound mind. Once we get our 

emotions under control we can start to use the principles that apply to 

wise and effective problem-solving (Lesson 16). 

B. We do this by shifting our thoughts and emotions to an “RMC,” a 

“Renewed Mind Cycle.” The RMC follows this path: 

1. Take my thoughts captive and bring them into submission to what 

the Word of God says about them (2 Corinthians 10:5);  

2. Agree with God on my sinful thinking and believing and any 

behavior that has resulted (1 John 1:9);  

3. Agree with God that I am no longer a slave to sin and do not have 

to follow the path of sin (Romans 6:17-18). I no longer have to 

live in bondage to the old patterns; 

4. Honestly and transparently lay all of my thoughts and emotions 

before God and gratefully trust Him to be true to His Word 

(Philippians 4:6-7); 

5. Saturate my mind with the eternal goodness and promises of God, 

getting my eyes off of my circumstances (Colossians 3:1-3); 

6. Find a “put off” passage of Scripture that specifically speaks to 

whatever SDBC I have found myself in; 

7. Find a “put on” passage of Scripture that addresses the same 

matter from a little different perspective and tells me what to do 

INSTEAD; 

8. Humble myself before God and willingly submit to whatever He 

asks of me, even if it is to trust Him and walk through the situation 

in faith without complaint (1 Peter 5:6);  
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9. Commit myself to being graciously obedient to what I believe God 

is asking of me (John 14:23); 

10. Saturate my mind with the verses God has taught me that 

transform my heart and mind and help me think what God thinks 

and believe what God believes about my circumstances and 

about me. 

C. We then develop a new lifestyle and new habits, new beliefs, new 

desires, new interests, new friends, new priorities, new goals, and new 

attitudes. We continue to work on creating new patterns of living. Once 

we’ve done so, they will be as hard to break as the old ones are now. 

We must also remain committed to making no important decisions or 

choices when we are NOT in our Safe Zone. 

D. We continue to saturate on the truth about God’s natu re and character. 

As we connect more and more with who God is, what He has done, why 

He has done it, what His heart is towards us, and what He intends for 

us to do with all of that, our lives are truly and magnificently transformed 

into the living Masterpiece He designed it to be. 

 

A very effective way to use the different steps (or “legs”) of the RMC 

wheel is to personalize them after we have saturated several times on the 

passage itself. This helps us get our hearts connected to the truth . Remember: 

Emotions have a seat on the bus, just not the driver’s seat. And when our 

emotions are allowed to be involved in a healthy way , that means our heart is 

involved—which really is the point, isn’t it?  

There are three examples of RMC’s for you to refer to. You ought to be 

able to map out your own RMC’s using these as a guide. Following the 

examples page, you will find a blank version for you to copy and use.   

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“Our battle is to bring down every deceptive imagining and every prideful 

argument erected against the true knowledge of God. We fight to trap every 

thought and cause it to surrender to the authority of Christ. (2 Corinthians 

10:4b-5, Lamb) 

Day 1 Reflection 

When you consider your “mental diet” for this week, what have you changed 

since beginning this journey? What effects have you seen that make on your 

life? Additional study passages: Romans 6:6, 12-15  

Day 2 Reflection 

What are some additional positive decisions and steps you can make to 

improve your “mental diet?” Additional study passages: Philippians 4:8; 

Colossians 3:1-2 

Day 3 Reflection 

As you look to incorporating the RMC more consistently in dealing with the 

destructive patterns of your life, what thoughts and emotions do you 

experience? Please discuss. Additional study passages: Psalm 119:81; 114; 

Isaiah 30:19 

Day 4 Reflection 

What do you see as your greatest challenge(s) in breaking free from the 

destructive patterns of your life? What is your greatest victory so far? 

Additional study passage: Romans 8:31-39 

Day 5 Reflection 

As you learn more and more to identify the lies you have believed and 

surrender to the truth, what are some of the ways you think you can share 

these blessings with others in your life? Additional study passage: Galatians 

6:1-2 

Day 6 Reflection 

Now that you’ve gotten to the end of the core lessons in this material, what 

other things do you feel a need to understand more fully from God’s 

perspective? Additional study passages: Isaiah 55:8-9; Jeremiah 9:23-24 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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Lesson Thirteen               Stop “Shoulding” Yourself 

Lesson Fourteen    Forgiveness: What It Is, What It’s Not  

Lesson Fifteen                         So, Who’s to Blame? 

Lesson Sixteen               Problem-Solving 

Lesson Seventeen      Wise Living 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My Commitment: “‘Being responsible’ means accepting responsibility for my 

own decisions and actions, and not accepting responsibility that is not mine 

to carry. Being responsible is an essential quality for any mature person, 

especially one who is maturing as a believer. Being responsible is a necessary 

character trait for me to develop if I am to have the life God intends  for me to 

have. Therefore, I hereby purpose to develop the practices of being 

responsible and being accountable for my own actions in every area of my 

life. Christ is the greatest example of what it means to be responsible , so I will 

endeavor daily to learn from His Word the keys to successfully living as a 

responsible person.” 
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“Words matter. And usually, small words matter most.”  This quote, from a 

professor and professional Biblical counselor, has already been shown to be 

profoundly true thus far in our journey. This lesson fleshes that out in some 

very significant ways. 

We have already seen the importance of understanding the difference 

between “worthy” and “deserving.” We have discovered how powerful 

saturating with Scripture is in contrast to memorizing. We have developed a 

deep understanding of the distinction between “real” and “true” when it comes 

to emotions.  

The next key area for taking back ground that we’ve surrendered 

because of the disparity between the words we use and what they actually 

signify is in the area of “should.”  

Simply put: Should = Shame! When we go around “Shoulding” 

ourselves (or others), we are laying on a burden of performance based on 

expectation; and expectations are usually rooted in a sense of entitlement. 

 As we will see in a later lesson, expectations are like the ceiling: People 

can jump up and touch it, but they cannot live there. When we “should” 

ourselves, we have an inherent sense of expectation for performing—usually 

flawlessly, and nothing else will suffice—that then becomes our gauge for 

worth and value. 

Example: “I should be over this by now.” Really? You should be over 

this by now because why? Because, if you aren’t, then there is something 

wrong with you, something defective about you, something lacking in you? 

You aren’t living up to some expectation that you’ve been unable to live up to, 

so that means what?  

Do you see the danger in this kind of thinking? 

Interestingly enough, God never tells us we “should” anything. He says, 

“My people shall; My people shall not.” (think of “shall” and “shall not” as 

“ought” and “ought not.”) 
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When we are “shall-notting” the “shall’s” and “shalling” the “shall-not’s,” 

we are out of step with God and need (key word) to get back in step with Him. 

There are “ought’s” in the Bible, but those are the transcendent ethic 

that is rooted in the nature and character of God. We “ought not (shall not) 

steal,” because stealing denies the providence, love, and goodness of God 

which results from our not believing what God has said about Himself.  We 

take matters into our own hands, thinking that God has made a mistake, or 

that He is failing to do what He said He would do, we have to handle it 

ourselves. 

The Law (think 10 Commandments) is there for us to use as a gauge: It 

brings no salvation, it offers no sacrifice for sin, and it provides no forgiveness. 

It simply shows us where we are in correlation to God and His character. (For 

a deeper study and better understanding of this, read carefully Romans 2:11 -

23.) 

Jesus had the strongest language and used the most terrifying of words 

when He addressed the “Should-ers” in the Gospels. He told the Scribes and 

Pharisees (the professionals in the Law, the professional “Should-ers”) that 

they were hypocrites, that they created rituals that superseded and replaced 

God’s Law, and that they were so busy “Shoulding” others that the people 

couldn’t bear up under the burden placed on them by those “shoulds.”  

The most terrifying word in all of Scripture is the word, “Woe!” To the 

Should-ers, Jesus says over a dozen times, “Woe to you, Scribes and 

Pharisees; hypocrites!”  

That word, “Woe,” means, “Prepare for agonizing torment and doom!” It 

is a word reserved for God—and His prophets when they spoke to God’s 

people for Him—in warning about the punishment that was going to come upon 

them for their serial, unrepentant rebellion against Him and His Law. It was 

also used to express deep sadness over significant loss. 

When we are Shoulding ourselves, we are setting a standard for 

ourselves that is even more stringent that what God sets for us. He never 

expects us to be flawless. Even in the often-quoted verse where Jesus says, 

“By perfect, even as your Father in Heaven is perfect,” the original word used 

there for perfect is not “flawless,” but “complete.” The sense there is that we 
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are to fulfill God’s intent for our lives, just as God Himself fulfills His own intent 

for Himself. 

So, what do we do instead of Shoulding ourselves (or others)? We trade 

out the word “should” for “need.” 

• “I need to take better care of myself.” 

• “I needed to have paid more attention to what I was doing. Because 

I didn’t, x happened.” 

• “I need to surrender these old memories to God and allow Him to 

bring me to a place of healing instead of rehashing them over and 

over in my mind.” 

• “I need to get refocused on my saturation work if I’m going to replace 

the lies I believe with the truth.”  

You get the idea, of course. When we switch from “should” to “need,” 

the emotional content and effect of what we are saying changes dramatically.  

Think about how filled your self-talk is with “shoulds.” Think about how 

shamed and shameful you feel whenever you talk to yourself that way. Does 

it produce motivation to change? Usually it does the opposite, producing a 

sense of toxic shame that quickly deteriorates into hopelessness and the rest 

of the dark emotions waiting for you in the “Pit of Gloom”.  

A WORD ABOUT SHAME: 

There are two kinds of shame we experience in this life. First, there is 

righteous shame. This is the shame we feel when we have done something 

bad. This is the shame that causes us to blush; to be remorseful over the 

wrong we have done and the harm we have caused; and it brings us to the 

place of confession, repentance, and restoration. Righteous shame is the 

right shame for us to feel when we are guilty of wrong.  

The second kind of shame we experience is toxic shame. This is the 

shame that says “I am bad” instead of “I did badly” or “I am wrong” instead of 

“I did wrong.” Toxic shame results from us taking the guilt that is someone 

else’s to carry.  

We believe we are guilty, so we beg and plead for forgiveness, but it 

never comes -because we cannot be forgiven for something that we are not 
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guilty of! We feel unforgiven and unforgivable because, technically, we are—

God does not provide forgiveness for sins we are not guilty of.  

 In addition, toxic shame hijacks every other emotion, thought, and 

perception, attaching itself to those things like the HIV virus attaches itself to 

healthy cells and camouflages itself, wreaking havoc throughout the immune 

system and eventually destroying the one infected. Toxic shame operates 

that same way on a person’s emotions, thought processes, sense of worth, 

and their perceptions about God, others, and even themselves.  

Anchor Point:  There are two types of sorrow and shame for sin (2 

Corinthians 7:10): One is from God and it results in repentance without regret 

(an ongoing sense of the heaviness of guilt ) because we have received the 

forgiveness that God promises (1 John 1:9) as a result of our true repentance 

for a wrong we have done (true repentance comes simply because it is wrong 

and others have been wronged as a result).  

The second is the type that is either self-focused (I feel regret over what 

this cost me) or it results from feeling shame for something we are not guilty 

of. 

When we go to God and ask to be forgiven for a sin we have committed, 

the guilt we carry to Him is ours to carry. Jesus already paid the price for that, 

so forgiveness and restoration are now available to us.  

But, when we go to God and ask to be forgiven for something we are 

not guilty of, He says, “No,” because we cannot be forgiven for a sin we are 

not guilty of. We walk around feeling unforgiven and unforgivable because—

technically—we are: there is no forgiveness for us for sins committed by 

someone else! 

There is more to this, but this is enough for now. This is where we need 

to start in order to understand how important it is to know the truth, and speak 

the truth, and live the truth. Remember, part of God’s economy is that we will 

“know the truth, and the truth will set you free” (John 8:32). 

OUR HOPE 

There is nothing God asks of us or requires of us that He has not provided 

what we need in order to accomplish it. While Jesus clearly states in John 
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15:5, “Apart from Me, you can accomplish nothing,” Paul assures us of 

something we all need to keep in mind whenever we think that what we are 

facing is too much: “I am able to do all [that God asks of me] through the one 

who strengthens me” (Philippians 4:13; clarification added).  

And as a final reminder of what we have already learned from our work 

with the “Ladder-Bridge of Faith,” Paul also tells us, “No trial has overtaken 

you that is not faced by others. And God is faithful: He will not let you be tried 

beyond what you are able to bear, but with the trial will also provide a  way out 

so that you may be able to endure it” (1 Corinthians 10:13).  

This means that, since we are free in Christ (Galatians 5:1 -2), and since 

we are no longer slaves to sin (Romans 6:6-7), as we surrender more and 

more to the indwelling Christ (Galatians 2:20), our lives will more and more 

bear the fruit of a truly surrendered life (John 15:5; Galatians 5:22-23; Romans 

8:29). 

So, our point is: Stop Shoulding Yourself: Exchange “Should” For 

“Need.” The toxic shame of not living up to man-made expectations will be 

steadily replaced by a heart that is devoted to fulfilling God’s will more and 

more each day.  

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“There is therefore now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus. 

For the law of the life-giving Spirit in Christ Jesus has set you free from the 

law of sin and death. Romans 8:1-2 (NET) 

Day 1 Reflection 

Share what you experienced as you read through this lesson. Additional study 

passages: 2 Corinthians 7:10; 1 Peter 2:5 

Day 2 Reflection 

What are some of the most frequent “shoulds” that you saturate with? How 

valid do you still think those are? What effect do you see this having on your 

sense of God and of yourself? Additional study passage: Psalm 19:14 

Day 3 Reflection 

On a scale of 0 to 5, with 5 being the heaviest, how heavy a burden do you 

see “Shoulding” and toxic shame being in your life? What, if any, plan do you 

have to change that? Additional study passages: Psalm 19:14; 119:17-24 

Day 4 Reflection 

When you think of the sins you have committed and the evils you have 

suffered, how clear are you on who is responsible for what? Explain.  Additional 

study passages: Romans 8:1-2; 14:12; 2 Corinthians 5:10 

Day 5 Reflection 

As you learn to identify and surrender the toxic shame and “Shoulding” that 

you’ve lived with for so long, what do you believe the results might look like?  

Additional study passage: John 8:36  

Day 6 Reflection 

What do you believe is your best course of action for you (or anyone) if you 

find yourself falling into the trap of Shoulding yourself and resurrecting toxic 

shame? Additional study passages: Psalm 139:23-24; 1 Corinthians 4:3-5 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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Forgiveness is poorly understood and even more poorly taught in many 

Christian circles today. A combination of defective hermeneutics (the rules of 

proper Bible interpretation), bad logic, and weaving together ideas that don’t 

really go together, added to a certain level of emotionalism, all  blended 

together with one person after another repeating the same misinformation, 

has created an unbiblical and unhealthy view of forgiveness. This lesson is 

intended to help you understand forgiveness from God’s perspective. We trust 

it will be a help. 

The Defective-Hermeneutics (hur-muh-noo-tiks)10 Spiral 

In Psalm 103:12 we read: “As far as the east is from the west, so far has He 

removed our transgressions from us.”  

In Isaiah 43:25 the Lord is quoted as saying, “I, even I, am the one who 

wipes out your transgressions for My own sake, and I will not remember your 

sins.”  

Then in Hebrews 8:12 (quoting Isaiah 43:25; Jeremiah 31:34; Jeremiah 

50:20; and Micah 7:18-19) we read, “FOR I WILL BE MERCIFUL TO THEIR 

INIQUITIES, AND I WILL REMEMBER THEIR SINS NO MORE.”  

These passages are often conflated, over-extrapolated, and the 

doctrine of “Forgive, Forget, and Move On” is the result. 

Because of a misunderstanding of the Biblical languages and a weak 

approach to hermeneutics, we are often taught the phrases “remember no 

more,” and “will not remember,” mean that God develops the equivalent of 

“Divine Amnesia.”  

This is not at all the case. Both the Hebrew and the Greek words used 

in these and comparable passages where remembering is employed in this 

manner are referring to a “being mindful of, or mentioning” and similar 

concepts. 

                                               
10  Hermeneutics is  the art and science of Biblical interpretation. There are specif ic “do’s” and 
“don’ts” that must be followed if  we are going to understand the true meaning and signif icance 
of God’s Word.  
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When this misunderstanding is combined with Philippians 3:13 (where 

Paul speaks of “forgetting what is behind”—which is referring to his pedigree 

and accomplishments as well as what others have done to him), taken out of 

context and misapplied, we arrive at the defective idea that, as Christians, we 

are to, “Forgive, forget, and move on.” As regards forgiveness, nothing could 

be more unbiblical than this idea.  

In fact, this false teaching regularly re-traumatizes people and, very 

often, becomes a stranglehold on a person’s ability to escape false guilt and 

the associated toxic shame. It is important that we take hold of God’s view of 

forgiveness and adhere to it if we are to live healthy and free, and become 

able to walk in authentic, godly forgiveness. 

Three Kinds of Forgiveness 

There are three kinds of forgiveness described in the Bible. One is completely 

up to God, one is up to us, and one cannot and ought not to happen without a 

certain amount of work on the part of the offending party.  

1. Judicial Forgiveness: This is the complete pardon of all sin granted by 

God that only He can provide to someone when they personally go to God 

in confession and repentance of their sin—and no one else’s.   

Through that and our faith in Christ’s atoning sacrifice, God (as the 

Supreme and Righteous Judge) grants “Judicial Forgiveness .”  Everyone 

has to go to God on their own to receive that type of forgiveness.  We will 

never be able to be forgiven for the sins of other people.  Thinking that we 

need to is part of what causes false guilt, toxic shame, and the destructive 

idolatries in our lives. 

There are many instances in the Bible where, even though God 

forgave the sins of a person or of the people, He did not remove the 

consequences of their sin (David, 2 Samuel 12:7-13; Children of Israel, 

Numbers 14:20-23). That means that, while forgiveness is available, 

forgiveness does not mean “absence of consequences.”  

Judicial Forgiveness precedes our Relational Forgiveness with God 

and requires two things on our part: Confession and true repentance (1 

John 1:9). 
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Confess: The word translated “confess” in 1 John 1:9 is a judicial term 

which means “to be in verbal agreement on the exact nature and character 

of our wrong.” In our judicial system today there is a similar term used: 

“allocute”; which means “to speak out formally.” 

Repent: Repentance is more than a “change of mind”; it is a change of 

heart and of direction. Ephesians 4:28 gives us one of the best examples 

in Scripture of the “put off/put on” characteristics of authentic repentance: 

“The one who steals must steal no longer; rather he must labor, doing 

good with his own hands, so that he may have something to share 

with the one who has need.” 

Not only does the offender cease from doing bad, he replaces the 

unrighteous behavior with the opposite righteous behavior – over time – 

and does so for the good of another (heart change).  

Contrite Heart: Apart from a contrite heart, true confession and authentic 

repentance cannot exist. A contrite heart means the guilty party has a wide-

open acceptance of their responsibility—without minimizing, without 

blameshifting, and without excuse—for the evil someone else has suffered 

as a result of their sin choice. 

2. Internal Forgiveness : This is where we extend mercy to the person who 

has wronged us to the degree that we completely forsake retaliation and 

revenge, leaving that person in the hands of God.  

Our best plans for revenge will fall far short of what God has planned 

because He seeks justice, not revenge. He does have a plan (See Genesis 

50:20).  

This does not mean, however, that the person is not held 

accountable for their actions, nor does it mean that we stuff our emotions 

about what happened and ignore them. That will set us on a downward 

spiral into the same destructive lies we have been working on becoming 

free from. 

This level of forgiveness is almost impossible unless we have 

already gone to God and received His Judicial Forgiveness. It provides the 

seed-bed for us to forgive others.  
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If we don’t have that foundation of God’s forgiveness of us as the 

foundation for our own forgiveness of others, we are in actuality setting our 

own standards for forgiveness. We are expecting those people to live up 

to a standard for forgiveness that we have set in our own heart. Then it 

becomes between them and us and not them and God.  We have to be able 

to say, it is between them and God to live up to His standard; not between 

them and me for them to live up to my standard.  

When we are living in unforgiveness, it is like carrying a backpack 

full of sharp, jagged rocks. We tote them around and, while we may learn 

to live with the pain and discomfort, our lives lack joy and God’s peace.  

When we are able to forgive, we remove those jagged rocks and 

hand them over to God.  We walk away from them and leave them where 

they belong. When we walk in unforgiveness, we are trying to bear 

something that is not ours to bear.  Let that person be God’s business, not 

yours.  Romans 12:19:  Leave room for the wrath of God (“Leave it to Me,” 

says God). 

There is a lot of misunderstanding and inaccurate teaching in the 

church about forgiveness.  We want to leave this session with a clearer 

understanding of forgiveness, based not only on what the Word truly says 

but also on what God has Himself demonstrated.  See Scripture reference 

1 John 1:9. (IF we …. THEN He….) 

3. Relational Forgiveness: God does not forgive without confession and 

repentance on our part, and He does not require or allow us to do so with 

others either (1 John 1:9; Luke 3:8). They, too, must not only are in full 

agreement on the exact nature and character of their wrong (the meaning 

of the Biblical word “confess”), but they , too, must also invest much energy 

and effort to “bear fruit in keeping with repentance” (Matthew 3:8; 

Ephesians 4:22, 24, 28). 

It is not just a change of behavior; it is the heart-attitude behind it. 

This is required in order to truly change and replace old toxic behaviors 

with fruitful behaviors. 

We have to wait from 3 – 5 years for an apple tree to produce fruit . 

Someone saying, “I’m sorry,” is not confession, neither is it repentance – 
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nor has there been any time for fruit to develop. Someone saying, “I’m 

really, really sorry,” is neither confession nor repentance either.  

A helpful parallelism for understanding the contrast between the 

prerequisites for forgiveness and the prerequisites for reunion (Relational 

Forgiveness) can be found in Lewis Smedes’, The Art of Forgiving : 

It takes one person to forgive.  

It takes two to be reunited. 

Forgiving happens inside the wounded person.  

Reunion happens in a relationship between people.  

We can forgive a person who never says he is sorry.  

We cannot be truly reunited unless he is honestly sorry.  

We can forgive even if we do not trust the person who wronged us 

once not to wrong us again.  

Reunion can happen only if we can trust the person who wronged 

us once not to wrong us again. 

Forgiving has no strings attached.  

Reunion has several strings attached. 

True repentance is a grieving over sins one has committed; an open 

acceptance of responsibility for the evil suffered by those we have 

wronged; a complete forsaking of those sins and anything that makes that 

sin easy to recommit; and a replacing of the sinful attitude and behavior 

with the opposite righteous attitude and behavior for the sake of God and 

others (See Ephesians 4:28). 

The Bible teaches us that knowing the truth will set us free. It is hard 

for us to practice good until we know what is good. Once we have 

recognized and accepted the truth, we are free to practice the truth. A 

person who does not know the truth is like someone blind in a strange 

place.  

That person stumbles around, never sure of himself, and is always 

lost. Confession and repentance require a conviction that what we have 

done has violated God’s moral code; authentic confession and repentance 

do not come because we simply wish to avoid consequences.  
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For most of us, the first step to God has to be a willingness to 

internally forgive those who have wronged us. We must not continue in 

unforgiveness, knowing that this is a path to self -destruction.  

ANCHOR POINTS  

• God is the Author and Source of all forgiveness. Forgiveness is a matter 

of the heart and the will. 

• In God’s economy, consequences are often a part of the transaction 

despite confession, repentance, and forgiveness having taken place: 

Forgiveness does not equal no consequences. 

• Believers are to have hearts that tend toward forgiveness, but this needs 

to be Biblical in its formulation and execution.  

• There are three types of forgiveness, and the responsibility of only one of 

those is mostly mine. 

• Internal and Relational Forgiveness are not synonymous:  One doesn’t 

necessarily lead to the other. 

• God does not require or allow for Relational Forgiveness without specific 

prerequisites first being met.  

• God does not expect us to forgive relationally until the offending party has 

done their part.  The restoration of relationship is not a simple affair and 

must be done in accordance with God’s directives. 

• Inappropriate forgiveness puts us at odds with God; appropriate 

forgiveness puts us in partnership with God. 

• Apology-making is NOT forgiveness-seeking. 

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“Be kind to one another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another, just as God 

in Christ also has forgiven you.” Ephesians 4:32 

Day 1 Reflection 

Share what you learned about forgiveness in this lesson.  Additional study 

passages: 2 Timothy 2:13; 1 Peter 3:18a; 1 John 1:9 

Day 2 Reflection 

Can you clearly see that you have experienced “Judicial” forgiveness from 

God? Additional study passages: Psalm 103:12; Jeremiah 15:19a  

Day 3 Reflection 

What are your thoughts about the differences made in the lesson between 

“Internal” and “Relational” forgiveness?  Additional study passages: Isaiah 

59:1-2; Matthew 6:14-15 

Day 4 Reflection 

What are some of the most difficult “Internal Forgiveness” challenges that you 

face right now? Explain. Additional study passages: Exodus 10:16; Psalm 

51:3-4; Romans 3:23 

Day 5 Reflection 

Have you pushed yourself or been pushed by others to Relationally Forgive in 

inappropriate ways? Explain. Additional study passage: John 8:36  

Day 6 Reflection 

If you have surrendered your heart and life to Christ, and He is both Lord and 

Savior to you, what do you do with the old feelings of guilt when they come 

up? Additional study passages: Romans 6:23; Ephesians 2:1 -10; Colossians 

1:21-23a 

 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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It can be easy to feel that we are not accomplishing much of anything 

worthwhile with our lives. When things go wrong, it can feel like nothing seems 

to ever go right. Because our lives are not what we want them to be or think 

they should be, the obvious question is: Who’s to blame for all of this?   

Our first tendency is to look around for someone or something else to 

blame, some person or circumstance outside of ourselves that is responsible 

for our misfortune. All too often we can easily find co-conspirators who will 

support us in this desire to fix the blame and pin the responsibility elsewhere—

anywhere—but on ourselves.  

There a great many people—even some who call themselves “Christian 

counselors”— who make their living helping us find someone else to blame for 

our troubles. Certainly, our fathers, our mothers, our brothers, our sisters, our 

employers, our friends, general society, and even God are all very handy when 

we need a villain for our story.  

While there may be bad things in our life brought on by the actions of 

some of these other people, they will not be held liable by God for the 

decisions that we have made. 

The fact of the matter is that blame-shifting may make us feel better 

temporarily, but it does nothing to solve our problems or to transform our lives. 

All we have managed to do is try to make someone else look like the bad guy 

so that we can look like the good guy; someone else is responsible so that we 

are not; someone else is the “loser” so we can be the “winner.”  

The only way we can walk in the light of truth and improve the state of 

our life is to fully accept responsibility for our own lives and move 

forward from there. 

Is it better to convince ourselves that we are not responsible for a 

mistake or a transgression, or is it better to take responsibility and allow God 

to completely cleanse us and bring His healing into that area of our life?  

The obvious answer is the second option. The benefits are great when 

we do not turn to excuses, but, instead, honestly accept full responsibility for 
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our decisions and our actions. This is easy to see, simple to say, and anything 

but easy to do. Our pride gets in the way: image and self-protection become 

more important than the truth and righteousness.  

It is pointless to try to rationalize and justify the wreckage we have 

caused. It is fruitless to blame-shift for sins we have committed. The potential 

and responsibility for being fruitful in life lies within us as we speak the truth 

and walk it out. Regardless of circumstances, it is what we do in and with the 

circumstances we are in that push us toward or away from the life God meant 

for us to live. 

Our willingness to take complete responsibility for our own actions— 

coupled with strong faith in God—assures us of real fruitfulness. Fruitfulness 

has less to do with our situation or circumstances than it does about how 

we face them.  

The Bible is full of stories of those who faced difficult—even 

impossible—situations, only to rise to greatness:   

Joseph went from being a teenaged captive and slave to being a mighty 

ruler in Egypt. Gideon was a weak, timid, and gutless young man who God 

turned into one of the mightiest warriors in the ancient world.  Daniel, who 

was also a teenaged captive and slave like Joseph, was made a chief adviser 

to the king of Babylon. After the Medio-Persian Empire conquered Babylon, 

Daniel became that king’s chief advisor as well. David was a shepherd boy 

who became the second king of Israel and the founder of a great dynasty.  

God delights most in using those whose success shocks and confounds 

the world. Look at those He chose as His disciples . Not a “most-likely-to-

succeed” among them.  

If we are to be fruitful and flourish in life, there are three attitudes that are 

“musts.” Each day, we need to say, “I will:  

1) Accept full responsibility for my actions and the results of my decisions.  

2) Glance at, but not focus on, the past to learn from it, surrendering the 

good and the bad to God.  

3) View difficulties, deficiencies, and even the abuses of others as 

opportunities for growth, knowing that my hope and strength are in 

Christ.  
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 1)    Accept full responsibility for my actions and the results of my 

decisions. 

We eagerly accept credit when we have made good and wise choices. 

However, if we are going to be honest and authentic and be successful at life, 

we must also accept responsibility when we have made wrong or unwise 

choices. 

When we refuse to accept responsibility, we continue to repeat those 

same wrong and unwise choices. By refusing to accept responsibility, we are 

dooming ourselves to repeated disappointment - even disaster. Plus, others 

lose confidence in us and eventually become repelled by our unwillingness to 

be responsible.  

Although we may convince ourselves that we are not to blame, rarely is 

anyone else fooled. We would be much better off accepting the blame for 

something for which we are not responsible than blaming someone else when 

things go wrong. 

We need to remember that we must accept responsibility for our own 

wrong actions in order to be forgiven. Jesus said, “It is not those who are 

healthy who need a physician, but those who are sick” (Matthew 9:12). As long 

as we are proclaiming our innocence when we are guilty, we will never see a 

need to ask Christ to forgive and cleanse us. Confession (being in agreement 

on the exact nature and character of our wrong) is the first step to forgiveness. 

Read 1 John 1:9 again and you will see that our confession unlocks the 

forgiveness Christ died to provide us. 

When the prophet Nathan confronted King David with his multi -layered, 

multi-victim sin, David humbly stated with a contrite heart, “I have sinned,” and 

the prophet immediately stated that God had forgiven him. (A contrite heart is 

one that has a wide-open, honest acceptance—without excuse—for the evil 

another has suffered as a result of our sin.)  

Once we admit our sin and turn to Christ, He stands ready to forgive. Is 

it better to acknowledge our sin and receive God’s forgiveness, or to make 

excuses and hold on to our guilt? 

Another important part of this is to not accept the responsibility that 

is someone else’s to carry. There is forgiveness for us for our confessed 

and repented of sins: God cannot and will not forgive us for someone else’s 
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sin! This is important because feeling guilt and shame for the sin choices of 

others places a burden on us that is not ours to carry.  We need to leave that 

between them and God to work out. 

2)  Glance at but not focus on the past to learn from it, surrendering the 

good and the bad to God.  

As you will remember from our “Renewing the Mind” lessons, one of the keys 

to having a sound mind lies in what we saturate on. If we consistently dwell 

on the wrongs of the past (ours and others’), we set our sail for the “Sea of 

Lack” and the “Isle of Hopelessness.” Our “mental diet” matters! 

When we saturate on “whatever is true, whatever is worthy o f respect, 

whatever is just…, (Philippians 4:8)” we set our course toward recognizing 

and being grateful for the “have” (instead of the “lack”) and we find hope. We 

acknowledge the negatives of the past, but we do not focus on them.  

When we go over and over the wrongs of the past, when we see our 

many “failures,” we become saturated with a sense of despondency and 

gloom. From there we can quickly begin looking for somebody (else) to blame.  

Once we have received God’s forgiveness for our wrongs (and 

hopefully learned what we needed to learn), we must forgive ourselves 

and allow God to be our Judge .  

Sometimes we ask God for forgiveness but then continue to condemn 

ourselves. When we continue to condemn ourselves after we have truly 

confessed and asked God for forgiveness, it is as if we are saying that the 

Cross was not enough and Christ’s sacrifice was inadequate for our sins. God 

tells us that when HE forgives sin, He never accuses us of it again. What good 

could possibly come from dwelling on our forgiven sin? 

3) View difficulties, deficiencies, and even the abuses of others as 

opportunities for growth, knowing that my hope and strength are in 

Christ.  

The stories we often like to hear told again and again are the stories about 

people who have overcome insurmountable odds, enormous difficulties, 

severe handicaps, or the vilest of conditions, and have come out on top. 
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Our personal heroes often are ones who have faced and won in the 

severest, most dangerous, and seemingly most impossible of situations. We 

love the underdog that beats the odds and triumphs over disaster.  

The heroes of the greatest stories of all are men and women who, by 

faith, faced trouble and difficulties as the conquerors God proclaims all of His 

children to be (Romans 8:37, [31-39]). Trials and difficulties are opportunities 

for us to grow in our faith (James 1:2-4). In fact, facing these hardships is to 

be a cause for rejoicing, not despairing (John 16:33; Romans 5:3).  

We need to learn to face hard times with the faith  and assurance that 

God will turn that difficulty into the greatest good by using it to make us more 

Christ-like in the end. (Read Romans 8:28-29) 

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

 “Do not be deceived. God will not be made a fool. For a person will reap what 

he sows, because the person who sows to his own flesh will reap corruption 

from the flesh, but the one who sows to the Spirit will reap everlasting life from 

the Spirit.” Galatians 6:7-8 (NET) 

Day 1 Reflection 

When you are faced with guilt and shame for something you have done, what 

is your normal way of dealing with that? Additional study passages: Ezekiel 

18:30-32; 2 Peter 3:9 

Day 2 Reflection 

This lesson deals with taking responsibility for our own choices and actions. 

What is God’s view on us following through on our commitments if we decide 

later that it is too inconvenient or difficult to do so?"  Additional study passages: 

Numbers 30:1-2; Matthew 5:37 

Day 3 Reflection 

Explain why shifting blame to others does not relieve you of the responsibility 

for your own actions. Additional study passage: Genesis 3:1-9 

Day 4 Reflection 

Tell how we can turn our blunders and our wrong choices into benefits  in our 

lives and in the lives of others. Additional study passage: Luke 19:2-10 

Day 5 Reflection 

When we refuse to accept responsibility for our actions, when we go against 

what God has said His will is, we sacrifice many blessings God has promised 

those who live in loving obedience. Describe what this has looked like in your 

own life. Additional study passage: Psalm 10 

Day 6 Reflection 

What is one key responsibility God has charged you with that, in accepting it, 

will make the greatest difference in your life? What are you doing about that? 

Additional study passages: Matthew 7:23-27; Ephesians 4:25-32 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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As we become more spiritually mature, it shows by our calm confidence and 

peace when we are faced with difficult situations, in our level-headed, 

problem-solving abilities, and in our capacity for establishing and maintaining 

healthy relationships.  

We need to learn how to neutralize the harmful emotions and 

destructive ways of thinking that rob us of our ability to be realistic and logical 

when trying to problem-solve. Our world is crying out for men and women who 

can face trouble and difficulties with a clear and cool head and provide the 

best solutions.  

I. START FRESH 

It is impossible for us to be good problem-solvers if we are trying to deal with 

too many problems at the same time. In order to sort through and know what 

has to be dealt with and when, we need to learn how to prioritize what we are 

facing.  

If we are distracted from a problem that needs our attention by a 

secondary problem that seems more urgent in the moment, we will be easily 

consumed by the less important—or the unimportant—and do a poor job of 

solving problems altogether. Our first priority must be clearing away anything 

but the most important problem facing us. 

A.  We shelve problems that are imagined, future, or potential. God is a 

God of truth and deals with what is real. He can’t help us  with problems that 

are not present and real. While He is very involved with us and in our lives, 

He cannot help us solve problems that don’t exist or that we don’t face yet.  

Fantasies and fears may seem real; God is a God of truth, not of lies or 

fantasies. If it is real, God is there. If it isn’t, there is no place for God to “be” 

then, is there? 

It is not the real problems that cause the most concern in people’s lives; 

it is those pesky anticipated problems. Real or not, if they are not actual, 

current, or active, there’s nothing for God to help us with—at least, not yet. 

And, it seems that for every in-the-moment problem we face, there are dozens 
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and dozens of potential problems waiting just over the horizon. Focusing on 

those not only robs us of our peace of mind, it robs us of our ability to deal 

well with what we need to. 

Focusing on potential problems—no matter how likely they are—robs 

us of the emotional and mental energy to focus on and deal with the real 

problems that face us. 

(Revisited from Lesson 8) Consider this scenario: Imagine you are 

walking down the street and a car coming toward you on the road jumps the 

curb and starts coming straight at you. The fear you feel is authentic, and is 

based on a real and tangible threat. Your fight-or-flight mechanisms fire up 

and – hopefully - you get out of the way and are safe. 

Now imagine the same scenario, only, this time, the car does not jump 

the curb, does not come speeding toward you, and puts you in no danger. If 

you start to get worried that it might, that it could, and fantasize about all the 

danger that would put you in, this is unfounded fear, and results in anxiety. 

Anxiety is unfocused fearfulness based on an unreal, imaginary, or 

intangible threat.  

The result is going to be that, not only are you believing and trusting a 

lie (maybe even petitioning God to help you in a situation that is unreal and 

that does not exist), you are robbing yourself of the mental and emotional 

ability to solve real problems.  

Since an anticipated problem causes all the emotional distress 

experienced when a real problem exists, piling on anticipated problems is an 

expressway to an ever-increasing fearfulness, and can even lead to an 

“anxiety attack.” The emotional distress related to worry piled upon worry and 

anxiety piled upon anxiety renders us mentally and emotionally incapable of 

effectively dealing with the legitimate problems that we face daily in our lives.  

B.  We surrender the problems we have no control over. God does not 

expect us to have the solution to every problem in our lives, and He really 

doesn’t expect us to solve everybody else’s problems, either—only He can do 

that.  

As a matter of fact, when we look in His Word to find out what He does 

require of us, here is what we find: “He has told you, O man, what is good, 
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and what the Lord really wants from you: He wants you to promote justi ce, to 

be faithful, and to live obediently before your God” (Micah 6:8). 

As we each make our walk with Christ our priority, He directs us to fulfill 

whatever part He has for us to play. Since we only play a part and He takes 

care of the rest, the outcomes are not ours; they are His. He will often use us 

to be part of His solution to a problem, but when we try to fix everything in 

sight, we can actually get in God’s way; we can become an obstacle and not 

a help to God in His purpose of working something good in the lives of those 

involved in that situation. God very often does use problems to bring us closer 

to Him and to build spiritual maturity in our lives (Romans 8:28-29; James 1:2-

4). 

The key to knowing what, if any, role we are to play in solving any 

problem is rooted in a healthy relationship with and a life surrendered to Christ 

(remember Goal 1?).  

By being in and living out His Word, by being connected with Him 

through prayer and personal worship, and by being connected to Him through 

healthy Christian relationships, we are able to be in tune with His voice and 

His will.  

Then we lay down those things that are of concern to us, those things 

that are troubling us, and thank Him for already having the answers we need. 

Not only will we experience the immense peace that He alone can bring, but 

He jettisons the confusion and wasted effort that is often so much a part of 

how we manage our lives.  

C.   We shelve those problems that are better to be dealt with later. When 

solving problems, God’s timing is crucial. God will only help and guide us with 

the problems that we are to deal with when it is time to deal with them. If we 

want God’s help with our problems, we must yield to His timing and His 

trajectory.  

So, how do we know when and how to tackle a problem? This is only 

made possible by a heart soft toward God. It is impossible to determine 

something as profound as God’s timing if there is any rebelliousness or 

unconfessed sin in our lives.  
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Our timing is not God’s timing: very often God’s answer when we ask 

Him what we should do is, “Wait.” Yet we also need to be prepared to move 

when God says, “Go!”, and do so knowing that He has gone before us, 

prepared the way for us, and will be with us every step of the way 

(Deuteronomy 31:8). 

II. LAUNCH OUT ONLY FROM THE “SAFE ZONE”  

Along with “Starting Fresh,” we need to make sure we are in our “Safe Zone” 

before we will be able to problem-solve effectively (Lessons 9 & 10). 

A. Focus on Christ: Jesus is and has the answer to all of our problems, and 

He is also the source of any real peace in our lives. His unequaled wisdom, 

His ability to bring peace in the midst of any storm, His more than adequate 

power for any situation, makes Him the logical first choice when we are i n 

need. His promise that He will never leave us is priceless when we are in 

distress. God has infinite answers for any, and every, real problem we face. 

While there may be many good answers to the dilemma we face, He has only 

one best answer. 

B. Saturate with Scripture: The best tool for calming the spirit and gaining 

God’s mind about something is God’s Word. You will be amazed at how quickly 

that one well-chosen verse can calm troubled or tender emotions. While 

reading one or more of the Psalms is an immense help when we are in 

distress, it is Scripture saturation that both calms our emotions and prepares 

our heart (subconscious mind) against future turmoil. Incorporating both 

reading a Psalm (like Psalm 91) when we feel overwhelmed and anxious, and 

saturating on one of the verses in that Psalm can be the most powerful 

antidote to anxiety and distress.  

C. Pray: James tells us that we do not have because we do not ask or we ask 

with wrong (selfish) motives (James 4:2c). Solomon admonishes us to not lean 

on our own understanding but to trust in God in everything (Proverbs 3:5-6). 

It is tragic that we so often ignore the one true source of real help during 

troubling times or when faced with problems. We need to be constantly aware 

of Christ’s loving presence and personal care, especially when we are in 

problem-solving mode. The Holy Spirit is especially attentive when our 
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problems overwhelm us. He makes our needs clear to God even when are 

unable to even find the words (Romans 8:26-27).  

 

Write down and keep this problem-solving formula11 handy. 

Single out real problems 

Isolate the problems that are the most urgent 

Find God’s best solution  

Take action as soon as a wise decision is reached 

                                               
11   Very special thanks to Pastor Troy Smith for this insightful and incredibly powerful tool!  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“So then, do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. 

Today has enough trouble of its own. Matthew 6:34 (NET) 

Day 1 Reflection 

How have you normally dealt with problems in the past? How is that changing 

for you? Additional study passages: Job 5:6-9; Psalm 10 

Day 2 Reflection 

What is your emotional state when faced with a difficult situation? What does 

it need to be if you are going to face it and handle it with God’s best solution?  

Additional study passages: Psalms 42:5; Psalm 91  

Day 3 Reflection 

Explain some of the reasons why God would be unwilling to become involved 

in our anticipated or imagined problems. Additional study passage: Philippians 

4:6-7 

Day 4 Reflection 

Tell how we, by being godly problem-solvers, can turn our problems into 

pluses in our lives and in the lives of others. Additional study passages: 2 

Corinthians 4:16-18; Philippians 4:9 

Day 5 Reflection 

Explain how we harm those close to us when we do not deal wisely and 

responsibly with our problems. Additional study passage: Jonah 1:1-12 

Day 6 Reflection 

Describe a situation where you believe you dealt with a difficult situation in a 

wise and responsible manner. Was there a sense of satisfaction at being a 

successful problem-solver? Explain. Additional study passages: Psalm 27:1-

3; Philippians 1:6  

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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Real victory for successful living is rooted in our ability to make wise choices 

and follow through with them. There is little hope or help for someone who 

persists in making bad choices or in making wise choices but not carrying 

them out.  

You’ve probably heard this one: “The definition of insanity is doing the 

same thing over and over again and expecting different results.” While often 

attributed to Albert Einstein, the renowned physicist actually never said it. In 

fact, the earliest place where this is found is in an old piece of Narcotics 

Anonymous literature. 

The reason we bring this up here is that, as witty and as humorous as this 

little ditty is, it is grossly inaccurate. 12  In fact, that definition is a well-suited 

one for “stupid.” Let’s tone that down a little and talk about “foolishness.” 

Fools lack wisdom and discernment. Fools lack good sense and good 

judgment. Someone who is foolish is someone who is not paying attention to 

the details and realities of what is happening but is, instead, focused entirely 

on the desired outcomes without regard for the path taken. 

They lack focus. In order to make wise decisions, knowledge, 

understanding, insight, and logical thought are required. For this lesson, our 

working definition of wisdom is, “the ability to discover the best course of 

action and to take it.”  

Knowing what is best to do is of little good if we fail to act on that 

knowledge. So, if we plan on learning to live wisely, we need a great desire to 

know best and then to do best. 

 Sometimes, instead of focusing on what we want (to make a wise 

choice), we focus on what we don’t want (to avoid making a wrong choice).  

We end up settling for less-than-best. While the choices we make aren’t 

completely wrong, they aren’t completely correct, either.  

                                               
12  The real definition of Insanity is a legal term and it is , “mental i llness of  such a severe nature that a 
person cannot distinguish fantasy from real ity, cannot conduct her/his affairs due to psychosis, or  is 
subject to uncontrollable impulsive behavior. ” 
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When we say things like, “It isn’t that bad,” “I don’t think God minds if I do 

this,” or “Just show me in the Bible where it’s wrong to do ‘whatever’,” we are 

moving away from wisdom and into foolishness. We need boundaries. And we 

need margins within those boundaries. 

Picture riding in a car on a mountain road: rock wall on the left, wide 

shoulder and guardrail on the right. Over the guardrail is a 300-foot drop. Now, 

if the driver stays between the lines in your lane, that’s very good. But, if they 

cross over that white fog-line on the right side of the lane, the margin between 

sure safety and ultimate danger begins to disappear.  

What if they start driving in the gravel and broken glass in the shoulder 

area between the white line and the guardrail? Feeling safe now? Question: 

How often have you found yourself scraping the whole right side of the car 

down the guardrail instead of staying within the safe margins between the 

boundaries? 

 People will look for cosigners wherever they can find them, but they 

especially like to find cosigners who are Christians. They will present some 

“questionable” practice they are or want to be involved in, and try to pressure 

that person into agreeing that it is okay. It’s as if getting someone else to 

agree that their actions are acceptable will make it so. (The real question is: 

What is God’s opinion on the matter?)  

The fact that they (we) are seeking another’s approval is evidence that 

they have doubts about their choices. If they do not get the answer they want, 

they then consider the naysayer an enemy, criticize them for being so “narrow-

minded”—or accuse them of being “judgmental”—and do it anyway. 

We need to ask God early and often, “Lord, what is Your best in this 

situation? What would You have me do?” This is what we call “Getting God in 

Front.” Since so many outcomes depend on the quality of our choices, we 

need to get very proficient at making wise ones.  

 

God’s “math” for wise living is simple:    

Knowing Best + Doing Best = WISDOM  
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Knowing: Jesus says, “If you continue to follow my teaching, you are really  

my disciples and you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free”  (John 

8:31-32, NET). 

1. Set a foundation for making wise choices by studying the wisdom in the 

Bible. Reading a Proverb a day is a great discipline to engraft into your life. 

Each day, read the chapter that corresponds to that day of the month 

(There are 31 chapters in Proverbs). Or read a Psalm (or part of a Psalm 

for the longer ones). There is virtually nothing in the human experience not 

covered by Psalms and Proverbs (let alone the rest of the Bible).  

2. Seek out and listen to mature Christian counsel . People who have been 

down the road we’re on and have experienced victory in their own lives can 

be invaluable when we need honest and sound advice (2 Corinthians 1:3 -

5). The Bible tells us that God has given us mature believers, pastors, and 

teachers to help us discover and follow God’s plan for our life .  

3. Always ask the question, “Lord, what is best right now?” We need to ask 

that question in the light of what God’s Word teaches us and what His 

purpose for our lives is (as best we can understand it).  Anchor Point: The 

#1 enemy of “best” is “good.” If we are willing to settle for good, we’ve 

robbed ourselves of God’s best. 

Doing: Knowing is the easy part; doing is often the hard part. Most of us are 

driven by our emotions, which often has disastrous results. Here are some 

suggestions: 

1. Stay away from places and people who increase temptation or have an 

unhealthy influence on us. In Psalm 1:1, God makes clear what His “best” 

formula is in order for us to experience His blessings in our life. The rest 

of the Psalm shows us what that is, and what the outcomes are for those 

who do not follow His best plan. 

2. Learn to lean into and cling to God in trying times. Trials and temptations 

pass. We need to reach out and cling to God during those times, knowing 

that He will not allow anything to overtake us that He has not also provided 

a way of escape from (1 Corinthians 10:13). Look to Christ and focus on 
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Him (Matthew 14:22-33). He has already been through it Himself and will 

walk through it with you (Hebrews 4:15).  

3. Make no provision for pursuing anything that is not God’s best (Romans 

13:14). We need to use the tools we have to do our best to push out of our 

mind any thinking that is not in keeping with “best.” If we allow our minds 

to ponder it for very long—even though we may decide in the end not to do 

it—then we have passed through our safety margin and are running up 

against the final boundary separating us from destruction. James tells us 

that sinful choices begin with our thinking (James 1:13-15). If we settle too 

long on those thoughts, we will often crash through the guardrail. Don’t be 

seduced to give consideration to those things which are not best.   

 

 •   
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“Do not forsake wisdom, and she will protect you; love her, and she will guard 

you. Wisdom is supreme – so develop wisdom, and whatever you acquire, 

acquire understanding!” Proverbs 4:6-7 

Day 1 Reflection 

Which emotions most often cause you to make unwise choices?  Additional 

study passages: Proverbs 14:30; 15:28; 21:4 

Day 2 Reflection 

Why do you think God gave humankind free-will? Additional study passage: 

Deuteronomy 30:15-20 

Day 3 Reflection 

How do you relate humanity’s free-will to a person’s freedom in Christ?  

Additional study passage: John 15:1-16 

Day 4 Reflection 

What do you consider the driving passions that led to Satan’s disastrous 

choices in heaven? Additional study passage: Isaiah 14:12-15 

Day 5 Reflection 

Why is it so common for us to seek others to cosign and condone our actions 

when we know in our heart that we made the wrong (worst) choice? Additional 

study passages: Job 15:34-35; Isaiah 1:23 

Day 6 Reflection 

Since much of your life is shaped by the choices you make, what do you 

believe are the most significant things you can do to assure you make the best 

choices going forward? Additional study passages: Joshua 1:8; Psalm 1 

 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.
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Lesson Eighteen                  Relationship Circles 

Lesson Nineteen                  Relationships That Shape Us 

Lesson Twenty         The Truth About Bitterness  

Lesson Twenty-One            And Then There’s Anger

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every one of us is in relationships with other people. Trouble is, we are 

rebellious people, in relationship with rebellious people, and we live in a 

rebellious world. The results can often be disastrous. The ability to build good, 

healthy relationships is possibly the greatest struggle many of us face. A 

healthy relationship is one that makes both parties better; a godly relationship 

is one that honors God and helps those in the relationship in their walk with 

God. Unhealthy and/or ungodly relationships need to either be repaired if they 

can be, or shelved if they cannot be. Since our horizontal relationships with 

people reflect the health of our vertical relationship with God, the key to having 

healthy relationships is having a healthy relationship with Christ. How we 

relate to Him has a profound effect on all other relationships. In this section, 

we will discover critical truths that will guide us as we seek to build and restore 

relationships with those in our life. 
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Understanding and being able to use the following diagram and its explanation 

may prove to be one of the most powerful methods you will have available to 

you for discerning the health of your relationships and how to properly 

categorize them. 

As we discovered in Lesson 5, “Is God Faithful?” trustworthiness needs 

to be demonstrated before trust is given. This matters because trust is the key 

to vulnerability and emotional intimacy in relationships. The closer into the 

center of this diagram a person is, the greater the level of trust, authenticity, 

safe vulnerability, and true bonding we share with them. The “Island of No” is 

for those who are unsafe for us to be in relationship with and who we keep out 

of our life whenever possible.  

 

LEGEND: S = STRANGER, CA = CASUAL ASSOCIATE/ACQUAINTANCE,  

RA = REGULAR ASSOC./ACQUAINT., FA = FRIENDLY ASSOC./ACQUAINT.,  

CF = CASUAL FRIEND, RF = REGULAR FRIEND, IF = INTIMATE FRIEND,  

INTIMATES = CLOSEST TO YOU, NO! = THE ISLAND OF “NO” 
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WORKING WITH THE DEFINITIONS  

We need to have some working definitions for each identifier for every one of 

our Relationship Circles. Then we want to take an inventory of the 

relationships we are involved in and see where those relationships actually 

belong. The next step, of course, is to re-categorize our relationships 

appropriately and as needed. Only by having an honest and accurate 

understanding of the appropriate trust and intimacy levels of each relationship 

can we know how best to steward those relationships.  

Here is an example: Say you have someone that you have always 

considered as belonging in the RF, or “Regular Friend,” Circle. Now let’s say 

that, when you examine the relationship and the interactions the two of you 

have, you realize that it is pretty much a one-way relationship: The two of you 

always do what the other person wants; even when they say, “Let’s do 

whatever you want this time,” they rarely if ever agree to what you want to do 

and you end up doing what they want to do anyway. 

That is not a healthy or authentic “friend” re lationship based on what 

being a friend really is (see below). This is a relationship that is not “making 

both parties better.” In fact, one person’s self-absorption is being cosigned 

and fed by the other, which does not honor God or demonstrate a Biblical  

understanding or demonstration of love. 

WORKING DEFINITIONS  

Beginning with the most outer of the concentric circles in our diagram and 

working inward we have: 

• S: “Stranger.” Strangers are people we have not met and that we do not 

know. Just because we know “about” someone does not mean that we 

know them. 

• CA: “Casual Acquaintance/Associate.” These are people we have had 

some casual level of contact with, perhaps even ongoing, but with whom 

we have only a passing familiarity. We might not even know their name 

and, if we do, we know little else. We don’t even consider spending any 

unofficial time with folks in this circle. 

• RA: “Regular Acquaintance/Associate.” This may be someone you work 

with on a regular basis, but you do not have personal or beneath -the-
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surface conversations with. The lack of familiarity leaves little room for a 

history of trustworthiness to develop.  

• FA: “Friendly Acquaintance/Associate.” This is someone we have 

developed a small level of familiarity with ; our surfacy conversations have 

been light and not uncomfortable, yet we have yet to share anything very 

personal with them. Folks in this circle are those we have observed over 

time and we have either not noticed anything untoward in their attitude or 

behavior, or we have seen one or both of those things and are wisely 

keeping the relationship cool and distant. We are not spending time with 

them away from “official” functions, except for gatherings that are social or 

official and include a number of others. 

• CF: This is the “Casual Friend” circle where we embrace those we have 

shared some level of personal information with, have developed at least a 

small level of trust in their ability to be discreet , and they have shown 

themselves to be somewhat “safe.” We will spend time with them away from 

“official” functions; we may even visit each other’s homes on occasion.  

• RF: “Regular Friends”, the people we tend to be more authentic and 

vulnerable with, feel more comfortable with, and whose company we enjoy. 

These relationships are the ones where we have learned to trust each other 

and rely on each other in deeper and more personal ways, far in contrast 

to the preceding circles. There may be a dozen or so people at this level 

(or perhaps not). 

• IF: An “Intimate Friend” is the level we have developed a mutual trust with 

and reliance on a very small number of people (1, 2, maybe 3 or 4) and 

with whom we are quite authentic, and very “real.” These are the folks we 

accept and who accept us in spite of the things we know about each other. 

While neither they nor we co-sign each other’s sin, we still love and support 

each other through the deepest struggles. The perquisites for moving into 

this circle and remaining there are a passionate desire for God’s best for 

the other person, even if it costs us dearly. Discretion and protection of 

privacy are normal here. 
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• INTIMATES: The people who can be the most trusted with the deepest and 

most personal of all of your deepest tru ths. Very few will ever make this 

circle. This is the level of friendship referred to by Jesus in John 15:13, our 

verse for this week. A spouse is the most common person to find here.  

Then there is the “Island of NO!” People banish themselves to the “Island 

of No” based on them being clearly unsafe and/or untrustworthy. They may 

have severely mistreated us or someone else. They may be someone who 

is selfish, self-centered, self-absorbed, and disregarding of others—so 

much so that they cannot be trusted in a relationship.  

People are banished here as a result of their own attitudes and 

behaviors. They are people who are not safe for us, those we do not know 

how to be in relationship with in a healthy way, or those who have broken 

trust and restoration is a far and distant possibility—if it is possible at all. 

Think of it this way: The Island of No and the “Mainland of  

Relationships” have a vast and difficult sea between them. There are 

specific things required of those banished to this far and distant place if 

they are to be welcomed back into relationship with us [refer to Lesson 14 

on Forgiveness]. 

We extend “grace from a distance” to those on the “Island of No!” 

Family members may find themselves here just as well as those we are not 

related to for the very same reasons, and we need to be careful not to move 

them off the Island simply out of a sense of misplaced “loyalty.”  

It is important to keep four key things in mind: 

1. Depending on the season a relationship is in, folks will move from one 

concentric circle to another. Be careful not to use ontological (“being”) 

statements like, “She is my friend,” casually or definitively. We have all 

had one or more people in our lives who have either been friends and 

no longer are, or who were very casual acquaintances whom we’ve 

gotten to know well and who now fit better in one of the circles closer in 

to center. A close relationship does not always equal a good 

relationship. 

2. Be realistic about the nature and character of the other person and the 

relationship. Wishful thinking is not the same thing as hope: hope is 
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confident assurance based on facts in evidence; wishful think ing is, 

well, wishful thinking - it is not based on any reality or truth.  

3. While we are commanded by Jesus to “Love your neighbor as you love 

yourself” (Luke 10:27b), and to “turn the other cheek” (Matthew 5:3 9), 

loving someone and not retaliating when someone does us harm does not 

mean that these are “human doormat” verses. On the contrary: These 

verses and the ones that surround them speak about an attitude of the 

heart, not about allowing others to do harm to us or to others. Allowing 

someone to continue to be oppressive or abusive is not showing love.   

4. The greatest debt we owe one another is to speak the truth and to do so in 

love (Ephesians 4:15, 25). Love without truth is recklessness; truth without 

love is judgmental legalism. 

 

 

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“No one has greater love than this—that one lays down his life for his friends.”  

John 15:13 

Day 1 Reflection 

What did you have confirmed by this lesson and what did you have shifted in 

your thinking by this lesson? Additional study passage: Deuteronomy 30:15-

20 

Day 2 Reflection 

When you think of the people you most often call friends, how many of those 

people fit the definition from this lesson? What do you plan to do with that?  

Additional study passages: Proverbs 14:30; 15:28; 21:4  

Day 3 Reflection 

When you consider the healthiest relationships you are in, what is it that 

makes them healthy? Additional study passages: Proverbs 13:20; Romans 

12:10; Colossians 3:12-14 

Day 4 Reflection 

When you consider the unhealthiest relationships you are in, what plan of 

action do you have for dealing with those better going forward? Additional 

study passages: Proverbs 12:26; 22:24-25; 1 Corinthians 15:33 

Day 5 Reflection 

What was the greatest disappointment you experienced while going through 

this lesson? Explain. Additional study passages: Proverbs 18:24; Job 16:20-

21; James 4:1-4 

Day 6 Reflection 

What was the greatest encouragement you experienced while going through 

this lesson? Explain. Additional study passages: Proverbs 17:17; 19:20; 

Ecclesiastes 4:9-10 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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In Matthew 22:34-40, Jesus gives us the baseline for all of our relationships: 

“Jesus said to him, ‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your 

soul, and with all your mind.’ This is the first and greatest commandment. The 

second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’ All the law and the prophets 

depend on these two commandments.”  

Jesus later refines this even more when He says to His disciples, “ I give 

you a new commandment—to love one another. Just as I have loved you, you 

also are to love one another. Everyone will know by this that you are my 

disciples—if you have love for one another.” (John 13:34-35)  

From the moment we are born, we intuitively know that we were created 

to be in safe, caring, nurturing, and loving relationships with other people. In 

fact, it was discovered during the nineteenth century that children who had 

been abandoned at birth and transferred to foundling homes died by the 

thousands. They literally wasted away, despite the fact that they were fed, 

kept clean, and protected from danger.  

The condition, known as marasmus (from the Greek, meaning "wasting 

away"), claimed the lives of nearly 100 percent of the infants under the age of 

one-year in U.S. foundling hospitals as late as 1920. What these children 

lacked was physical contact. Infants raised normally in their own homes are 

cradled and fed at their mothers' breasts. These foundlings were not. 

When this connection between life and touch was understood, doctors 

and nurses in many institutions cooperated in a plan to supply "mothering" for 

these children. It consisted of holding, stroking, speaking to the infant, and 

allowing significant periods of cuddling the child, especially at mealtimes. The 

results were dramatic and immediate. Infant mortality rates dropped within one 

year of adopting these touching practices.  

In prison, isolation is considered one of the harshest forms of 

punishment. We have realized in America that loneliness is one of our most 

severe social problems, plaguing millions. The avalanche of other problems 
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faced by our society that stem from loneliness cannot even be measured with 

accuracy.  

The fact is, we need others and others need us. God has created in us 

the basic human need to be loved and cared for. In Genesis 2, God said, “It 

is not good for man to be alone,” even though Adam had a perfectly good 

relationship with God all by himself.  

We expend considerable time, energy, effort, and expense striving to 

gain and hold on to love and acceptance. Many a scoundrel has taken 

advantage of this need in others, devastating lives by holding out the promise 

of connection, only to withhold it in the end. Abusers manipulate their victims 

by enmeshing the fulfillment of this need with the abuse, often causing the 

victim to believe that they cannot have true connection without the abuse. 

Because there are so many powerful dynamics at work when we 

experience human touch, it is only normal that we try to satisfy this inherent 

need for connection through physical means. Our tendency is to seek to attract 

relationships through the five senses because those make up the part of us 

that we are connected to most powerfully.  

1. We want to LOOK good: We will take on the latest diet craze or fashion 

fads, lock ourselves into the newest workout regimen, join  the newest 

tanning salon, buy the spendiest make-up, and price-out an entire 

make-over—all to make ourselves more attractive to whomever. We 

want the world to see us being gorgeous; without spot, wrinkle, or 

blemish. Billions are spent annually for cosmetic surgeons, dental 

specialists, and make-over experts in an attempt to overcome genetic 

makeup and the ravages of time—all in the interests of creating a 

reputation as being beautiful.  

2. We want to SOUND good: Before an important conversation, we may 

rehearse over and over again what we are going to say. We will work 

tirelessly on vocabulary and pronunciation. When we hear someone 

who sounds better than we do or who has the kind of following we would 

like to have, we will try to imitate them. We hear ourselves on a 

recording and vow to never allow ourselves to be recorded ever again. 

We will go to great lengths to keep people from hearing what we heard. 
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3. We want to SMELL good: We will spend multiple hundreds of dollars 

on soaps, powders, shampoos, oils, ointments, body washes, perfumes , 

aftershaves, and even laundry soap—all in our drive to smell good to 

other people. Oh, and horror of horrors if we forget to shower after work 

or workout!  

4. We want things to TASTE good: When you think about how many 

relationships and social interactions you have that revolve around food, 

you can see how we have become enamored with  the connection 

between good tasting food and emotional connection to others. Also, 

how many times have you knowingly chosen food because it tasted 

good over how healthy (or unhealthy) it was for you? 

5.  We want to be TOUCHED good: Our skin is the largest organ of our 

body, and it is always “on” and “open.”  There are thousands upon 

thousands of sensory nerves in our skin, and there are a multitude of 

chemical and other reactions that take place in our brains when these 

receptors are activated. All of us have experienced the pleasant and 

soothing effects of a long hug. Ever wonder why a hug can feel so 

amazing, even from someone we don’t really know very well? There are 

a number of emotional and physical benefits to healthy hugging, and it 

all flows from our need for human connection. 

While we naturally use all of our senses in our attempt to achieve the 

social and personal connections and acceptance that we all foundationally 

need, we have to understand that no connection through our physical senses 

alone will ever be sufficient.  

This is actually much of what the Bible is speaking about when it speaks 

of “the flesh”: It is speaking about sensuality. Sensuality is about more than 

sexuality, although sexuality is the greatest opportunity for us to experience 

intense sensuality. And, we often fall into the trap of thinking that experiencing 

closeness to another person through our senses produces the intimacy we 

need and crave. Nothing could be more upside down or backwards than that. 

You see, physical connection—especially sexual connection—is the 

ultimate expression of intimacy; it doesn’t “produce” intimacy.  In fact, sexual 

intimacy is at the far-end of the intimacy chain, not the front-end. When two 
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people are truly bonded on a soul level in marriage, the ultimate God-ordained 

expression of that bonded intimacy is sexual intimacy.  

If we get that “out of order,” nothing works as God designed it to work 

and our relationships become more and more fragmented.  More on this in a 

moment. 

The relationships that fulfill our deepest needs will be the ones we 

develop on a soul level more than on any other. No other connection will truly 

satisfy.  

You see, being created in the image of God includes being able to 

connect with another being on a soul level. In fact, we are the only creatures 

in all the universe that can connect to God—or each other, for that matter—

on a spirit and soul level. Nothing else can truly  satisfy our deepest need for 

deepest connection. We were made for fellowship with God who is fully spirit 

(“God is Spirit,” John 4:24a).  

This spiritual connection that we so desperately need we call bonding. 

It is deeper than mere connection, more than a demonstration of affection, 

and more necessary than friendly association. 

The most serious problem related to caring for babies who are born 

addicted to drugs/alcohol (because their mothers abused drugs/alcohol) is 

that these babies cannot bond with their mothers, and they will very likely not 

be able to bond with anyone else, either. Neurological processes have been 

hijacked by the drugs/alcohol, and their little brains have been miswired from 

before they were born. 

For most babies, bonding is a natural process that starts occurring with 

the mother before the child is even born. After the child is born, the first hour 

or so is crucial for healthy bonding and for important neurological process es 

to take place that only occur when the mother and child share their first fac e-

to-face and skin-to-skin contacts. There are connections made—physically, 

mentally, emotionally, and spiritually—that are critical to the child’s ability to 

connect with others on those same levels. In fact, studies show that this lack 

of bonding with the birth mother usually underlies the brokenness of 

sociopaths. 

People with long-term addiction problems develop an ever-decreasing 

ability to bond with others. Great news! God has an answer to this very serious 
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and debilitating problem! It begins with developing a close, personal 

relationship with Him through Jesus Christ.  

True bonding is not experienced on an emotional level—it is actually 

experienced on a soul and spiritual level. Since bonding takes place on a soul 

and spiritual level, the impediments to bonding at that level also occur on a 

spiritual level. If we are having problems relating to others, there definitely is 

a spiritual reason contributing to it.  

As mentioned a moment ago, we often seek to artificially create these 

intimate bonds through sensory/sensual connection, the most intimate of 

which is through sexual intimacy. 

Since sexual intimacy is the ultimate expression of intimacy, and since 

it is through sexual intimacy that a man and a woman become “one flesh” in 

marriage, we need to understand that, for every sexually intimate relationship 

we have had, we have experienced an out-of-God’s-order bonding with 

another person. 

This out-of-God’s-order bonding creates significant damage on a 

heart/mind/soul level that confuses and distorts our ability to bond well with 

others, especially those God intends for us to intimately bond with on the 

deepest levels. 

Anchor Point: The health of our horizontal relationships reflects  the health of 

our vertical relationship with God. Put another way, the health of our vertical 

relationship with God will be reflected in the health of our horizontal 

relationships with others. 

“Shielding” is a term we use to describe the process of shutting others 

out and protecting ourselves from being emotionally vulnerable. Lack of 

vulnerability works two ways: it helps to protect us, yet it insulates us from 

healthy connections as well.  

People often speak of “putting up walls,” but “walls” implies something 

solid and permanent. The reality is we are able to raise and lower our shields 

at will. We raise our shields to keep others at bay, and we lower our shields 

                                               
13  Thanks again go to Pastor Tr oy for articulating this  concept so helpful ly; from the original S.A.F.E. 
Program 
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to allow others to get in close. Foolishly or wisely matters not. The principle is 

what we need to understand. 

When we lower our shields, we become vulnerable and open to both 

help and harm equally. In order to bond on a spiritual level, we have to lower 

our “shields” and become authentically vulnerable with the other person.  

Think of it this way: When two people who have bonded and grown close 

(be they close friends or a married couple) by repeatedly lowering their 

shields, end up in a fight where personal insults and accusations are launched 

by one or both of them, whichever one is hurling insults has to lower their 

shield in order to lob the attack.  

And, in order to attack back, the other person also has to lower their 

shield. So, without realizing it, both have their shields down as they battle it  

out. This is how they each get hurt in the process of trying to “defend” 

themselves.  

For any of us, when that heart-hurt gets in behind our shield and we 

raise the shield to try and protect ourselves from further hurt, we actually trap 

the hurt behind the shield. As the thing ricochets around, it causes more and 

more hurt and damage as we keep our shields  up and keep it trapped. And we 

keep it alive by rehearsing it, “saturating” on it.  

The only way to get rid of it is to lower our shield and allow it to escape 

by sharing it with someone we trust. When we do that with the person who 

hurt us, that makes us open and vulnerable to attack once again, and we really 

don’t want to do that. True bonding suffers and so does the relationship.  Yet 

this is sometimes exactly what we need to do to “work it out.”  

This is why we experience the deepest heart-hurts in our closest 

relationships: we have to lower our shields in order to bond and that makes 

us vulnerable. And because being vulnerable is critical to true bonding, it is 

not at all uncommon for us to have a conflict of very strong emotions, both 

good and bad at the same time, about the relationship. This is known as 

“ambivalence.” 

Before we are ready to have healthy relationships, we need to find out 

how well we relate to those who are closest to us already, and, if there are 

problems that hinder those relationships in some way, what they are and what 
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God’s view on them is. Then we repair what can be repaired and shelve what 

cannot be. 

1. We need to make a list of the relationships that are the greatest 

influences in our life today. Start with those that have the greatest impact 

on you today—father, mother, siblings, spouse, children, employer, etc. 

Even if that person is no longer alive, if they are still a significant influence, 

you need to do an inventory on that relationship.  

2. We need to pay attention to, and make note of, problems and 

difficulties in those relationships . This will take prayerful honesty to 

avoid minimizing or magnifying. Ask God to help you see what is true about 

the relationship, no matter how that truth makes you “feel.”  

3. We need to take an inventory of the emotions we experience when we 

contemplate our relationship with that person. Remember: emotions 

(feelings) are not right or wrong, they simply “are.”  

4. Finally, we need to assess whether or not what we feel about that 

person and the relationship is reasonable and why. This will help us 

determine the best course of action for dealing with that relationship in a 

way that is consistent with what God has charged us with regarding 

relationships (think Lesson 18): To speak the truth in love, to love others 

as much as we love ourselves, and to be wise without being vengeful.  

Make as many copies of the following “Relationship Inventory 

Worksheet” as you need to adequately assess the most influential 

relationships in your life at this time. As you use the worksheet, be prayerful, 

asking God to help you see the relationship from His perspective as much as 

possible. The clearer your perspective and the more balanced your honesty 

factor, the more powerful this exercise will be.  

 

 •  
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Please fill out a “Relationship Inventory Worksheet” for your most significant 
relationships, in order of influence, beginning with Number 1. (MAKE AS MANY 

COPIES AS YOU NEED)  
 

Relationship with  _________________________________ 
 
1. I have had a relationship with this person for ___________ years or months. 

 

2. I would classify my relationship with this person as (circle one):  
 

1 – Very Good   2 – Good   3 – Fair   4 – Poor    5 – Very Poor    6 – Love/Hate 
 

The emotions I most generally feel when I think of this person are: ((Circle all that 
apply) 

 

Chart of Emotions 

Are my feelings toward this person reasonable? Yes _____ No ______ Why or why not?  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

"A new commandment I give you, that you love one another; even as I have 

loved you, so you must love one another. By this all men will know that you 

are My disciples, if you love one another." John 13:34-35 

Day 1 Reflection 

When entering relationships, what do you give the most consideration to and 

why? How important do you think these things are to God and why?  Additional 

study passage: 1 Corinthians 13:4-13 

Day 2 Reflection 

In reference to Question 1, do those things you consider important require 

“bonding” as defined in the lesson? Explain. Additional study passages: 

Proverbs 17:17; 18:24 

Day 3 Reflection 

What are some harmful emotions that cause us to put up shields and hinder 

us from bonding and forming close relationships with God or others? 

Additional study passage: James 4:4-8 

Day 4 Reflection 

What person do you most desire to form a stronger bond and healthier 

relationship with right now? Do you have shields up in your life and, if so, why 

are you reluctant to make yourself more vulnerable to that person? Additional 

study passage: Philippians 2:1-4 

Day 5 Reflection 

In your relationship with Jesus Christ, do you have shields up to protect 

yourself from Him? Explain. Additional study passage: John 17 

Day 6 Reflection 

What spiritual victories are necessary in your life before close bonding with 

Christ and others becomes more complete? Additional study passage:  2 Peter 

1:2-8 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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There are many applications to the Biblical declaration , “Do not be deceived, 

God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, that he will also reap.”  

(Galatians 6:7) 

When we allow unforgiveness to take root in our heart, bitterness 

sprouts up and permeates every aspect of our lives (The term used in Hebrews 

12:15 means “putrefy.” Think of one moldy strawberry in the basket…).  

When we allow unforgiveness to grow, the person (or people) we are 

embittered toward gets off scot-free and we allow ourselves to be emotionally 

controlled by remote. Plus, we will suffer far more than they do. In fact, they 

often have little if any idea that we are holding a grudge against them or that 

we think they owe us something. Think of it as letting someone live “Rent-

Free” in your head…  

Often that person has gone their own way, never knowing or caring that 

we are bitter or, in other cases, fully aware of our bitterness and actually 

enjoying our misery. While the person we despise is often unaware of the fact, 

we are slowly but quite certainly destroying ourselves and everything good in 

our lives.  

Let’s look at how we end up in a place of bitterness.  
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Unmet Expectations: Expectations are like the ceiling; people can jump up 

and touch it, but they can’t live up there. So it is with the expectations we have 

of others. Often our expectations are rooted in a sense of entitlement (we 

believe we are entitled to have our wants and needs met when we want, the 

way we want). When our expectations go unmet, we experience 

Disappointment: Our hopes are dashed on the rocks and we feel sad that 

things didn’t go as we expected. Holding on to that disappointment quickly 

leads us down lower and into 

Disillusionment: Now we aren’t just disappointed about a situation or with a 

person, now we are disappointed with relationships in general. The shiny 

picture we had of that person and the relationship is dark and dingy; we are 

losing hope. Remaining there long drops us even lower and we fall into 

Despondency: This we call the “Eeyore Level.” This is where we are 

pessimistic not only about relationships, we are pessimistic about our own 

worth and value.  

“I’m leaving (if anybody cares) .” 

“Don’t pay any attention to me—I don’t really matter.” 

“Of course this fell apart—I’m stuck with the same idiots I’m always 

stuck with?!” 

“What did I expect? That things would magically be different than they 

always are?” 

We don’t have to live here long before our unrelenting ange r and 

hopelessness about how long we have been mistreated this way results in  

Bitterness: Bitterness is rooted in deep-seated, long-term unforgiveness—

usually, unforgiveness over someone (or multiple someones) not living up to 

our expectations. We may feel justified in those expectations, but they are 

expectations we feel entitled to nonetheless. 

Depression: The only difference between Bitterness and Depression is the 

direction the anger is turned. Bitterness has an outward focus; Depression 

has an inward focus. Both are the result of deep-seated, long-term 

unforgiveness. 
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Again, we need to remember that bitterness harms us far more than it harms 

the one we are embittered toward. And it will corrupt every other relationship 

we are part of. 

Let’s look at the devastating consequences of bitterness in our lives:  

1. It will harm our health.  

2. It will enslave us.  

3. Bitterness poisons (putrefies) every relationship in our lives.  

4. It is a sin that will keep us from experiencing God’s forgiveness.  

FIRST, bitterness harms our health. The negative health effects of 

bitterness/unforgiveness have been well-documented, with research showing 

a link between prolonged anger or resentment and a host of heightened 

medical risks. Because of the ways in which resentment and unforgiveness 

interact with the brain, the body’s reactions can lead to chronic —and 

sometimes serious—physical ailments. In fact, prolonged bitterness can make 

people 500% more likely to die before the age of 50. And, over time, we even 

show the effects of this stress in our faces: We begin to look “hard.”  

SECOND, we become enslaved. We are enslaved by our bitterness. We are 

emotionally tied to the person we are bitter toward. Everything they do or don’t 

do affects us, whether we want it to or not. We spend so much time nursing 

our animosity that we hinder our ability to have a useful and productive life.  

Someone said that “unforgiveness is like drinking poison and waiting for the 

other person to die.”  
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THIRD, bitterness poisons (putrefies) every relationship in our lives. 

Read carefully Hebrews 12:15 (and its referent, Deuteronomy 29:18). In both 

places, it speaks about a “root of bitterness.” A bitter spirit toward one person 

will contaminate every other relationship in our lives. It is like the rotten apple 

that spoils the whole barrel. It is like a cancer that, unchecked, eats away at 

and destroys us from within.  

FOURTH, unforgiveness is sin and it keeps us from experiencing God’s 

forgiveness. Read carefully Jesus’ instruction on prayer in Matthew 6 :9-15. 

Especially note versus 14 and 15. An unforgiving spirit keeps us from God’s 

forgiveness. After all, why would God forgive us if we are unwilling to forgive 

someone else? It would also serve well here if you study Jesus’ parable in 

Matthew 18:21-35.  

So, what is the antidote to the descent from Expectation to 

Bitterness/Depression? 

Anticipate that since you are a rebellious human being in relationship with 

rebellious human beings, all living in a rebellious world, chances are that 

things will go wrong—sometimes, often. When they do not, you experience 

Pleasant Surprise that things went well. As you experience pleasant surprise 

more and more, you find yourself living in a place of  

Delight. And, the more delight you experience as you recognize how often 

things go well, you experience a sense of  
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Joy. Long-term joy gives us a sense of  

Hope; and it is hope that is the antidote to the hopelessness of Depression 

& Bitterness! Keep in mind that hope is “a confident assurance based on 

facts in evidence,” not wishful or magical thinking.  

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“See to it that no one comes short of the grace of God, that no one be like a 

bitter root springing up and causing trouble, and through him many become 

defiled.”  Hebrews 12:15 

Day 1 Reflection 

Do you see a correlation between any health problems and the way you have 

dealt with the problem relationships in your life? Additional study passage: 

Psalm 6 

Day 2 Reflection 

Explain why bitterness and anger can be detrimental to our spiritual as well 

as our physical health. Additional study passages: Job 7:1-11 

Day 3 Reflection 

Is there one person you have a relationship with that, were it to be made 

healthy, your emotional health would improve? Who is it and what is standing 

in the way? Additional study passage: Psalm 64:10; Proverbs 24:16-18 

Day 4  Reflection 

Explain how our approach to unhealthy relationships here on earth impacts 

our relationship with God and our eternity.  Additional study passages: 

Matthew 6:14-15; 20-21; 18:3-4 

Day 5 Reflection 

Christ came to set us free and reconcile us in our relationship with God. 

Consider why a person who has poor relationships cannot be truly free. 

Additional study passages: Galatians 5:1-2; 1 John 2:3-11 

Day 6 Reflection 

What one attitude is most important in our relationships with others? Describe 

this attitude and how you are doing with developing it. Additional study 

passage: 1 Corinthians 13: 1, 4-8 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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The Bible has a great deal to say about anger. Here are just a few verses:  

“He who is slow to anger has great understanding, but he who is quick -

tempered exalts folly.” (Proverbs 14:29) 

“A hot-tempered man stirs up strife, but the slow to anger calms a dispute.”  

(Proverbs 15:18) 

“He who is slow to anger is better than the mighty, and he who rules his 

spirit, than he who captures a city.” (Proverbs 16:32) 

“A man's discretion makes him slow to anger, and it is  his glory to overlook 

a transgression.” (Proverbs 19:11) 

“This you know, my beloved brethren. But everyone must be quick to hear, 

slow to speak and slow to anger; for the anger of man does not achieve 

the righteousness of God.” (James 1:19) 

We have all heard stories of the devastation left in the wake of someone who 

has “lost his temper,” whose raging anger has caused destruction of property 

or harm to another person. 

Uncontrolled anger is wicked and is never satisfied; it is a consuming 

fire that continues to be fueled by sinful emotions, primarily fear and 

unforgiveness. The Bible tells us to be angry yet to not sin (Ephesians 4:26). 

Anger itself is not a sin, but anger that is not dealt with and relinquished 

becomes bitterness. As we learned in the last lesson, bitterness destroys 

every meaningful relationship and robs us of everything good and decent in 

our lives. 

We also need to realize that anger is like an umbrella: it usually is a 

cover for fear, pain, loss, or fear of pain or loss. When we are exper iencing 

anger, that anger is like emotional acne: just as with acne, the pimple is only 

the surface sign of a deeper problem. So is the anger that rises to the surface 

from our hearts. 

The difference between righteous and unrighteous anger is this: 

righteous anger has no personal component (it is not about us) and it compels 

us to seek change for the good of others. 
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There are also two kinds of anger: cold-as-dry-ice anger (which we dealt 

with in our “The Truth about Bitterness” lesson), and the red -hot-and-raging 

anger we are working on now. Both burn us up, burn us out, and burn those 

around us; it’s just a different kind of burn.  

Anger is harmful when it remains unresolved. Anger does not simply 

disappear when we choose to ignore it. Anger is highly caustic and corrosive 

on every aspect of our life, from our sense of self, our general emotional state, 

our ability to feel safe or free, and our ability to connect with others in a healthy 

and vibrant way. 

The negative effects of unresolved anger even harm our physical health. 

It puts us under a state of constant stress, which often results in increased 

fatigue, insomnia, nightmares, interrupted sleep, excessive muscle tension, 

clenched jaws, grinding teeth during sleep, joint pain and stiffness, and sore, 

tense muscles. 

Unresolved anger causes elevated blood pressure known as 

hypertension, as well as prolonged hyperarousal that taxes the heart and 

increases the risk of heart disease fivefold. On top of that, it lowers immune 

response important in cancer and disease prevention. Chronic hyperarousal 

from anger tends to suppress immune response, leading to poorer overall 

health. 

So, now that we have seen how unresolved and uncontrolled anger is 

sin, hampering our relationships with God and others, and seen how it is  

harmful to us personally, how do we deal with it?  

We can choose God’s way or the world’s way. Let’s consider the world’s 

way first. The world has two ways of dealing with anger. The first approach is 

through suppression, internalizing it and holding it in; the second is venting—

not letting it go, doing or saying whatever we feel we need to do or say to 

release the anger.  

Let us consider what is wrong with these two approaches.  

FIRST, we have already seen what suppressed anger or bitterness does to 

our physical and mental health, to say nothing of our relationship with God. 

Because of the destructive nature of unrighteous anger, we cannot afford to 

try to suppress it and keep it bottled up inside. Nothing is solved or resolved 

as long as we hold the anger in; it simply continues to roil around inside of us, 

waiting to explode. If we hold it in too long, that explosion can cause us to 

harm ourselves or someone else. 
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SECOND, the practice of venting our anger is actually both sinful and 

counterproductive. On the opposite side of suppressing anger and holding it 

in (with that set of deep and harmful effects), we have been taught that it is 

better to just “get it off your chest.” While this may give some immediate, 

temporary relief, it solves nothing. The root cause of the anger is still 

unresolved, so the anger continues to burn. Also, others are usually hurt, both 

emotionally and physically, when we selfishly vent. It is a very short step fr om 

a man punching a pillow to punching his wife. And the ongoing damage we do 

to ourselves doesn’t end.  

Both approaches are equally defective and sinful. We can be grateful 

that we are not left to the world’s way of “managing” our anger; which we are 

never told in Scripture to do!  

God’s remedy is for us to surrender our anger to Him.  So, bet you’re 

wondering, “How do we do this?” It begins with an honest conversation with 

God, asking Him to help us identify what it is we actually are angry about: is 

it fear, pain, loss, or fear of pain or loss? What is actually going on in our 

heart? What is it that is making us so fearful that attacking the source of the 

threat seems to be the best answer?  

What you fear most is that the worst thing you believe about yours elf 

will prove to be true. Anyone or anything that feeds the message that the most 

detestable thing you fear is true about you becomes a threat and has to be 

destroyed. 

Confess to God: “This anger is based in some lie I believe. Help me see 

and surrender my fear and stop believing the lie.” This is a helpful place to 

start. This can help us become calm enough to release whatever we are 

holding onto to God. He is the only One who can effectively deal with it.  

The Lord says, “Vengeance is mine.” That implies that vengeance is not 

ours!  He very much wants us to give our anger to Him, to let go of whatever 

expectation we think we are entitled to, and to trust that He will handle it best 

and in the proper time. 

God also warns us not to let the sun go down on our anger. The key 

words for dealing with anger are “Forgive” and “Trust”; release every sense of 

wanting retribution, and trust God to work His best will in that person’s life.  

1. Forgive [Internal Forgiveness from Lesson 14]. When we look at Jesus’ 

example, know that He had done nothing to harm those who spat in His 

face, slapped Him, pulled out His beard, mocked Him, beat Him, and nailed 
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Him to the cross. Then remember that these men were convinced they were 

in the right, so they had nothing to confess and ask forgiveness for.  Yet, 

Jesus Christ not only forgave these men, He asked His Heavenly Father to 

forgive them as well. Not that they were innocent, but that He was trusting 

the father’s righteous justice.  

In the book of Acts, Stephen followed Jesus’ example when he was being 

stoned to death by many of the same men who had crucified Christ . We 

need not wait for someone to ask our forgiveness before we internally 

forgive. One thing we must remember is that forgiving doesn’t let them off 

the hook with God; it lets us surrender the burden of their sin and leaves it 

between them and God to sort out. Once we have truly forgiven in our 

heart, the lifting of the burden that comes is the evidence that we are of 

the same mind as God.  

2. Trust. What do we do with the refrain we often shout , “I’ll forgive, but I 

won’t forget!” The Bible tells us that when God forgives, He says also that 

He “remembers no more” (Isaiah 43:25). This doesn’t mean that God 

develops “divine amnesia.” If He were to ever forget or not know something, 

He would not be God (remember about God’s Omniscience?).  What it 

means is that God does not bring it up again , does not revisit it, and does 

not re-accuse us of what He has forgiven us. 

There is a very good reason why we need to learn to trust God to bring 

about His best will in the life of the other person: if we do not  trust that, 

then we continue to live life as if the offense is fresh and new.  God 

promises to justly avenge sin (Romans 12:19).  If they come to repentance, 

then great! If not, God will address it at their “Exit Interview.” If we continue 

to hold on to the evil done us, keeping it fresh in our minds, holding tightly 

to being wronged, we keep it alive and continue to carry it. It becomes a 

grudge; and a grudge is the heaviest man-made burden a person can ever 

carry. 

When we keep track of a wrong that has been done to us, our mind not 

only brings up the memory of the wrong, but the emotions associated with the 

memory are just as fresh as if it had just happened. Emotionally-charged 

memories place us back where we started, fighting the same useless battles , 

over and over again. This is not where we find “freedom,” and this is surely 

not God’s will for us. 
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“Do not avenge yourselves, dear friends, but give place to God’s wrath ; for it 

is written, ‘Vengeance is Mine, I will repay, ’ says the Lord.”  Romans 12:19 

Day 1 Reflection 

List some of the ways you try to punish those at whom you are angry. 

Additional study passage: James 4:1-7 

Day 2 Reflection 

Tying this lesson together with the concept of “shielding” from Lesson 19, why 

do you think so many couples say that their relationship improves after a fight? 

Some believe that “making-up” afterward makes the quarrel worthwhile. Do 

you agree or disagree? Why? Additional study passages: Colossians 2:8; 3:8 

Day 3 Reflection 

Explain how pridefulness and anger are interrelated and what you have 

learned so far about God’s remedy . Additional study passages: Psalm 10:2-4; 

James 4:6-10 

Day 4 Reflection 

Picture a person controlled by anger, raging inside. What impact does that 

person and their anger have on others in their life? How likely are they to be 

someone others will want to follow? Additional study passage: Colossians 3:8-

10, 12-13 

Day 5  Reflection 

Explain how unrighteous anger enslaves us and how it so easily makes us an 

object of shame and disgrace. Additional study passages: Proverbs 12:16; 

15:1; 19:19; 27:4 

Day 6 Reflection 

What does God mean when He says, “Be slow to anger?” What do we need 

to “put on” in order to be able to be like that? Additional study passage: James 

1:19-20 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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Lesson Twenty-Two                The Fruitful Life 

Lesson Twenty-Three             We Can Know God’s Will 

Lesson Twenty-Four                Burning Out  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When we lack confidence, it results from having a poor self -image. Having a 

poor self-image comes from not seeing ourselves as we really are, not seeing 

ourselves as God sees us. This poor self-image creates deep and lasting 

doubt, robbing us of confidence—confidence in our worth, our value, and our 

potential to become what God has created us to be. Confidence in God’s view 

of us is a must if we are to build a healthy self -image and have a God-centered 

confidence. We are not referring to self-confidence here, but rather confidence 

that God loves us and places great value on us as a person, confidence that 

He will bring about the full completion of what He has begun in us (Philippians 

1:6), and confidence that He will enable us to be successful as long as we 

work with Him. We will only find satisfaction and fulfillment in life as we 

become familiar with and practice His principles for success.  
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There is an enormous difference between a life focused on being “successful” 

and a life focused on being “fruitful.” “Success” builds SELF -esteem, “fruitful” 

esteems and builds up OTHER people. The success-oriented life is grounded 

in personal gain—often at the cost of personal integrity . The fruitful-oriented 

life is grounded in Christian character and faithfulness.  

There are many in our society who suffer from something called “low 

self-esteem.” The experts see this as the root cause of every misfortune and 

“illness” imaginable: social, physical, mental, personal, relational, and even 

spiritual. They often say that low self-esteem drives “mental illness.”  

What is frequently promoted is the idea that, in order to be truly 

successful or fulfilled, a person must have a staggering amount of self-

esteem. We need to feel good about ourselves and live up to our potential. 

There are no longer “winners” and “losers”— we don’t keep score and every 

child gets a trophy. 

We may tell a person, child or adult, that they are “special” and “unique” 

and that they can do anything they set their mind to.  What if the reality is that 

they (or we) are not that remarkable, not much different than most others, or 

they (or we) have a deeply selfish and sinful character that no one likes? What 

are we to say then? 

The drive for success is often greedy and voracious, demanding more 

and more of us (and others) to feed the always-empty belly of self-esteem. 

Being content in our identity in Christ, in desiring God’s best for others more 

than we desire it for ourselves, underlies the desire for a fruitful life. Success 

is to benefit me; fruitful is to benefit others. 

An accurate and authentic self -image, rooted in our understanding and 

belief in our inherent worth as God’s image-bearers is the prerequisite for a 

fruitful life. 
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In order to live a fruitful life, two things are necessary:  

1. We have got to understand and accept our  actual worth and value. 

2. We have got to know that what we are accomplishing with our lives is truly 

worthy of God’s name.  

 

1. What is our actual worth and value?  

God created us in His image, and it is He who sets the true worth of man. 

Jesus asked the symbolic question, “What does it profit a man if he gains the 

whole world [created universe] and loses his soul?” (Matthew 16:26) The 

implication is that Christ sees each of us as worth more than the entire created 

universe (the Greek word “cosmos” derives from the word used for “world” in 

the English translations). Christ demonstrated our true worth to Him when 

He willingly gave His life to redeem us and restore us to right relationship 

with God. 

Remember what we learned in Lesson 1: We have inherent worth as 

image bearers of God. Yet the fact remains that, as long as we are spiritually 

dead (the state of a person without Christ), we are of little functional value. 

But, once we have been made alive in Christ Jesus (Ephesians 2:4 -8), we are 

priceless to God (Ephesians 2:10). We are fully justified in having a positive 

self-image because of that renewed value through Jesus Christ.  

 

2. We need to know our lives are invested in something that is truly 

worthy of God’s name.  

As His “image bearers,” we are to “bear fruit” of eternal value (John 15:8; 16). 

We need to be invested in something that is larger and greater than ourselves; 

something that honors Him and brings to light His nature and character, maybe 

even something that we could not accomplish apart from Him. This can only 

happen when we know that what we are doing has eternal significance 

(Colossians 3:2). And we need to understand that the greatest eternal value 

investment we can make in this world is to impact the souls of people for 

eternity. 
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Every human being is an everlasting being. We will continue to exist 

somewhere for the rest of eternity; either with God in the place He has 

prepared for those who have received Christ, or for those who have rejected 

Him, in that place of eternal separation from Him and from which there is no 

return (Luke 16:19-21 [see 26]; Revelation 20:6, et.al.).  

Anything that is truly worthy of God’s name must be motivated  solely by 

the desire to expose people to the truth of their need for Christ. We must learn 

to ask ourselves, “How does what I am doing right now relate to the Gospel?” 

We have been made ambassadors of Christ, carrying with us the message 

that it is only through Christ that anyone can be reconciled to God (2 

Corinthians 5:20ff)—and that they surely can be. 

The more we invest our life in those things that have eternal value, then 

the more our life makes sense, the more fruitful our life is in actuality, and the 

more we can legitimately feel good about ourselves.  

We know that what we do here on earth has a bearing on our position 

and on our rewards in heaven, but preparing for eternity also has a 

tremendous effect on how we regard ourselves here.   

If we want to make doing what is worthy of God’s name a priority in our 

lives, there are some areas that will need special attention.  

1. We need to begin with an investment in knowing God as best we can. 

Sixty-seven times in the book of Ezekiel, God says, “By this you will 

know/they will know that I am the LORD.” God wants us to know Him, and 

He has revealed Himself to us through His Word. He has preserved it 

through the centuries to ensure that we would have it available to us. 

Without it, no one can know the Gospel. It is that important. Is filling your 

mind with God’s Word a priority in your life?  

God also encourages us by assuring us that knowing Him is not only 

possible, but the most preferable thing for our lives. In Jeremiah 9:23-24, 

we read, “The Lord says, ‘Wise people should not boast that they are wise. 

Powerful people should not boast that they are powerful. Rich people 

should not boast that they are rich. If people want to boast, they should 

boast about this: They should boast that they understand and know me. 

They should boast that they know and understand that I, the Lord, act out 
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of faithfulness, fairness, and justice in the earth and that I desire people to 

do these things,’ says the Lord.” 

2. We need to pay close attention to what we fill our minds with. We have 

visited this truth repeatedly in this program: What we saturate our lives with 

is what we live out (Romans 8:5-6). Saturating our minds with what is good 

and what is true will help us accomplish what is truly worthy of His name 

(Philippians 4:8; 2 Timothy 3:16-17). 

3. We need to pay close attention to what we invest ourselves in . In 

Matthew 6:21, Jesus tells us that what we treasure reveals what our heart 

is devoted to. He also has left us the gravest of responsibilities for this life: 

To be and make disciples of Jesus Christ (Matthew 28:18-20).  

Proclaiming the Kingdom of God is the greatest investment we could ever 

make. And we do this not so much with words as we do with how we live 

our life. God’s Word tells us that the eternal investments we make  today 

will be rewarded when we get “home” (2 Timothy 4:6 -8). Eternal 

investments are things that money cannot buy: love, grace, mercy, 

forgiveness, sacrifice, service, kindness, justice, lives impacted by the 

Gospel we have shared, and other priceless treasures of that kind. Can 

you think of anything of any greater value than these?  

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“I am able to do all things [that God asks of me] through the one who 

strengthens me.” (Philippians 4:13; clarification added.) 

Day 1 Reflection 

Do you see yourself as focused on being successful or on being fruitful? 

Explain. Additional study passage: Colossians 3:2-3 

Day 2 Reflection 

What accomplishments and flops in your life have contributed most to the 

value you place on yourself as a person? Additional study passages: 1 Samuel 

16:7; John 7:24; 8:15-16 

Day 3 Reflection 

What person has most shaped your self-image? Why is that person’s 

assessment of you so important in your life? What is the best thing you can 

do with what you see right now? Additional study passage: John 15:1-17 

Day 4 Reflection 

When you look at the “fruit-bearing” you are doing so far on this journey, what 

do you see? What would you like to see changed? Additional study passage:  

Ephesians 4:25-32 

Day 5 Reflection 

What new goals have you set for yourself as a result of this lesson? Where do 

you think you need to get started? Additional study passages: 2 Thessalonians 

1:11-12; Colossians 3:17 

Day 6 Reflection 

In order of priority, what do you consider the two or three most important things 

you could focus on to cooperate with Christ in accomplishing His purpose in 

the world? Additional study passages: 2 Peter 3:9; Romans 2:4 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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The Bible says, “For this reason do not be foolish, but be wise by 

understanding what the Lord’s will is” (Ephesians 5:17). That would seem to 

indicate that we can and need to know God’s will, yes?  

To find and fulfill God’s will is the key to a strong, healthy, and fruitful 

life. Of course, if we are to do His will we must first know His will. Since God 

instructs us in His Word to know His will, we can assume that He (being the 

God that He is) will most certainly make the knowledge of His will available to 

all of His children.  

The question then becomes: “How can I know the will of the Lord?”   

The first key to knowing God’s will is for us to be regularly, consistently 

reading and studying the Bible. The Bible is God’s Word to all of humankind 

and is the primary source of knowledge about both God and His will.  

God is unchanging, as is His will. Only the Word of God is fully 

authoritative and unchanging regarding all matters of faith and life (2 Timothy 

3:16-17; 2 Peter 1:3-4). Only God’s Word can be depended on to rightly 

communicate God’s nature, character, will, and ways. Jesus tells us that not 

even the smallest word or the smallest part of any letter of God’s Word will 

change until His plan for our world is complete (Matthew 5:17 -19). To be 

successful in knowing and understanding God’s will, it is essential for us to 

have a growing knowledge of and familiarity  with God’s Word.  

Often when a person first receives Christ, they have a passionate desire 

to know more about Him and about His plan for their life. They will invest a 

great deal of time reading the Bible, praying, being involved with church, and 

speaking with other believers to make sure they are on the right track. Often, 

though, something happens and that new believer’s passion for God’s Word 

diminishes. Life’s troubles can become distracting and overwhelming. The 

very thing that believer needs is the very thing they’ve let go of. 

The more a person saturates with and absorbs the Scriptures, the easier 

it becomes to solidly know God’s will. God will never lead us to violate the 

truths or purposes that are spelled out in His Word.  
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It is important to note that there are many approaches to interpreting 

God’s Word, and some of them are rock -solid and consistent with what 

believers have understood from the beginning of Christianity.  

There are others, however, that are not. Finding a fellowship where the 

Bible is taught clearly, accurately, systematically, and historically -consistent 

is also an important part of knowing and understanding God’s Word and will.  

Many people, especially in American Christianity, put more confidence 

in events, personal experiences, dreams, visions, emotions, human 

reasoning, and the like, than they do in the Bible. If their personal experience, 

revelation, dream, or emotional episode disagrees with the Bible (or if they 

can “make” the Bible agree with their “new” interpretation) then i t’s too bad for 

God’s Word. Any person or any group that takes and encourages this 

approach is dangerous indeed.  

Read carefully Revelations 22:19. Jesus’ words in Matthew 5 make it 

plain that the Bible refers to the whole of God’s revelation to us. Your success 

at knowing and following God’s will for your life will be directly related to your 

ability to accept and absorb the truths in His properly -interpreted Word 

(Matthew 4:4). 

You’ve probably already experienced a great deal of  recalibrating of 

your theology since beginning this program. Your understanding of who God 

is, what He has done, why He has done it, how He has done it, and what He 

intends for you to do with that has grown and flourished, hasn’t it? Solid 

hermeneutics (Biblical interpretation) underlies solid belief. Solid belief 

underlies a godly and fruitful life. 

The second key to knowing God’s will is found in Jesus Christ Himself . In 

John 14:6, Jesus says, “I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes 

to the Father except through me .” Jesus is the truth; He doesn’t just “speak” 

the truth. 

Later, when Jesus is standing before Pontius Pilate, He says, “For this 

reason I was born, and for this reason I came into the world – to testify to the 

truth. Everyone who belongs to the truth listens to my voice” (John 18:37). 
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To be a lover and pursuer of Jesus Christ is to be a lover and a pursuer 

of the truth—no matter where it leads, and no matter the cost. The Truth and 

Jesus Christ are inseparable because He is the Truth personified. 

God’s perfect will for our lives is not found in a place or a thing, but in 

a person—Jesus Christ. We cannot walk in God’s will unless we are walking 

with Jesus.  

Entering into God’s perfect will begins when we surrender our life to 

Jesus Christ and then live surrendered to Him. That means we give Him 

control of our lives, holding nothing back (Revisit Lesson 2 for a reminder).  

Giving Him control places us in the center of God’s will for our lives. 

The more we surrender, the more we are in His will. Any act of rebellion 

against Him takes us out of the center of God’s will and life starts to go back 

along the path we have been working so faithfully to forsake.  The old grave-

clothes start getting rewound around us and our freedom is lost (See Galatians 

5:1-2). 

The third key to walking in God’s will is to understand the person and work 

of our Perfect Counselor and Helper—the Holy Spirit. When He lives within 

us, we have His voice to nudge us when we get off track (Isaiah 30:21). If we 

have His calm and confident peace, then we know we are keeping in step with 

Him and doing what He would have us do. This peace is the key to walking in 

God’s will. When we do not have God’s peace, it is certain that we have 

ceased to walk in God’s will (John 14:27).  

During the Last Supper, Jesus encouraged and prepared His disciples 

for His rapidly approaching death and all that followed. He wanted them to 

have the peace of knowing He was not abandoning them. He assured them 

that the Holy Spirit would be their Helper and their Counselor, guiding them in 

their knowledge and understanding of all that Jesus had taught them so they 

could carry on what He had begun (John 14:25-27; 15:26; 16:7-15). 

That same Holy Spirit who guided the writers of Scripture (Acts 4:24-

26; 2 Peter 1:20-21; et.al.) and whom Jesus promised and sent to the disciples 

on the day of Pentecost (Acts 1:5; 2:4; 4:8; et.al.), abides in every true believer 

in Jesus Christ (Romans 5:5; 15:13; 1 Corinthians 6:19; Ephesians 1:13; 2 

Timothy 1:14; et.al.). 
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As you study and saturate on the Word of God, and as you surrender 

more and more to Jesus Christ, you will know, understand, and walk in the 

center of His will more fully and more successfully as time goes on. The goals 

you set for yourself when you began this program to live and walk free, out 

from the bondage to the lies and sins that were besetting you will be real and 

tangible in your life.  

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“Therefore be very careful how you live – not as unwise but as wise, taking 

advantage of every opportunity, because the days are evil. For this reason do 

not be foolish, but be wise by understanding what the Lord’s will is .”   

Ephesians 5:15-17 (NET) 

Day 1 Reflection 

Give at least two solid reasons why a person with a poor knowledge of God’s 

Word will have trouble finding and following God’s will. Additional study 

passages: Psalm 119:89-96; 97-104; 105-107 

Day 2 Reflection 

When you look at the list of the priorities of your life, where does the Bible 

fall? Is this verified by your faithfulness to read and study it? Additional study 

passages: Joshua 1:8; Psalm 1 

Day 3 Reflection 

Explain why knowing God’s will and complete surrender to Christ are equally 

vital to a godly and fruitful life. Additional study passages: John 5:24; 8:31-32; 

14:23 

Day 4 Reflection 

List any attitudes or influences in your life that hinder you from being at peace 

with Christ. What do you plan to do about those? Additional study passage:  

Isaiah 48:17-18, 22 

Day 5 Reflection 

The Holy Spirit already knows God’s will for your life. If you are a child of God, 

the Holy Spirit lives within you. What is a sure sign that you are in the center 

of God’s will for your life? Additional study passage:  Galatians 5:14-26 

Day 6 Reflection 

Is there anything in your life you have been unwilling or felt unable to fully 

surrender to Christ? Is there something He is asking you to do that you have 

not done? Explain. Additional study passages: Micah 6:6-8; Hosea 6:6 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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We each have an “energy tank” that holds our emotional, physical, and 

spiritual energy for the day. We start every day with a certain level of it, and 

we draw from it all day long. This energy fuels our mind and our bodies, 

providing us with the vitality we need to function.  

As we fill our hearts and minds with God’s Word and other things of God 

(like personal worship and one-anothering), we keep those stores at optimum 

levels. When we allow our minds to wander into dark places and allow negative 

emotions to run rampant, our reservoir rapidly empties. We cannot pour 

anything out of an empty bucket.  

Once we have depleted our reserves, our ability to function wisely and 

well is impaired—even extinguished. The simplest tasks become difficult, 

interpersonal relationships deteriorate, and our walk with God becomes 

fragmented, even interrupted. Life gets overwhelming. 

EMOTIONAL BURN-OUT 

Strong emotions like anxiety, fear, anger, entitlement, unforgiveness, and lust 

are a few of the fast-burning emotions that rapidly drain our reserves. They 

short-circuit our ability to be reasonable and rational. They impede our walk 

with Christ.  

Unresolved guilt, toxic-shame, bitterness, and the like are a constant 

drain. Once these unhealthy emotions gain control in our lives, they strip us 

of the mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual energy that we need to live 

healthy, productive, godly lives.  

Man-made medications like stimulants, depressants, anti -depressants, 

anti-anxiety medications, psychotropics, street drugs, and alcohol all have the 

same disastrous effect on those energy stores as do sin -driven emotions 

because we are relying on the created instead of the Creator.   

We must learn to conserve and replenish our energy stores and use 

them in productive undertakings if we are to be the man/woman God created 
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us to be. Here are a few suggestions on how we can make the best of this 

emotional energy. 

I. We must learn to conserve our emotional energy. Energy drained by 

toxic emotions (fearfulness, lust, anger, guilt, shame, worry, etc.) rob 

us of the ability to think and do our best. This leads to bogging down in 

pits of gloom and despair (Lessons 6 & 7) and we end up exhausted. 

The remedy is to remind ourselves, “This is how I feel; this is what’s 

true,” and to saturate our minds on what is good and true (Philippians 

4:8). 

II. Learn to draw strength and energy from the Holy Spirit.  God says, 

“Not by power or by might but my Spirit, says the Lord of hosts” 

(Zechariah 4:6). When we are working with God to accomplish His 

purpose, we can draw from and lean on the Holy Spirit and on Jesus 

Himself (Matthew 11:28-30; John 14:6; 16). We can always accomplish 

more following and cooperating with God than we ever could on our 

own. In fact, we easily cross into selfish, sinful choices when we work 

and plan without Him (Isaiah 30:1).  

III. We need to maintain a list of legitimate priorities.  We must invest 

our energy on things that are truly worthwhile and that count in the 

larger scheme of things (the Lord, family, ministry, work, etc.) and not 

waste this precious energy on things that destroy our mental and 

emotional health and harm our intimate connection to God. Our 

preventative measures  are in making sure we are in (or return to) our 

“Safe Zone” and we commit to not making key decisions and not having 

important conversations when we are not in our “Safe Zone.”  

It is also important to make sure we are getting God involved on the 

“front end” when making plans. “Lord, what would you have me do with 

this?” is a far better question to ask than making plans and then asking 

God to come in after-the-fact and “bless” (read that “cosign”) the plans 

we have made. It’s also important to not give God “multiple-choice” or 

“either/or” options. God’s best ideas often won’t show up on any list we 

offer Him. 
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WORKING WITH GOD, NOT FOR GOD 

The wisest way to keep our energy reserves filled is to learn to work with God. 

When we’re working for God, we focus, on getting things done, on rules and 

check lists, and on looking good to others. We think the responsibility for the 

outcomes is ours. We work in an effort to please Him or to earn His favor. 

When working with God, the relationship is the primary focus. We are 

partnered with Christ (Matthew 11:28-30), the outcomes are His, and the load 

is not wearying (Galatians 6:9-10). 

We need to understand that Jesus is more interested and invested in 

what He can do in and through us than He ever would be for what we can do 

for Him. All we do grows out of a devotion to Him and is due to the reality that 

we abide in Him and He in us (John 15:4-8). All that we are doing, then, is 

because it is what He is doing in and through us.  

 

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“Come to Me, all who are weary and heavy-laden, and I will give you rest. 

Take My yoke upon you and learn from Me, for I am gentle and humble in 

heart, and YOU WILL FIND REST FOR YOUR SOULS. For My yoke is easy 

and My burden is light."  Matthew 11:28-30 

Day 1 Reflection 

List the major emotions you expend the most emotional energy on most often. 

Is this emotional “investment” healthy, unhealthy, productive, unproductive, 

helpful, or hurtful? Explain. Additional study passages: Psalm 37:7-8; Matthew 

6:19-21 

Day 2 Reflection 

List some of the godly goals you have for your life. How do you think mastering 

this lesson will help you reach those goals? Additional study passages: Psalm 

37; 1 Timothy 6:6-11 

Day 3 Reflection 

List some activities in your life that cause an unhealthy drain on your emotional 

reserves. What could you change about your lifestyle to help stop this waste 

of emotional energy? Additional study passage: Galatians 5:19-21 

Day 4 Reflection 

In developing a close personal relationship with Christ, which activities are 

you finding require the expenditure of the most emotional energy? Additional 

study passage: Psalm 15 

Day 5 Reflection 

How do we inadvertently promote an unhealthy drain of emotional energy in 

others? What can you do to help others conserve emotional energy? 

Additional study passage: Ecclesiastes 2:24-26  

Day 6 Reflection 

Explain why leaving the outcomes of our efforts in God’s hands would help us 

not grow weary in doing good, even when it would be draining otherwise . 

Additional study passage: Galatians 6:1-10 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record. 
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Lesson Twenty-Five          Understanding Self-Sabotage 

Lesson Twenty-Six                   Love, God’s Way 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Having a poor self-image comes from not seeing ourselves as God sees us—

which is who we really are. This poor self-image creates deep and lasting 

doubt, robbing us of confidence: confidence in our worth, our value, and our 

potential to become what God has created us to be. Confidence in God’s view 

of us is a must if we are to build a healthy self -image and have a God-centered 

confidence. We are not referring to self -confidence here, but rather confidence 

that God loves us and places great value on us as a person, confidence that 

He will bring about the full completion of what He has begun in us (Philippians 

1:6), and confidence that He will enable us to be successful as long as we 

work with Him. We will only find satisfaction and fulfillment in life as we 

become familiar with and practice His principles for success.  
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We’ve all seen it in our lives—getting to the place where things are going well 

for us and then we do something that demolishes the progress we’ve made. 

For a while, our minds are clearer, our behaviors are less selfish, and our 

relationships are healthier; we’re doing pretty well.  

Then, all of the sudden, we find ourselves sliding back into old patterns 

of thinking, feeling, and believing. We dabble in our old ways of behaving and 

surrender to old ways of poorly treating ourselves and others. The ground we 

gained is lost—or starting to become so—and we can’t seem to hold on  to the 

ground we’ve taken back from the Enemy.  

We’ve started wrapping ourselves back up in the decay -ridden grave-

clothes God has been unbinding us from all this time.  

It is as if we have joined the opposing side of this battle, become allies 

with our own enemy, and are working against God’s best for our lives. We 

start to engage in self-sabotage. The question is, “Why?” 

There are four main culprits, all based on lies we believe:  

1. “I’m no good; I don’t deserve this better life Christ is offering me.”  

2. “I haven’t earned the good that I’m receiving; it isn’t right for me to accept 

this.” 

3. “I know how to live the old life; I don’t have any idea how to live this new 

one.”  

4. “I’m going to blow it sooner or later; I may as well just get it over with.”  

Let’s look at these, one at a time, to diagnose the unconscious reasoning that 

causes us to self-sabotage and send us back into the bondage that Christ has 

been setting us free from. Once we identify the convoluted reasoning, we can 

take those thoughts captive, bring them into surrender to Christ, and work 

through a robust RMC to get back on the freedom track. 
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REASON #1: I’m no good; I don’t deserve this better life Christ is 

offering me.   

The culprit is a poor self-image.  

While it is true that, within ourselves, we are not good ( “…there is none good 

but God…” Matthew 19:17), Christ’s goodness and righteousness are 

provided to us when we surrender our lives to Him (Philippians 3:9, et.al.). He 

created us to be with Him. He paid the penalty for our rebellion so that we 

could be reconciled to God and restored to a right relationship with Him.  

When we do not see ourselves as God sees us, the image we have is 

defective and all we see are flaws. We must develop the attitude that we are 

complete and good enough in Him—declared righteous (Romans 5:1-2). We 

have value and purpose. We are fully worthy of His best because that is how 

He created us. Satan would steal from us our joy, our peace, our confidence, 

and our hope. But we don’t have to cooperate with him, and we surely don’t 

have to let him have that victory.  

REASON #2: I haven’t earned the good that I’m receiving; it isn’t 

right for me to accept this.   

The culprit is pride.  

While we are deserving of no good thing, we are fully worthy of every good 

and perfect gift that He has for us (James 1:17). If we are “in Christ,” God 

pours His best into our lives in big ways and in small ways because He loves 

us! 

If you offer me a gift out of friendship, and I refuse to accept what you 

offer unless I pay you for it, haven’t I just offended you? Basically what I am 

saying is, “I will define the value that this has, and I will give that to you in 

exchange. You don’t get to give a gift to me. Unless I am invested in the 

exchange, I won’t be a part of it.”  

 For us to feel like we have to invest something of our own in order to 

gain, keep, maintain, or preserve God’s gift is to turn it into something other 

than a gift. Gifts are given out of affection, not out of “earned.” Satan loves to 

twist things so that we cannot enjoy the good things God so freely gives His 

children. When Christ blesses, His motive is not to make us feel guilty because 

we haven’t earned it. His purpose is that we enjoy those blessings.  
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We can never earn even the smallest of God’s blessings. He knows that. 

He doesn’t expect it out of us. He simply wants us to love Him, thank Him, and 

do our best to be obedient to Him because it is in our best interest to do so. It 

really is prideful to think we could add any value to the priceless blessings of 

God. 

REASON #3: I know how to live the old life; I don’t have any idea 

how to live this new one.   

The culprit is fear. 

It is normal for us to resist change; after all, we are created in God’s image 

and He never changes. It is also normal for us to experience at least a little 

fearfulness over the unknown. This new life, and what the future holds, is full 

of unknowns. 

We tend to fall into life-patterns and get stuck there. We easily get 

comfortable and entrenched in what is most familiar. We are “creatures of 

habit;” it’s hard for us to quit old habits and equally hard to form new ones 

because we have to put-off the old to put-on the new. 

However, as we discipline ourselves into following a new pattern of 

thinking and behaving, and as we accept the blessings of a new way of living, 

the strange becomes familiar, the unknown becomes every-day, and soon we 

are just as rooted in our new pattern of living as we were in our old.  

Given enough time and enough success, we lose our desire to give up 

and go back. The new habits we form today become the old habits of 

tomorrow.  

REASON #4: I’m going to blow it sooner or later; I may as well just get it 

over with. 

The culprit is self-loathing. 

To loathe is to experience a strong dislike or disgust – an intense aversion to 

someone or something. Self-loathing is a strong dislike or disgust toward 

oneself. Self-loathing is a thought pattern where individuals believe they are 

inferior, bad, worthless, unlovable, or incompetent.  
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We can believe that God loves everybody in the whole, wide world—

except us! The best we can expect of ourselves is more failure and more 

reasons for shame. 

The truth of the matter is we are no less created in the image of God 

than the next person. In fact, if we have accepted Christ as Savior, we are 

nothing less than the adopted children of God (John 1:12; Romans 8:14 -17). 

Seeing ourselves with this new identity is the antidote to this lie, as we 

saturate on this truth, we learn to see ourselves as God sees us and to live 

our lives with joyful freedom in Christ.  We begin to understand that, because 

of who we are in Christ, we have nothing to prove, nothing to justify, and 

nothing to defend for He has already proven and justified us (Romans 5:1-2), 

and He ongoingly defends us before the Father (1 John 2:1).  

So, what do we do?  We stay with it, surrendering to and trusting the 

process until we become comfortable in the new life that our Savior has 

prepared for us. 

Don’t give up, and don’t turn back!  Each and every day, you will see 

the fruit of your faithfulness in yielding your life to Christ and saturating with 

His Word. Even in spite of difficulties, you will find that life grows ever better 

with Him. You’ve already started to learn to enjoy and appreciate your 

wonderful new life in Christ. This is His gift and plan for you, and He is working 

right alongside you to help you grow into the noble man or woman of God He 

created you to be.  

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“Every good and perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father of 

lights, with whom there is no variation or the slightest hint of change. By His 

sovereign plan He gave us new birth through the message of truth, so that we 

would be a kind of firstfruits of all He created. ”  James 1:17-18 (Lamb) 

Day 1 Reflection 

Why would you deliberately sabotage your life when you’re doing well? Why 

would you feel drawn to return to the life you had before? Additional study 

passages: Galatians 1:6-9; 5:1; 2 Peter 2:20-22 

Day 2 Reflection 

What do you think God requires of you that you are unable to give Him or do 

for Him? Additional study passage: Micah 6:8; Galatians 2:20 

Day 3 Reflection 

List ways you self-sabotage and make your own life difficult. What do you think 

your reasons are for doing so? Additional study passages: Romans 8:5-8; 1 

Thessalonians 5:9-10 

Day 4 Reflection 

Do you have trouble receiving gifts? When someone gives you a gift simply 

because they care for you or pays you a compliment, how do you respond?  

Additional study passage: Hebrews 13:15-16 

Day 5 Reflection 

Looking back at the major changes in your life—both voluntary and 

involuntary—how long did it take and how difficult was it for you to adapt and 

become accustomed to those changes? The changes you’ve been 

experiencing in this program are ones you took on willingly. What are your 

thoughts on adapting to these changes? Additional study passages: Psalm 

55:16-19; Malachi 3:6 

Day 6 Reflection 

When you consider the amazing purpose God has for your life, how willing are 

you to stick with His plan as He works it all out? What can you do to be more 

cooperative? Additional study passages: Colossians 2:6-8; Colossians 3  

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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Love is probably the most sought-after and least understood aspect of the 

human experience. We long for it, we hunger for it, we actually need it, and 

yet those things are at the very root of our inability to Love God’s Way.  

The most famous passage in all of Scripture regarding love is 1 

Corinthians 13:4-8a: “Love is patient, love is kind, and it is not envious. Love 

does not brag; it is not puffed up. It is not rude, it is not self -serving, and it is 

not easily angered or resentful. It is not glad about injustice, but rejoices in 

the truth. It bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all 

things. Love never ends.” 

Nice thoughts; great words; lovely sentiments. You’ve seen them on 

greeting cards, plaques on the wall, even hundreds of t imes on Facebook. 

What do they mean, and who are they for? 

The Greek word for “love” in this passage of Scripture is agapē (ah-gah-

pey). It does not refer to brotherly love, familial love, or even romantic love.  

Agapē is unique and quite distinctive from our usual understanding and 

use of the word “love.” Agapē is rooted in the very nature and character of 

God (1 John 4:8, 16b). Agapē is self-sacrificial (see Philippians 2:5-8). The 

verb form of this word means to love, highly value, honor, greatly esteem,  

manifest lavish concern for, be faithful towards, to delight in, and to emphasize 

the importance and value of another. 

AGAPĒ EQUALS GIVE  

To love God’s way is to give; there is no “take” in love (although there is a 

“receive” aspect to it which we will discuss in a moment). 

• John 3:16: “For this is the way God loved [agapaō, the verb form of 

agapē] the world: He gave [abandoned and delivered up for] His one 

and only Son, so that everyone who believes in him will not perish 

but have everlasting life.” 

• Galatians 2:20: “I have been crucified with Christ, and it is no longer 

I who live, but Christ lives in me. So the life I now live in the body, I 
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live because of the faithfulness of the Son of God, who loved 

[agapaō], me and gave Himself for me.” 

• Ephesians 5:25: “Husbands, love [agapaō] your wives just as Christ 

loved the church and gave himself for her.” 

To “love” someone with any expectation at all of anything coming back in 

return is NOT love—it is a business deal, not relationship. Quid pro quo (this 

for that) is not love because it is not sacrificial; it is self -serving and self-

seeking. This is not how God has loved us and not how we are to love others.  

A relationship marked by love is a “give-and-receive” relationship, not a 

“give-and-take” relationship. We lovingly receive what is lovingly given. 

(Matthew 13:20; John 1:12, 16; John 3:20; Philippians 4:15; Colossians 2:16; 

Hebrews 4:16; et.al.) The idea of “taking” carries a sense of entitlement to it; 

a grabbing and grasping flavor to it; an attitude of, “This is mine!” Receiving, 

on the other hand, caries a sense of kindness, gentleness, tenderness, and 

sharing.  

Consider how you feel when you do a kindness for or pay a compliment 

or give a gift to someone. How does it feel when they push back against that? 

When they minimize the compliment or try to pay you for the gift? Feels 

cheapened, somehow, doesn’t it? Doesn’t feel very loving, does it?  

Jesus emphatically establishes a brand-new economy for relationships 

for all those who are His true disciples (more than just followers). Three times 

in John 13:34-35, He uses the same words to express His command to them 

(and to us): “I give you a new commandment—to love one another [agapaō]. 

Just as I have loved you, you also are to love one another. Everyone will 

know by this that you are my disciples—if you have love for one another.” 

As we have discussed in other lessons, repetition in Scripture is a 

device used to add emphasis to what is being said. Since they did not have 

exclamation marks, didn’t italicize or use all upper case for words, and didn’t 

have a way to bold the letters, they used repetition. Repeating something 

once meant it was highly significant; repeating twice (saying it three times) 

was like using all upper-case letters AND underlining-italicizing-bolding and 

adding several exclamation marks!!! 
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Loving God’s Way cannot be faked, pretended, or counterfeited for long 

because loving like God loves (even with our human limitations) is about much 

more than just behavior.  

To agapaō someone is to have a higher regard for them than you do for 

yourself (Philippians 2:3-4), to have a passionate desire for God’s best for 

them, even at great expense or sacrifice to yourself. This is something that 

happens on a heart level, not just with a bunch of  words and some temporary 

actions. 

His Word includes the commands to “love one another, just as I have 

loved you.” How has He loved us? “And hope does not disappoint, because 

the love of God has been poured out in our hearts through the Holy Spirit who 

was given to us. For while we were still helpless, at the right time Christ died 

for the ungodly...But God demonstrates his own love for us, in that while we 

were still sinners, Christ died for us...For if while we were enemies we were 

reconciled to God through the death of his Son, how much more, since we 

have been reconciled, will we be saved by his life” (From Romans 5:5 -6, 8, 

10). 

So, when we read that we are to “love your neighbor as you love 

yourself,” (Mark 12:31a) these words take on a significantly powerful meaning. 

They are commanded by God in the Old Testament and retaught by Jesus in 

the New. 

When we give to another with the expectation of receiving something in 

return (quid-pro-quo), we have just dehumanized and objectified that 

individual. They have now gone from being regarded in our hearts as a fellow 

image-bearer of God, to a resource for us to have our needs met by. Again, 

that is not relationship; that is using. 

In a marriage, this can be an especially easy trap to fall in to. Most 

people get married because of what needs are being met or what emotions 

they experience being connected to that other person. That is not a Biblical or 

a Christian model. To “love another” is to passionately desire God’s bes t for 

them—even at great cost to you—and not for you. 

Another important idea to hold fast to is the idea that the “one another’s”  

mentioned throughout Scripture are our brothers and sisters in Christ. We are 
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to love them first and love them best. It is from a solid “one anothering” love 

that the Body of Christ is able to love the lost.  

One more thing: We are also instructed to love our enemies with the 

same love we love our fellow believers. This is an even more difficult kind of 

love. If you read Luke 6:35, you will find that Jesus explains what that love 

looks like with these instructions: “But love your enemies, do good to them, 

and lend to them without expecting to get anything back. Then your reward 

will be great, and you will be children of the Most High, because he is kind to 

the ungrateful and wicked.”  

Matthew has a different quote from Jesus along these same lines (5:43 -

47): “You have heard that it was said, ‘Love your neighbor’ and ‘hate your 

enemy.’ But I say to you, love your enemy and pray for those who persecute 

you, so that you may be like your Father in heaven, since he causes the sun 

to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the 

unrighteous. For if you love those who love you, what reward do you have? 

Even the tax collectors do the same, don’t they? And if you only greet your 

brothers, what more do you do? Even the Gentiles do the same, don’t they?”  

 

Paul picks up this theme in Romans, Chapter 5 (verses 6, 8, and 10), and 

gives us the baseline for us to love others  – even our enemies: 

• “For while we were still helpless, at the right time Christ died for 

the ungodly. (Verse 6) 

•  But God demonstrates his own love for us, in that while we were 

still sinners, Christ died for us. (Verse 8) 

• For if while we were enemies we were reconciled to God through the 

death of his Son, how much more, since we have been reconciled, will 

we be saved by his life? (Verse 10) 

So, let us not forget that, just as God has loved us in Christ, so we are to love 

others—also in Christ, just as God has loved us. His love is not conditional, 

and neither ought ours be. 

 

 •  
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This Lesson’s Verse: 

“‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your 

mind, and with all your strength. The second is: ‘Love your neighbor as 

yourself. There is no other commandment greater than these.’ ”  Mark 12:30-

31 (NET) 

Day 1 Reflection 

How was your understanding of “love” impacted by this lesson? What effect 

do you think this might have going forward? Additional study passages: Luke 

6:35; John 13:34-35; Romans 12:9-21 

Day 2 Reflection 

What do you think God expects from you now? What you are going to have 

the greatest trouble being obedient to and why? Additional study passages: 

John 14:15; Ephesians 4:32; 1 John 4:7 

Day 3 Reflection 

Consider what the lesson taught about love in the marriage relationship. What 

are your thoughts about this? Additional study passages: Romans 13:8; 

Ephesians 4:2-3; 5:25, 33 

Day 4 Reflection 

When you consider the people who are most difficult -to-love in your life, what 

do you think God wants you to do about that? How willing are you? Additional 

study passages: 1 Peter 1:22; 1 John 2:9-11; 3:1, 16-18 

Day 5 Reflection 

Who in your life has shown you the most authentic love when you were most 

undeserving of it? What are your thoughts on that now? Additional study 

passages: Psalm 55:16-19; Malachi 3:6 

Day 6 Reflection 

Thinking about God’s love for you and your love for Him, what changes do you 

believe you need to make in your relationship with Him and why? Additional 

study passages: Psalm 31:16; 63:3; John 15:9-17 

 

Each day, review the lesson for that week. 

Record one blessing each day on your Progress Record.  
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This section goes with Lessons Six and 

Seven. If you would like a pocket-size 

version to carry with you and use, we 

would love to send you one. Simply 

request your free copy by sending an 

email to tilc@live.com 

  
TM 
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God’s Word teaches us that mankind is born into a fallen and troubled world. 

We are given to rebellious sin-choices and so is everyone else in the world. This 

means we can count on trouble in this life. We all know that life is never 

without difficulties, large and small, and they can become overwhelming. 

There are too many things we simply cannot control.  

We know that life has “Pits of Gloom” with varying degrees of depth and 

darkness—and we very often find ourselves in the bottom of one with little or 

no warning.  

God has a “Ladder-Bridge” we can use to both climb out of and cross 

over these Pits. We stand it on end and climb out when we are unable to 

avoid the Pits; we lay it down and cross over the Pits when we see ourselves 

coming up on one. Since we are more accustomed to finding ourselves in the 

“Pits,” we first need to learn to climb out of them. Once we have that down a 

bit, we’ll turn to working on avoiding them. 

If we are unprepared when trouble comes - as we know it will—we can 

easily end up feeling fearfulness, anxiety, anger, misery, and find ourselves in 

bleak despair. Hopelessness often follows. If we don’t know how to climb out 

of those Pits of Gloom, we can end up stuck there for years.  

As we will learn later in this program, when we are depressed and 

hopeless, our likelihood of making wise decisions is doubtful, at best.  
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It is also important to understand that it is during these times of trouble and 

difficulty that we need to make the wisest choices. So, we need something 

that can get us out of those dark places when we have nose-dived into them.  

Unfortunately for many of us, the pattern that we have best perfected is 

the one of making our most important, life-impacting decisions when we are 

in the Pit of Gloom. Emotions are not truth, so emotion-driven decisions are 

often defective and counterproductive.  

The enemy of our souls (Satan) makes a shovel readily available to us in 

the form of doubt about God. We grab hold of that shovel with both hands, 

and we dig the Pit even deeper. 

We all know that there is no real escape from having to face troubles in 

this life. Even if we could somehow create a trouble-free life, it would not even 

be in our best interest (James 1:2-4). It is vital that we learn to navigate 

through life’s problems in wise, healthy, and godly ways.  

It is in this place of struggle that we begin to become mature in dealing 

with life’s troubles; that we begin to grow strong emotionally and spiritually. 

God knows that our ability to deal well with problems is important in shaping a 

healthy and abundant life, but He never intended that we deal with these 

difficulties alone (Matthew 11:28-30). 

This leads us to two key questions: 1) how do we climb out of “Pits of 

Gloom” we so often find ourselves in? And 2) how do we learn to cross over 

those pits and avoid falling into them in the first place? 

The two main supports for our Ladder-Bridge of Faith are: 

God’s Word. There is nothing in the human experience that God’s Word does 

not address (2 Peter 1:2-4); 

Prayer. Openly and authentically surrendering to God everything that is on 

our hearts and minds, no matter what it is (Philippians 4:6-7).  

Once we have the main supports in place, we begin to lay down the 

treads that will make up the rungs of the Ladder and the deck of the Bridge. 

The rungs are what we climb; the deck is where we stand. In both cases, they 
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are where we put one foot after the other as we climb out of, or cross over, 

the Pits of Gloom. 

These rungs and planks match up with key attributes and characteristics 

of God - the significant aspects of His nature and character that specifically 

connect us to how He interacts and intercedes in our life.  

If our Ladder-Bridge is to be strong, the rungs and planks must be strong. A 

rung or plank is strong if our faith and trust in that aspect of God’s character is 

strong. If our faith and trust are weak, then that rung or plank will be weak.  

We need to learn what these rungs and planks are. Then we need to 

assess which rungs and planks are the strongest, and which are the weakest 

in our life. Strengthening our “Ladder-Bridge of Faith” will require us, through 

saturation, to strengthen our weakest rung or plank first. 

Look through your “Ladder-Bridge of Faith” booklet and read the 

descriptions of the aspects of God’s character that constitute our rungs and 

planks. There is a “Faith Assessment” on the last page of the booklet that will 

show you where to begin your saturation work. 

God’s Timing & Trajectory: Ecclesiastes 3:11 

God’s Guidance: Isaiah 42:16 

God’s Deliverance: Isaiah 12:2 

God’s Protection: 2 Samuel 22:31-32 

God’s Providence: 1 Chronicles 29:11-13 

God’s Presence: Psalm 46:7, 11 

God’s Mercy: Psalm 103:3-5  

God’s Grace: Ephesians 2:4-9 

God’s Love: Romans 5:6, 8, 10 

God’s Omnipotence: Revelation 19:6 

God’s Omniscience: Psalm 139:1-16 

God’s Goodness: Psalm 106:1 

Each of the twelve treads has seven passages of Scripture that specifically 

relate to that particular attribute of God. The goal is to begin with the 

weakest tread first and use the verses corresponding to that tread to saturate 
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on every day for several weeks until that tread becomes a great deal 

stronger than it was. 

• Select one of the seven verses for that weak tread and saturate on that 

verse every day for 1 week; then switch to a second of the seven and 

saturate on that verse for a week. Repeat this process until you have 

saturated on at least five of the seven verses for that tread; OR  

•  Use a different verse each day for a week, making sure to use all seven 

verses for the week, and repeating this process for five to seven weeks; 

At the end of the 5-7 weeks, retake the “Faith Assessment” and evaluate the 

strength of your faith and confidence in each of the twelve “treads.” 

Whichever one is the weakest, do as you did before and saturate with the 

Scriptures in this booklet (or others you find that fit) that relate specifically to 

the attribute and characteristic of God that you are doubting or struggling to 

see in your life. 

This is how we take the weak parts of our Ladder-Bridge of Faith and make 

them strong. Once you have constructed a strong “Ladder-Bridge of Faith,” 

you will find that, your faith in God is now stronger and your life is now more 

settled, and your besetting sin patterns has weakened. You may even find 

that your life is now more stable than a person who has never been in the kind 

of bondage you were once in. 

Keep in mind that we start with the bottom “rung” of the Ladder, because 

it is also the first plank in the Bridge we will need to step out on to avoid the 

Pits of Gloom. 

1. GOD’S GOODNESS 

God is not only the Greatest of all beings, but the Good-est. When you think 

of someone who is a “good person,” what do you think is true about them? 

They are kind; they are considerate of others; they are humble; they are joyful; 

they are never mean or unkind; they think of others first; they are never shady 

or dishonest in any way; they are dependable and trustworthy; that they 

have integrity; that they do all they can to stay away from evil.  

Someone who is “good” is decent, ethical, upright, blameless, safe, 
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benevolent, reliable, well-mannered, righteous, pleasant, able, competent, 

just, and helpful. Would you say that is a pretty good summary of “good?” 

That’s a suitable place to start thinking about God’s Goodness; but His 

goodness goes beyond that. 

Apart from Him, nothing would be good; nothing could be good. The 

quality of His character and love is totally, completely, and fully good! 

Praise the Lord! Give thanks to the Lord, for He is good, and for forever His loyal love 

endures!  Psalm 106:1 

But as for me, the nearness of God is my good; I have made the Lord God my 

refuge, That I may tell of all Your works. Psalm 73:28 

Give thanks to the Lord, for he is good and His loyal love is everlasting!  

1 Chronicles 16:34 

The Lord is good – indeed, He is a fortress in time of distress, and He protects those 

who seek refuge in Him. Nahum 1:7 

Taste and see that the Lord is good! How blessed is the one who takes shelter in Him!  

Psalm 34:8 

You are good and You do good. Teach me Your statutes!  Psalm 119:68 

The Lord is good to all, and has compassion on all He has made.  Psalm 145:9 

2. GOD’S OMNISCIENCE 

Being “omniscient” means that He has always known everything and only 

what is true - including all true potentialities. By this it is meant that, even if 

something did not actually take place, He has always known the truth of 

whether or not it could take place and what the result would have been had 

it happened. 

The reason this matters is that, instead of us having to be anxious about 

potentialities (those pesky not-now’s and non-realities), we can fully surrender 

them to God because He knows (and has always known) whether or not they 

can or will take place, and He is fully prepared for whichever of those is true.  

We can also always trust and depend on the fact that there is nothing in 
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our heart, mind, or life—or in the heart, mind, and life of anyone else - that He 

is not and has not always known and been prepared for.  

Your knowledge is beyond my comprehension; it is so far beyond me, I am unable to 

fathom it. Psalm 139:6 

Our Lord is great and has awesome power; there is no limit to His wisdom.  

Psalm 147:5 

For the ways of a man are before the eyes of the Lord, and He watches all his paths. 

Proverbs 5:21 

The Lord watches from heaven; He always sees all people.  From where He lives He 

looks carefully at all the earth’s inhabitants. He is the one who forms every human 

heart, and takes note of all their actions. Psalm 33:13-15 

Oh, the depth of the riches and wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable 

are His judgments and how fathomless His ways! Romans 11:33 

Do you not know? Have you not heard? The Everlasting God, the Lord, the 

Creator of the ends of the earth does not become weary or tired. His understanding 

is immeasurable. Isaiah 40:28 

And no creature is hidden from God, but everything is naked and exposed to 

the eyes of Him to whom we must render an account. Hebrews 4:13 

3. GOD’S OMNIPOTENCE 

God is able in every respect for every action that is possible for Him. He has 

unlimited ability to be, and to do, all that He has said He is and will do. He is 

all-powerful; almighty. There is nothing God cannot do that is in keeping with 

His own nature and character.  

For example, God cannot lie. He is Himself the Truth, so lying is not in His 

character or ability. If God could do anything contrary to His nature or 

character, He would cease to be God at that point, and He can never not 

be God!  

This matters because it means that we can count on there being nothing 

that is impossible for God: nothing He has said He will do that He cannot and 

will not do; there is no promise He cannot and will not keep; and there is no 
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one and nothing stronger or mightier than He.  

It also means that we can count on Him to provide us with everything we 

need to live as He has asked us to live and do all He has given us to do.

Then I heard what sounded like the voice of a vast throng, like the roar of many 

waters and like loud crashes of thunder. They were shouting: “Hallelujah! For the Lord 

our God, the All-Powerful, reigns!” Revelation 19:6 

I know that you can do all things; no purpose of yours can be thwarted. Job 42:2 

I am able to do all things through the one who strengthens me. Philippians 4:13 

Jesus looked at them and replied, “This is impossible for mere humans, but for God all 

things are possible.” Matthew 19:26 

Now to Him who by the power that is working within us is able to do far beyond all 

that we ask or think, to Him be the glory in the church and in Christ Jesus to all 

generations, forever and ever. Amen. Ephesians 3:20 

This power He exercised in Christ when He raised Him from the dead and seated Him 

at His right hand in the heavenly realms far above every rule and authority and 

power and dominion and every name that is named, not only in this age but also in 

the one to come. Ephesians 1:20-22 

And I will do whatever you ask in my name, so that the Father may be glorified in the 

Son.  If you ask Me anything in My name, I will do it. John 14:13-14 

4. GOD’S LOVE 

Love—Biblically—as it flows from God’s nature and character, is “a passionate 

desire for God’s best for someone else, even at great cost to oneself.” The 

greatest example of this is spelled out in Philippians 2:5-8.  

Here we see that Jesus, who is God just as much as God the Father is, 

loved us so much that He willingly laid aside everything He was entitled to as 

God in order to take on human form, become obedient to the Father’s will to 

the point that He bore God’s wrath for human sin on the cross so that 

humankind would not have to. 

God desires His best will for us and for everyone else. But He never forces 

us to accept His best - He always leaves that up to us to decide. And that too, 
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is love. God is not some cosmic stalker, chasing us around, forcing us to “love” 

Him, because that isn’t love at all, is it? In His Goodness, He cannot and will 

not do that. 

Yet, God’s love never ends and is far greater than any human love we 

can imagine. He extended His love to us when we were not only ignorant of 

Him and His love, but when we were in open rebellion against Him. For Him to 

seek and to save those who were His enemies truly is love! Now it is up to us to 

love others.

But God demonstrates His own love for us in that, while we were still sinners, Christ 

died for us. Romans 5:8 

For if while we were enemies we were reconciled to God through the death of His 

Son, how much more, since we have been reconciled, will we be saved by His life?  

Romans 5:10 

For this is the way God loved the world: He gave His one and only Son, so that 

everyone who believes in Him will not perish but have eternal life. John 3:16 

By this the love of God is revealed in us: that God has sent His one and only Son into 

the world so that we may live through Him. 1 John 4:9 

In this is love: not that we have loved God, but that He loved us and sent His Son to 

be the atoning sacrifice for our sins. 1 John 4:10 

Give thanks to the God of heaven, for His loyal love endures! Psalm 136:26 

See what sort of love the Father has given to us: that we should be called God’s 

children – and indeed we are! 1 John 3:1a. 

5. GOD’S GRACE 

Grace is the undeserved kindness, support, and help God extends to all - 

especially His Children. Apart from God’s grace, no one would stand a 

chance. But as it applies to those who are His by surrender to Christ, His Grace 

is an active and powerful force in our lives. Whenever we do not receive the 

punishment that we deserve for our willfulness and sin, THAT is “grace.” 

There is an old acronym that can be helpful to keep in mind: God’s Riches 

At Christ’s Expense. It is because of His grace that He asked Jesus to die in our 
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place; it is because of His grace that Christ said, “Yes;” it is because of His 

grace that we have any hope at all, let alone a great hope.  

Now the Word became flesh and took up residence among us. We saw His glory – 

the glory of the one and only, full of grace and truth, who came from the Father. 

John 1:14 

For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God. But they are justified freely by his 

grace through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus. Romans 3:23-24 

For we have all received from His fullness one gracious gift after another. For the law 

was given through Moses, but grace and truth came about through Jesus Christ.  

John 1:16-17 

Therefore, since we have been declared righteous by faith, we have peace with 

God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we have also obtained access by 

faith into this grace in which we stand, and we rejoice in the hope of God’s glory.  

Romans 5:1-2 

And, after you have suffered for a little while, the God of all grace who called you to 

His eternal glory in Christ will Himself restore, confirm, strengthen, and establish you.  

1 Peter 5:10 

But He said to me, “My grace is enough for you, for My power is made perfect in 

weakness.” So then, I will boast most gladly about my weaknesses, so that the power 

of Christ may reside in me. 

2 Corinthians 12:9 

For by grace you are saved through faith, and this is not from yourselves, it is the gift 

of God. Ephesians 2:8 

6. GOD’S MERCY 

Mercy means that God, in His Grace, instead of giving us what we do deserve 

- an immediate outpouring of His wrath on each and every sinner for each 

and every sin - in His Mercy, is patient and long-suffering, not wanting anyone 

to perish, but wanting instead for all to come to repentance (2 Peter 3:9).  

Again, He will not force us, but He delays His punishment for our sins, giving 

us every possible opportunity to willingly turn from our sin and back to Him. If 
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we do, Christ has taken our punishment in our place, and we will never have 

to bear it. 

It is in God’s Mercy that His forgiveness is found. While we are undeserving 

of any good thing, He created us worthy of His Love, His Grace, and His Mercy 

(Lesson One). It is through His Son Jesus that these have been bought for and 

made available to us (Lesson Two). This is where forgiveness and restoration to 

His Original Intent are to be found.  

But You, O Lord , are a God merciful and gracious, Slow to anger and abundant in 

lovingkindness and truth. Psalm 86:15 

He is the one who forgives all your sins, who heals all your diseases, who delivers your 

life from the Pit, who crowns you with His loyal love and compassion, who satisfies 

your life with good things, so your youth is renewed like an eagle’s. Psalm 103:3-5 

And the Lord said, “I will make all my goodness pass before your face, and I will 

proclaim the Lord by name before you; I will be gracious to whom I will be gracious, I 

will show mercy to whom I will show mercy.” Exodus 33:19 

However, due to your abundant mercy You did not do away with them altogether; 

You did not abandon them. For You are a merciful and compassionate God. 

Nehemiah 9:31 

The Lord has heard my appeal for mercy; the Lord has accepted my prayer.  

Psalm 6:9  

In all their affliction He was afflicted, and the angel of His presence saved them; in His 

love and in His mercy He redeemed them, and He lifted them and carried them all 

the days of old. Isaiah 63:9 

If people want to boast, they should boast about this: They should boast that they 

understand and know me. They should boast that they know and understand that I, 

the Lord, act out of faithfulness, fairness, and justice in the earth and that I desire 

people to do these things,” says the Lord. Jeremiah 9:24 

7. GOD’S PRESENCE 

There is so much that happens in life that we don’t understand, don’t want to 

have to face, that we think is unfair, or that seems too difficult and 
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overwhelming.  

First, we need to understand a principle known as God’s Omnipresence. 

“Omnipresence” literally means “everywhere present.” The literal meaning, 

however, does not really capture what the doctrine of God’s Omnipresence 

entails. A better way to explain it is, “everywhere is in God’s presence.” This is 

because God is not in someone’s cupboard, or inside someone ear, or in the 

back of a pickup truck.  

If God is present, we ask, why does He let so many horrible things 

happen? This is, of course, the wrong question to be asking.  

A better question to ask (building on the first six treads from the last lesson) 

would be, “Since God is Good, All-Knowing, All-Powerful, Faithfully Loving, 

Gracious, and Merciful, what does that tell me about where He is as I face this 

situation that has me in this Pit of Gloom?”  

Where can I go to escape Your Spirit? Where can I flee to escape Your presence? 

Psalm 139:7 

Even when I must walk through the darkest valley, I fear no danger, for You are with 

me; Your rod and Your staff reassure me. Psalm 23:4 

The Lord who commands armies is on our side! The God of Jacob is our protector! 

Psalm 46:7 

The Lord is near all who cry out to Him, all who cry out to Him in truth. Psalm 145:18 

For He has said, “I will never leave you and I will never abandon you.” So we can say 

with confidence, “The Lord is my helper, and I will not be afraid. What can man do to 

me?” Hebrews 13:5b-6 

The Lord is indeed going before you – He will be with you; He will not fail you or 

abandon you. Do not be afraid or discouraged! Deuteronomy 31:8 

For I am convinced that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor heavenly rulers, nor 

things that are present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor height, nor depth, nor 

anything else in creation will be able to separate us from the love of God in Christ 

Jesus our Lord. Romans 8:38 
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8. GOD’S PROVIDENCE 

This word, derived from the word “provision” (which means “to see ahead”), 

refers to God’s sovereign oversight of not only each one of our lives, but over 

all of time and creation as well. Think of settlers getting ready to head West in 

the wagon trains of long ago. They had to “see ahead,” and make plans and 

“provision” for what they would need throughout the journey. 

As this applies to the nature and character of God, since He has always 

known everything that is or could possibly be true (Psalm 33:13-15); He has 

always known everything you or I could ever need, every situation any and all 

of us would ever face, each and every choice every one of us would make, 

and He has always known what His best plan is for “providing” for those needs 

and what His best remedies for every situation will be (Psalm 139:4, 16); and 

even seemingly chance events are known by and involve God (Proverbs 

16:33). 

God’s Providence also refers to His guiding hand being always involved in 

the affairs of His creation, even those things that are evil (Jeremiah 18:1-6).  

This is not to say that God creates or causes evil; it simply means that in 

spite of evil, God’s best will is going to be accomplished and He is always 

going to supply for our every true need, no matter what.  

You are the source of wealth and honor; You rule over all. You possess strength and 

might to magnify and give strength to all. 1 Chronicles 29:12 

For the Lord promotes justice, and never abandons His faithful followers. They are 

permanently secure, but the children of evil men are wiped out. Psalm 37:28 

He provides rain for the earth; he sends water on the countryside. Job 1:5 

Now to Him who by the power that is working within us is able to do far beyond all 

that we ask or think, to Him be the glory in the church and in Christ Jesus to all 

generations, forever and ever. Amen. Ephesians 3:20-21  

“While the earth continues to exist, planting time and harvest, cold and heat, 

summer and winter, and day and night will not cease.” Genesis 8:22 
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Everything looks to You in anticipation, and You provide them with food on a regular 

basis.  You open Your hand, and fill every living thing with the food they desire.  

Psalm 145:15-16 

So do not be overly concerned about what you will eat and what you will drink, and 

do not worry about such things. For all the nations of the world pursue these things, 

and your Father knows that you need them. Instead, pursue His kingdom, and these 

things will be given to you as well. Luke 12:29-31 

9. GOD’S PROTECTION 

This is so closely related to the previous two treads that they are best 

understood together. Psalm 91 is perhaps one of the clearest expressions in all 

of Scripture by someone who knows and understands God’s Protection in 

some of the direst of circumstances. 

God’ Protection is not always a protection from; it is often a protection 

through. God will always protect us through each and every circumstance, 

no matter how grim, no matter how difficult. NOTHING can befall you that will 

be too much for you—even if it seems too much at the time. God knows what 

you are made of, and He knows what it will take for Him to finish making you 

into Christ’s image (Romans 8:28-29). 

He will shelter you with his wings; you will find safety under His wings. His faithfulness is 

like a shield or a protective wall. Psalm 91:4 

“I have told you these things so that in me you may have peace. In the world you 

have trouble and suffering, but take courage – I have conquered the world.”  

John 16:33 

The Lord will deliver me from every evil deed and will bring me safely into His 

heavenly kingdom. To Him be glory for ever and ever! Amen. 2 Timothy 4:18 

But the Lord is faithful, and He will strengthen you and protect you from the evil one. 

2 Thessalonians 3:3 

He who dwells in the shelter of the Most High will abide in the shadow of the 

Almighty. Psalm 91:1   
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No trial has overtaken you that is not faced by others. And God is faithful: He will not 

let you be tried beyond what you are able to bear, but with the trial will also provide 

a way of escape so that you may be able to endure it. 1 Corinthians 10:13 

Indeed, who is God besides the Lord? Who is a protector besides our God? The one 

true God is my mighty refuge; He removes the obstacles in my way.  

2 Samuel 22:32-33 

10. GOD’S DELIVERANCE 

Deliverance in the Bible is the acts of God whereby He rescues His people 

from peril. In the Old Testament, deliverance is focused primarily on God’s 

removal of those who are in the midst of trouble or danger. He rescues His 

people from their enemies, and from the hand of the wicked. He preserves 

them from famine, death, and the grave. The most striking example of 

deliverance is the exodus from Egypt. Here God is defined as the Deliverer of 

Israel who rescues His people, not because they deserve to be rescued, but 

as an expression of His mercy and love. 

The descriptions of deliverance in the Old Testament serve as symbolic 

representations of the spiritual deliverance from sin which is available only 

through Christ. He offers deliverance from mankind’s greatest peril—sin, evil, 

death and judgment. By God’s power, believers are delivered from this 

present evil age and from the power of Satan’s reign. All aspects of 

deliverance are available only through the person and work of Jesus Christ.  

The Lord is my high ridge, my stronghold, my deliverer. My God is my rocky summit 

where I take shelter, my shield, the horn that saves me, my stronghold, my refuge, my 

savior. You save me from violence! 2 Samuel 22:2-3 

Look, God is my deliverer! I will trust in Him and not fear. For the Lord gives me 

strength and protects me; He has become my deliverer. Isaiah 12:2 

The Lord knows how to rescue the godly from their trials, and to reserve the 

unrighteous for punishment at the Day of Judgment. 2 Peter 2:9 

The godly cry out and the Lord hears; He saves them from all their troubles. The Lord is 

near the brokenhearted; He delivers those who are discouraged. Psalm 34:17-18 
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The Lord will deliver me from every evil deed and will bring me safely into His 

heavenly kingdom. To Him be glory for ever and ever! Amen. 2 Timothy 4:18 

And to wait for His Son from heaven, whom He raised from the dead, even Jesus who 

delivers us from the wrath to come. 1 Thessalonians 1: 10 

But I trust in your faithfulness. May I rejoice because of Your deliverance! Psalm 13:5 

11. GOD’S GUIDANCE 

God knows what His best will is for each of us and He has provided us with 

everything we need to know how to live in harmony with His will. His Word is 

filled with all manner of descriptions about how He thinks about every aspect 

of the human condition and experience.  

His divine power has bestowed on us everything necessary for life and godliness 

through the rich knowledge of the one who called us by His own glory and 

excellence. 2 Peter 1:3 

Do not be conformed to this present world, but be transformed by the renewing of 

your mind, so that you may test and approve what is the will of God – what is good 

and well-pleasing and perfect. Romans 12:2 

I will instruct and teach you about how you should live.  Psalm 32:8a 

Your Word is a lamp to walk by, and a light to illumine my path. Psalm 119:105 

Make me understand Your ways, O Lord! Teach me your paths! Guide me into Your 

truth and teach me. For You are the God who delivers me; on You I rely all day long. 

Psalm 25:4-5 

But if anyone is deficient in wisdom, he should ask God, who gives to all generously 

and without reprimand, and it will be given to him. James 1:5 

Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and do not rely on your own understanding. 

Acknowledge Him in all your ways, and He will make your paths straight.  

Proverbs 3:5-6 

12. GOD’S TIMING & TRAJECTORY 

These two go together; they are “two sides to the same coin,” as it were. One 

of the best examples can be found in the first half of Jonah 2: “The Lord had 
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arranged for a huge fish to swallow Jonah…” We see it once again in Jonah 

4:6-8, where God “arranged for” a little plant to grow up and shade Jonah, 

then sent a worm to attack the plant so that it dried up, then ensured that 

Jonah experienced a hot east wind and scorching sun. 

God has so ordered the universe and made provision for every choice 

every human being will ever make, that His best will is ultimately going to be 

accomplished, and His Timing & Trajectory that cause it all to flow together 

are flawless.  

This is the same God who created you, who loves you, who sent His Son to 

take your eternal punishment in your place—and who created you for the 

purpose of loving you and one day inviting you to share in His glory. 

You will keep in perfect peace and safety those who maintain their faith, because 

they trust in You. Isaiah 26:3 

Wait for the Lord; be strong, and let your heart take courage; wait for the Lord!  

Psalm 27:14 

The Lord is not slow concerning his promise, as some regard slowness, but is being 

patient toward you, because he does not wish for any to perish but for all to come to 

repentance. 2 Peter 3:9 

For the message is a witness to what is decreed; it gives reliable testimony about how 

matters will turn out. Even if the message is not fulfilled right away, wait patiently; for it 

will certainly come to pass – it will not arrive late. Habakkuk 2:3 

But those who wait for the Lord’s help find renewed strength; they rise up as if they 

had eagles’ wings, they run without growing weary, they walk without getting tired. 

Isaiah 40:31 

Remember what I accomplished in antiquity! Truly I am God, I have no peer; I am 

God, and there is none like Me, who announces the end from the beginning and 

reveals beforehand what has not yet occurred, who says, “My plan will be realized, I 

will accomplish what I desire.” Isaiah 46:9-10 

But when the appropriate time had come, God sent out His Son, born of a woman, 

born under the law, to redeem those who were under the law, so that we may be 

adopted as sons with full rights. Galatians 4:4-5 
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 ATTRIBUTE |  DATE →       

GOD’S GOODNESS       

GOD’S OMNISCIENCE       

GOD’S OMNIPOTENCE       

GOD’S LOVE       

GOD’S GRACE       

GOD’S MERCY       

GOD’S PRESENCE       

GOD’S PROVIDENCE       

GOD’S PROTECTION       

GOD’S DELIVERANCE       

GOD’S GUIDANCE       

GOD’S TIMING & 

TRAJECTORY 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT: Score using 0 thru 5, then saturate (100x a day) with 

appropriate verses (lowest score) for that tread from the booklet (or other 

helpful verses you may find). Reassess every 6 to 8 weeks. 
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“Unbound” Weekly Self-Evaluation  Page 1 

Name ________________________________  Week # _________  Cycle # ________ 

 

Give yourself a score of 0 through 10 (0 being at the absolute bottom, 10 being “almost 

flawless”) relating to how well you are doing for this week in the categories listed: 
 

My attitude this for this week has been a 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

I chose this score because 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

My dealing with those in authority this week has been a 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

I chose this score because 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

My prayer time this week has been a 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

I chose this score because 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

My personal time in the Word this week has been a 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

I chose this score because 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

  



Page 2  “Unbound” Weekly Self-Evaluation 

How well I have done taking care of my responsibilities this week 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

I chose this score because 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________  

How well I have done making and keeping commitments this week 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

I chose this score because 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

How well I have done keeping away from wrong behavior 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

I chose this score because 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Below I have listed any reason(s) I might know of that would have made a difference 

or made some kind of impact this week towards any of my scores: 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Scale of my emotions for the week 
 

Anger 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

Explain______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Shame 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

Explain______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Fear 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

Explain______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Resentment 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

Explain______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Worry 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

Explain______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Pride 

0    1       2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

Explain______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Was I in my “Safe-Zone” this week? _____________ 
 

If “Yes”, what did I do to avoid going too high or too low? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

If “No,” what unsafe zone was I in and what emotions put me there? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

What can I do differently next week to get and keep my emotions under control? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

What Scriptures would be good for me to saturate with when these emotions arise? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

What help were last week’s Scriptures to me this week? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Surviving, enduring, getting by: we all know how to do that—we’ve managed to at 

least figure that out, right? (Even if only just barely sometimes, yes?) What would 

it be like to actually thrive in life? To feel alive, joyful, even happy sometimes?  

Some of us can’t even imagine it; others of us can remember a time long 

ago when it was like that—for a minute, anyway. But so many bad things have 

happened, so many mistakes have been made, so many bad choices have been 

opted for, that our hearts and minds are saturated with the black, gooey, smelly 

sludge of guilt, shame, and a bevy of other toxic emotions.  

Jesus, the Great Shepherd, declares in John 10:10, “The thief comes only 

to steal and kill and destroy; I have come so that they may have life, and may 

have it abundantly.” Who is the “they” He speaks of? “They” is “we,” His sheep.  

 All those who have surrendered their hearts and lives to God through Christ 

are sheep belonging to the Great Shepherd, Jesus Christ. He loves, cares for, 

provides for, protects, and defends those who are His. He provides strength and 

encouragement for us, as well as wisdom and insight for us to follow Him. 

And what does He mean by “have it abundantly?” Abundant life means life 

that is far more than we would ever expect or anticipate. It isn’t a life filled with all 

of the earthly pleasures we can imagine, but a life filled with a sense of God’s 

comforting and guiding presence no matter where we are or what we face. 

God truly has prepared an abundant and fruitful life for us here—now. This 

abundant life is ours as we walk daily with Him. Very often, however, because of 

difficult and troubling circumstances in life or ongoing consequences of choices 

we’ve made in the past, we feel that the benefits of being the redeemed of God 

will have to wait until we get to Heaven. The ultimate experience of that will be 

ours once Christ returns. But there is abundant life for us to live now, even before 

that happens. 

In order thrive in this abundant life Jesus provides us with—the life that is 

filled with far more than we would ever expect or anticipate—we need to learn to 

believe in (totally trust in, depend on, rely upon) Him and His truth-claims instead 

of the lies that seem always ready to take back over our minds and our hearts.   

We do this by getting His Word into us by getting into His Word (John 8:31-

32). To know God’s best for our life, we must learn to replace our defective 
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thinking with His thinking and search His Word to find the antidotes to the lies we 

believe. We then need to live out those truths more fruitfully and faithfully as the 

days unfold. It is then that we can effectively deal with our corrupted motives and 

destructive desires. 

In order to experience the freedom that Christ promised when He said, “So 

if the Son makes you free, you will be really free (John 8:36),” and to keep from 

returning to our former way of life, there are battles we will have to fight and win. 

(“For freedom Christ has set us free. Stand firm, then, and do not be subject again 

to the yoke of slavery.” Galatians 5:1)  

That battle is for our hearts and souls, but it begins with our minds. In order 

to be transformed from what we were to what we were created to be, we must 

renew our minds (Romans 12:2). 

When we look honestly at our lives, we can see that we have lost many battles 

many times and that, on our own, we are powerless in this war. Romans 12:2 

reads, “Do not be conformed to this present world but be transformed by the 

renewing of your mind, so that you may test and approve what is the will of God 

– what is good and well -pleasing and perfect.” 

In order to renew our minds, we must saturate on the Scriptures; we must 

bring out the “Big Guns”, so to speak . The Bible is the “Sword of the Spirit” 

(Ephesians 6:17) and is the most powerful weapon available to us to fight the 

blatant lies and subtle deceptions of the Enemy. Jesus used only the Scriptures 

in His head-to-head with Satan in the wilderness (Matthew 4:4, 7, 10) . If He relied 

on the Word of God that way, we know that we can, too!  

Hebrews 4:12 assures us that, “For the word of God is living and active 

and sharper than any two-edged sword, and piercing as far as the division 

of soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and able to judge the thoughts 

and intentions of the heart.” 

2 Timothy 3:16-17 tells us that, “All Scripture is inspired by God [literally, 

“God-breathed”] and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for 
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training in righteousness; so that the man [human person] of God may be 

adequate, equipped for every good work.”  

Remember: there is a battle raging, and that battle is for our hearts and minds. 

The war is and always has been between God’s truth-claims and the truth-claims 

of our adversary, the Devil—and the unbelieving world that prefers his ways to 

God’s ways.  

2 Corinthians 10:3-5 provides a very practical key to fighting and winning 

these battles with these words: “For though we live as human beings, we 

do not wage war according to human standards, for the weapons of our 

warfare are not human weapons, but are made powerful by God for tearing 

down strongholds. We tear down arguments and every arrogant obstacle 

that is raised up against the knowledge of God, and we take every thought 

captive to make it obey Christ.”  

Since Jesus Christ IS “the way, the TRUTH, and the life (John 14:6), and 

because He came into the world for the express purpose of testifying TO the truth 

(His words, John 18:37), another powerful way to think of “ take every thought 

captive and make it obey Christ” is  to render that phrase this way: “Cause every 

thought to surrender to the Truth.” 

Our enemy, the Devil, is a liar and a thief. He is called the Destroyer and 

the Accuser of God’s people. He is the “thief” who comes only to “steal, and kill, 

and destroy” that Jesus referred to in John 10:10 (previous page).  Satan has made 

it his eternal mission to do everything in his power to destroy as many lives as 

possible before Jesus returns and brings the whole war to an end. Until that time, 

Satan (the Devil) will do all he can to gain control over your thought-life so he can 

gain control over your mind and the rest of your life—and your eternity, if he were 

able. 

It is up to us to choose whether we will cooperate with him or fight against 

him; whether we will allow h im to establish “strongholds ,” or tear down his 

strongholds with the weapons and power that God has given us.  

In order to be successful in gaining godly control of our l ives, we must learn 

to use this amazing weapon that God has provided called “The Bible.” This 

program will assist you in reclaiming your mind for Christ and help you thrive 

in the life He died to give you.  
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The areas of warfare and the categories of weaponry  we have that help us 

win the battles and cooperate with God’s plan to completely transform our 

lives are: 

• Our Minds = Scripture Saturation & Prayer 

• Our Emotions = “Unbound” 

• Our Body = Healthy-Living Choices 

We say many times in this program that “The number one antidote for lies 

is the truth—God’s truth.” On the following pages, there are several groupings 

listed as “weapons” for defeating the Enemy at his own game. If we will regularly 

and faithfully apply God’s specific antidotes to the Devil’s specific lies, we win and 

he loses! 

As you go through this “Supplemental Saturation Tool,” read the material 

that precedes each collection of Scriptures for saturation. Getting a proper 

mindset before engaging your Adversary is powerfully helpful for your success. 

When our thoughts and emotions are out of control, our lives are out of control as 

well. God does not force us to walk surrendered to Christ; He leaves the decision 

to do so up to us. If we resist the enemy by submitting to God and drawing near 

to Him, God will draw near to us and the enemy will flee (James 4:7-8a). 

The main reason that we often surrender to unhealthy attitudes and 

behaviors is because we have become habituated to taking the easy road. We 

very often prefer pursuing those things that please our senses than those things 

that feed our souls.  

We fight the battle for self-control by saturating on one or more of the 

following verses. They help us renew our minds and so it becomes easier to 

choose to surrender to God than to our flesh. 

Therefore I exhort you, brothers and sisters by the mercies of God, to 

present your bodies as a sacrifice – alive, holy, and pleasing to God – 

which is your reasonable service.  Romans 12:1 
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Do not be conformed to this present world but be transformed by the 

renewing of your mind, so that you may test and approve what is the will 

of God – what is good and well -pleasing and perfect. Romans 12:2 

Encourage younger men likewise to be self -controlled, showing yourself 

to be an example of good works in every way.  Titus 2:6-7a 

Be sober-minded and alert. Your enemy the devil, like a roaring lion, is on 

the prowl looking for someone to devour. Resist him, strong in your faith, 

because you know that your brothers and sisters throughout the world are 

enduring the same kinds of suffering. 1 Peter 5:8-9 

But He answered, “It is written, ‘Man does not live by bread alone, but by 

every word that comes from the mouth of God.’” Matthew 4:4  

For the word of God is living and active and sharper than any double -

edged sword, piercing even to the point of dividing soul from spirit, and 

joints from marrow; it is able to judge the desires and thoughts of the heart. 

Hebrews 4:12 

For the weapons of our warfare are not human weapons, but are made 

powerful by God for tearing down strongholds. We tear down arguments 

and every arrogant obstacle that is raised up against the knowledge of 

God, and we take every thought captive to make it obey Christ.  2 

Corinthians 10:4-5 

But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 

faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control. Against such things there is no 

law. Galatians 5:22-23  

For the grace of God has appeared, bringing salvation to all people. It 

trains us to reject godless ways and worldly desires and to live self -

controlled, upright, and godly lives in the present age.  Titus 2:11-12  

Do you not know that all the runners in a stadium compete, but only one 

receives the prize? So run to win. Each competitor must exercise self -
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control in everything. They do it to receive a perishable crown, but we an 

imperishable one. 1 Corinthians 9:24-25  

"For the eyes of the LORD move to and fro throughout the earth that He 

may strongly support those whose heart is completely His.”  2 Chronicles 

16:9a  

Blessed is the one who endures testing, because when he has proven to 

be genuine, he will receive the crown of life that God promised to those 

who love him. James 1:12  

For the culmination of all things is near. So be self -controlled and sober-

minded for the sake of prayer. Above all keep your love for one another 

fervent, because love covers a multitude of sins.  1 Peter 4:7-8 

For God did not give us a Spirit of fear but of power and love and self -

control. 2 Timothy 1:7 

Love is patient, love is kind, it is not envious. Love does not brag, it is not 

puffed up. It is not rude, it is not self -serving, it is not easily angered or 

resentful. 1 Corinthians 13:4-5 

Most of us have heard the saying, “I can resist anything but temptation.” The truth 

of the matter is, if we are to have control in our lives, if there is to be hope for 

permanent change, we must not only resist temptation but also conquer it. 

Prayer and saturating our minds with God’s Word are the only effective 

weapons we have at our disposal when we come under attack. That trigger can 

come from within or without, but sin is “an inside job,” so we have to be prepared 

to engage the battle on both fronts.  

James 1:13-15 tells us clearly where the temptation we have to fight comes from:  

Let no one say when he is tempted, "I am being tempted by God"; for God 

cannot be tempted by evil, and He Himself does not tempt anyone. But 
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each one is tempted when he is lured and enticed by his own desires. 

Then when desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and when sin is full 

grown, it brings forth death. 

Long-term victory over unbridled desires and unrighteous behaviors 

requires us to be in control of our thoughts and keep them in submission to Jesus 

Christ. When we allow out thoughts to wander down old, dark paths, we already 

know the outcomes will be bad. When we fill our minds with Scripture, we change 

what we believe, replace selfish desires for godly one, and how we act and treat 

others is admirable instead of detestable. 

To “renew the mind” doesn’t mean to freshen up what is already there; it 

means to replace the thoughts we have with new thoughts—God’s thoughts. Being 

transformed (think caterpillar-into-a-butterfly) is the outcome to our faithful 

investment in renewing our mind. 

We must understand that every circumstance in our life is designed to bring 

ultimate benefit and that Christ has great plans for each one of us—no matter 

what we might believe. Think of temptation this way: Every temptation is the 

opportunity for us to choose between God’s way and the Enemy’s way —that 

simple. 

Only by knowing what God says in His Word and by being in agreement 

with it do the things that enticed us and easily lured us into sin lose their power in 

our lives. We must have the mind of Christ in order to live the life He died to give 

us. 

I am not saying this because I am in need, for I have learned to be content 

in whatever circumstance I find myself. I know what it is to be in want , and 

I know what it is to have an abundance. In any and every circumstance, I 

have learned the secret, whether I am well -fed or hungry, have plenty or 

am in need. I can do all things through Him who strengthens me. 

Philippians 4:11-13 

Let no one say when he is tempted, “I am tempted by God,” for God cannot 

be tempted by evil, and he himself tempts no one. But each one is tempted 

when he is lured and enticed by his own desires.  James 1:13-14 
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But he gives greater grace. Therefore it says, “God opposes the proud, 

but he gives grace to the humble.” 7 So submit to God. But resist the devil 

and he will flee from you. 8 Draw near to God and he will draw near to you. 

James 4-6-8a 

“Stay awake and pray that you will not fall into temptation. The spirit is 

willing, but the flesh is weak.” Matthew 26:41 

No trial has overtaken you that is not faced by others. And God is faithful: 

He will not let you be tried beyond what you are able to bear, but with the 

trial will also provide a way out so that you may be able to endure  it. 1 

Corinthians 10:13  

For whatever is born of God overcomes the world; and this is the victory 

that has overcome the world--our faith. Who is the one who overcomes the 

world, but he who believes that Jesus is the Son of God?  1 John 5:4-5 

I can do all things through Him who strengthens me. Philippians 4:13  

Be sober and alert. Your enemy the devil, like a roaring lion, is on the 

prowl looking for someone to devour. 9 Resist him, strong in your faith, 

because you know that your brothers and sisters throughout the world are 

enduring the same kinds of suffering. 1 Peter 5:8-9  

Resist him, strong in your faith, because you know that your brothers and 

sisters throughout the world are enduring the same kinds of suffering. And, 

after you have suffered for a little while, the God of all grace who called 

you to his eternal glory in Christ will himself restore, confirm, strengthen, 

and establish you. 1 Peter 5:9-10 

My brothers and sisters, consider it nothing but joy when you fall into all 

sorts of trials, because you know that the testing of your faith produces 

endurance. And let endurance have its perfect effect, so that you will be 

perfect and complete, not deficient in anything. James 1:2-4 
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Blessed is the one who endures testing, because when he has proven to 

be genuine, he will receive the crown of life that God promised to those 

who love him. James 1:12  

He said, “What comes out of a person defiles him. For from within, out of 

the human heart, come evil ideas, sexual immorality, theft, murder, 

adultery, greed, evil, deceit, debauchery, envy, slander, pride, and folly.  

All these evils come from within and defile a person.” Mark 7:20-23 

He has told you, O man, what is good, and what the Lord really wants from 

you: He wants you to promote justice, to be faithful, and to live obediently 

before your God. Micah 6:8 

"But to this one I will look, to him who is humble and contrite of spirit, and 

who trembles at My word.” Isaiah 66:2b  

It is far easier to resist a behavior pattern before it starts than it is to break it once 

it is firmly established in our lives. The Bible teaches us that it is nearly impossible 

for us to change the way we act without Christ once a pattern of behavior has 

been established (“Can you ever change and do what's right? Can people change 

the color of their skin, or can a leopard remove its spots? If so, then maybe you 

can change and learn to do right.” Jeremiah 13:23, CEV). 

This is why, for our own protection, we must cling to the freedom we have 

in Christ. We must fill our minds with as much of the Bible as we can, guarding 

the areas of weakness in our hearts and minds so Satan cannot gain a foothold. 

Once he has a foothold, a stronghold usually follows.  

God relates these areas of weakness to “lack of knowledge”:  

“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.” Hosea 4:6a. 
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Therefore My people go into exile for their lack of knowledge; And their 

honorable men are famished, And their multitude is parched with thirst.  

Isaiah 5:13 

I shall delight in Your commandments, which I love. And I shall lift up my 

hands to Your commandments, Which I love; and I will meditate on Your 

statutes. Psalm 119:47-48 

"So if the Son makes you free, you will be free indeed.”  John 8:36 

True freedom lies in who we are in Christ, what He has done for us, and what He 

has called us to: 

So Jesus was saying to those Jews who had believed Him, "If you continue 

in My word, then you are truly disciples of Mine; and you will know the 

truth, and the truth will make you free."  John 8:31-32 

Brethren, I do not regard myself as having laid hold of it yet; but one thing 

I do: forgetting what lies behind and reaching forward to what lies ahead, 

I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ 

Jesus. Philippians 4:13-14  

So I gave my attention to the Lord God to seek Him by prayer and 

supplications, with fasting, sackcloth and ashes.  Daniel 9:3  

You will seek Me and find Me when you search for Me with all your heart.  

Jeremiah 29:13  

"By your endurance you will gain your lives.” Luke 21:19  

For you have need of endurance, so that when you have done the will of 

God, you may receive what was promised.  Hebrews 10:36  

May the Lord direct your hearts into the love of God and into the 

steadfastness of Christ. 2 Thessalonians 3:5   

Do you not know that those who run in a race all run, but only one receives 

the prize? Run in such a way that you may win.  1 Corinthians 9:24  
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Consider it all joy, my brethren, when you encounter various trials, 

knowing that the testing of your faith produces endurance. And let 

endurance have its perfect result, so that you may be perfect and 

complete, lacking in nothing. James 1:2-4 

Blessed is a man who perseveres under trial; for once he has been 

approved, he will receive the crown of life which the Lord has promised to 

those who love Him. James 1:12  

For you have not received a spirit of slavery leading to fear again, but you 

have received a spirit of adoption as sons by which we cry out, "Abba! 

Father!" The Spirit Himself testifies with our spirit that we are children of 

God, and if children, heirs also, heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ, 

if indeed we suffer with Him so that we may also be glorified with Him. 

Romans 8:15-17  

I pray that the eyes of your heart may be enlightened, so that you will know 

what is the hope of His calling, what are the riches of the glory of His 

inheritance in the saints, and what is the surpassing greatness of His 

power toward us who believe. Ephesians 1:18-19a  

Therefore we do not lose heart, but though our outer man is decaying, yet 

our inner man is being renewed day by day.  2 Corinthians 4:16 

There are times when may have the attitude, “I want what I want and I want it 

now!” That thinking is accompanied by a feeling that we have a right to expect our 

demands to be met. This is what is meant by a “sense of entitlement.”  

We believe we have the right to expect the best of everything. The slightest 

inconvenience, delay, or restriction makes us angry—even resentful. We will go 

out of our way to satisfy whatever need or desire we have because, after all, we 

are entitled to have our wants and needs met when we want , the way we want—

aren’t we? 
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“Everybody else has…”, “How come he got…?”, “But, what about me?” 

These protests and others like them indicate a sense of entitlement . Envy and 

jealousy underlie this emotional cancer.   

What is the difference between envy and jealousy? Envy is my burning 

desire to have what another has and I feel entitled to it; jealousy is my burning 

desire to have what another has because it rightfully belongs to me instead of to 

them. Again, I feel entitled to it. Envy and jealousy are based in selfish pride and 

have to be gotten rid of if we are to be at peace with God, with ourselves, and 

with others in our life. 

Our plans don’t work out, people don’t treat us the way we want them to, 

someone owes us something they aren’t giving us, someone else gets what we 

have worked hard for—the list goes on and on. This is all normal living. What 

matters is how we feel about it and what we do with those feelings. A lack of 

contentment and a lack of trust in the full nature and character of God  and His 

promises to provide for us are the root cause, and we have to know and believe 

the truth if we are to defeat our sense of entitlement.  

God in His sovereignty has led us to the place where we are right now. He 

has given us what we have or denied us what we do not have. A sense of 

entitlement is based in an attitude of self -sovereignty. What that means is that we 

feel that God does not know what He is doing and we think we could do a better 

job. This is prideful.  

But godliness actually is a means of great gain when accompanied by 

contentment. For we have brought nothing into the world, so we cannot 

take anything out of it either. If we have food and covering, with these we 

shall be content. 1 Timothy 6:6-8 

Whatever you do, do your work heartily, as for the Lord rather than for 

men, knowing that from the Lord you will receive the reward of the 

inheritance. It is the Lord Christ whom you serve. Colossians 3:23-24 

Every good thing given and every perfect gift is from above, coming down 

from the Father of lights, with whom there is no variation or shifting 

shadow. James 1:17 
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I know how to get along with humble means, and I also know how to live 

in prosperity; in any and every circumstance I have learned the secret of 

being filled and going hungry, both of having abundance and suffering 

need. Philippians 4:12 

It is better to be humble in spirit with the lowly than to divide the spoil with 

the proud. Proverbs 16:19 

A man's pride will bring him low, But a humble spirit wi ll obtain honor. 

Proverbs 29:23 

"But the greatest among you shall be your servant. Whoever exalts himself 

shall be humbled; and whoever humbles himself shall be exalted.  Matthew 

23:11-12 

But He gives a greater grace. Therefore it says, "GOD IS OPPOSED TO 

THE PROUD, BUT GIVES GRACE TO THE HUMBLE."  James 4:6 

There is only one Lawgiver and Judge, the One who is able to save and 

to destroy; but who are you who judge your neighbor?  James 4:12 

Therefore humble yourselves under the mighty hand of God, that He may 

exalt you at the proper time, casting all your anxiety on Him, because He 

cares for you. 1 Peter 5:6-7 

Now for this very reason also, applying all diligence, in your faith supply 

moral excellence, and in your moral excellence, knowledge, and in your 

knowledge, self-control, and in your self-control, perseverance, and in 

your perseverance, godliness, and in your godliness, brotherly kindness, 

and in your brotherly kindness, love. 2 Peter 1:5-7 

He has told you, O man, what is good; And what does the LORD require 

of you But to do justice, to love kindness, And to walk humbly with your 

God? Micah 6:8 

"But to this one I will look, to him who is humble and contrite of spirit, and 

who trembles at My word.” Isaiah 66:2b  
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But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 

faithfulness, gentleness, self-control; against such things there is no law.  

Galatians 5:22-23 

There are two kinds of shame we experience in this life. First, there is “righteous” 

shame. This is the shame we feel when we have done something morally bad or 

ethically wrong. This is the shame that causes us to blush; to be remorseful over 

the wrong we have done and the harm we have caused; and it brings us to the 

place of confession, repentance, and restoration. Righteous shame is the right 

shame for us to feel when we are guilty of wrong.  

The second kind of shame we experience is “toxic” shame. This is the 

shame that says “I am bad” instead of “I did badly” or “I am wrong” instead of “I 

did wrong.” Toxic shame results from us taking the guilt that is someone else’s to 

carry.  

We believe we are guilty, so we beg and plead for forgiveness, but it never 

comes -because we cannot be forgiven for something that we are not guilty of! 

We feel unforgiven and unforgivable because, technically, we are - God does not 

provide forgiveness for sins we are not guilty of.  

In addition, toxic shame hijacks every other emot ion, thought, and 

perception, attaching itself to those things like the HIV virus attaches itself to 

healthy cells and camouflages itself, wreaking havoc throughout the immune 

system and eventually destroying the one infected. Toxic shame operates that 

same way on a person’s emotions, thought processes, sense of worth, 

perceptions about God, others, and even themselves.  

God does not expect us to seek forgiveness for anything we are not guilty 

of. He also does not want us to carry shame that is rightfully someone else’s to 

carry. Learning to separate the two can be tricky sometimes, so keep this in mind:  

 Righteous shame is not condemning; toxic shame is. If you’re feeling condemned, 

that is not from God if you are a believer.  
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Don't be afraid, for you will not be put to shame! Don 't be intimidated, for 

you will not be humiliated! You will forget about the shame you 

experienced in your youth; you will no longer remember the disgrace of 

your abandonment. Isaiah 54:4 

Instead of shame, you will get a double portion; instead of humiliation, they 

will rejoice over the land they receive. Yes they will possess a double 

portion in their land and experience lasting joy.  Isaiah 61:7 

For the scripture says, “Everyone who believes in him will not be put to 

shame.” Romans 10:11 

Look, at that time I will deal with those who mistreated you.  I will rescue 

the lame sheep and gather together the scattered sheep. I will take away 

their humiliation and make the whole earth admire and respect them.  

Zephaniah 3:19 

The Lord watches over the innocent day by day and they possess a 

permanent inheritance. They will not be ashamed when hard times come; 

when famine comes they will have enough to eat. Psalm 37:181-8 

There is therefore now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus.  

Romans 8:1 

Do not let the afflicted be turned back in shame! Let the oppressed and 

poor praise your name! Psalm 74:21 

Look, all who were angry at you will be ashamed and humiliated; your 

adversaries will be reduced to nothing and perish. When you will look for 

your opponents, you will not find them; your enemies will be reduced to 

absolutely nothing. For I am the Lord your God, the one who takes hold of 

your right hand, who says to you, ‘Don’t be afraid, I am helping you.’ Isaiah 

41:11-13 
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Lust is a fast-burning, all-consuming emotional bondage that robs us of peace, 

stability, and intimacy. It fractures our relationship with God and it pushes us away 

from those we want to be closest to. Simply defined, lust is the intense desire to 

satisfy God-given needs in an ungodly manner and/or to an ungodly degree . God 

created us with the need to eat, to sleep, to be in relationship, to feel loved, to 

have intimate sexual union with another person, and the list goes on and on. It is 

natural for us to seek to satisfy these needs. Difficulties arise when we seek to 

satisfy these needs in ways not in keeping with God’s will.  

Sexual lust is perhaps the most damaging and difficult lust to break free of 

because it strikes at the core of who we are. From our earliest days, we learn to 

identify ourselves and others through gender labels: him, her, his, hers, that boy, 

that girl, etc. Our sexuality is a core identifier and it has been since God created 

Adam and Eve in the Garden: “He created them male and female, and He blessed 

them and named them Man in the day when they were created.”  Genesis 5:2  

When we seek to satisfy these needs in an ungodly manner and/or to an 

ungodly degree, we tell God, “You are not meeting my needs well enough—I can 

do a much better job, and I am entitled to do so.” This is sin. We all know the 

cycle: sin; broken intimacy with God; pain;  manage/medicate=sin; more broken 

intimacy with God; more pain; more manage/medicate=sin—and on and on it 

goes. 

To break this cycle in the area of lust and sexual sin, we have to repattern 

our thinking about this basic God-given desire. We do this by saturating with 

Scriptures and training ourselves to think God’s thoughts after Him as they apply 

to our sexual needs and control of our bodies. We have to change what we believe 

if we are going to change how we live.  

For WHO HAS KNOWN THE MIND OF THE LORD, THAT HE WILL 

INSTRUCT HIM? But we have the mind of Christ.  1 Corinthians 2:16 
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But each one is tempted when he is carried away and enticed by his own 

lust. Then when lust has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and when sin is 

accomplished, it brings forth death. James 1:14-15 

You lust and do not have; so you commit murder. You are envious and 

cannot obtain; so you fight and quarrel. You do not have because you do 

not ask. James 4:2  

For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh and the lust of the eyes and 

the boastful pride of life, is not from the Father, but is from the world.  1 

John 2:16  

"You have heard that it was said, 'YOU SHALL NOT COMMIT ADULTERY'; 

but I say to you that everyone who looks at a woman with lust for her has 

already committed adultery with her in his heart.  Matthew 5:27-28 

I promised myself never to stare with desire at a young woman.  Job 31:1 

(Contemporary English Version) 

Flee immorality. Every other sin that a man commits is outside the body, 

but the immoral man sins against his  own body. 1 Corinthians 6:18 

Do you not know that your bodies are members of Christ? Shall I then take 

away the members of Christ and make them members of a prostitute? May 

it never be! Or do you not know that the one who joins himself to a 

prostitute is one body with her? For He says, "THE TWO SHALL BECOME 

ONE FLESH." 1 Corinthians 6:15-16 

Now flee from youthful lusts and pursue righteousness, faith, love and 

peace, with those who call on the Lord from a pure heart.  2 Timothy 2:22 

Therefore I am well content with weaknesses, with insults, with distresses, 

with persecutions, with difficulties, for Christ's sake; for when I am weak, 

then I am strong. 2 Corinthians 12:10  
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Food is for the stomach and the stomach is for food, but God will do away 

with both of them. Yet the body is not for immorality, but for the Lord, and 

the Lord is for the body. 1 Corinthians 6:13  

Or do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of 

God? Do not be deceived; neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, 

nor effeminate, nor homosexuals, nor thieves, nor the covetous, nor 

drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers, will inherit the kingdom of God. 

Such were some of you; but you were washed, but you were sanctified, 

but you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and in the Spirit 

of our God. 1 Corinthians 6:9-11  

There are times when nothing affects our lives more negatively than a lack of 

confidence, and there is nothing that destroys our confidence faster than a poor 

self-image. The world speaks of self-esteem, but we do not. 

If we seek to esteem ourselves, we will always be in lack. But, if we seek 

our esteem in who we are in Christ, the resources available to us are limitless. 

Improvement of our self-image and our sense of worth starts when we begin to 

grasp how much God loves us. Our value is based on who we belong to. Belonging 

to God makes us priceless. 

The following verses will help restore our confidence in God and His great 

love for us. These will help us begin to have a true and healthy self -image based 

in that unwavering truth. 

By this the love of God was manifested in us, that God has sent His only 

begotten Son into the world so that we might live through Him.  1 John 4:9  

I will give thanks to You, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made; wonderful 

are Your works, And my soul knows it very well.  Psalm 139:14  

God created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; 

male and female He created them … God saw all that He had made, and 
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behold, it was very good. And there was evening and there was morning, 

the sixth day. Genesis 1:27, 31 

"Worthy are You, our Lord and our God, to receive glory and honor and 

power; for You created all things, and because of Your will they existed, 

and were created." Revelation 4:11 

And we know that God causes all things to work together for good to those 

who love God, to those who are called according to His purpose. For those 

whom He foreknew, He also predestined to become conformed to the 

image of His Son, so that He would be the firstborn among many brethren.  

Romans 8:28-29  

For I am confident of this very thing, that He who began a good work in 

you will perfect it until the day of Christ Jesus.  Philippians 1:6 

Therefore, having been justified by faith , we have peace with God through 

our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom also we have obtained our 

introduction by faith into this grace in which we stand; and we exult in hope 

of the glory of God. Romans 5:1-2 

For while we were still helpless, at the right time Christ died for the 

ungodly. Romans 5:6 

But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we were yet 

sinners, Christ died for us. Romans 5:8 

For if while we were enemies we were reconciled to God through the death 

of His Son, much more, having been reconciled, we shall be saved by His 

life. Romans 5:10 

Therefore there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus. 

Romans 8:1 

For I am convinced that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor 

principalities, nor things present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor 
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height, nor depth, nor any other created thing, will be able to separate us 

from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.  Romans 8:38-39  

"The LORD your God is in your midst, A victorious warrior. He will exult 

over you with joy, He will be quiet in His love, He will rejoice over you with 

shouts of joy.” Zephaniah 3:17 

He predestined us to adoption as sons through Jesus Christ to Himself, 

according to the kind intention of His will.  Ephesians 1:5 

Unforgiveness is the root of many of our emotional bondages. Unforgiveness not 

only keeps us ties us to past hurts that we are trying to be healed of, it keeps us 

under the emotional control of someone other than God. It has been wisely said, 

“Unforgiveness is like drinking poison and waiting for the other person to die.”  

Unforgiveness is like picking up head-sized, jagged boulders and strapping 

them to our backs. Every time we do not forgive someone, we pick up another 

boulder and strap it on top of the others that we are carrying. 

Jesus died to pay the price of all sin—ours and as well as the sins of those 

who have hurt or harmed us. Sin is His burden to carry, not ours. When we are 

unforgiving, we say, “Sorry, Jesus, but Your sacrifice was just not quite enough 

in this case. I can do a much better job of dealing with this than you can.”  

There are three types of forgiveness: Judicial Forgiveness, Internal 

Forgiveness, and Relational Forgiveness.  

• Judicial forgiveness is the kind that only God can provide through the cross 

of Jesus Christ. We are not responsible for this kind of forgiveness.  

• Internal forgiveness is the one that we are responsible for and that this 

section of this booklet addresses. We are responsible for this type of 

forgiveness. 

• Relational forgiveness requires the confession, repentance, and the 

“bearing fruit in keeping with repentance” from the offending party. Without 
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these elements, we are not required nor are we scripturally permitted to be 

relationally restored to the one who has wronged us.  

Aside from the burden unforgiveness places on us, it is a sin and it fractures our 

relationship with God and others. In the fifth clause of the Lord’s Prayer, we 

petition God, “And forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors.”  

Matthew 6:12 Jesus follows this model prayer with this admonition: 

“For if you forgive others for their transgressions, your heavenly Father 

will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive others, then your Father will 

not forgive your transgressions.” Matthew 6:14-15 

Be kind to one another, tender-hearted, forgiving each other, just as God 

in Christ also has forgiven you.  Ephesians 4:32 

So, as those who have been chosen of God, holy and beloved, put on a 

heart of compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience; bearing 

with one another, and forgiving each other, whoever has a complaint 

against anyone; just as the Lord forgave you, so also should you.  

Colossians 3:12-13 

Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility of mind 

regard one another as more important than yourselves; do not merely look 

out for your own personal interests, but also for the interests of others. 

Philippians 2:3-4 

Walk in a manner worthy of the calling with which you have been called, 

with all humility and gentleness, with patience, showing tolerance for one 

another in love, being diligent to preserve the unity of the Spirit in the bond 

of peace. Ephesians 4:1b-3 

There is only one Lawgiver and Judge, the One who is able to save and 

to destroy; but who are you who judge your neighbor?  James 4:12 

Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse.  Romans 12:14 
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Never pay back evil for evil to anyone. Respect what is right in the sight 

of all men. If possible, so far as it depends on you, be at peace with all 

men. Romans 12:17-18 

Never take your own revenge, beloved, but leave room for the wrath of 

God, for it is written, "VENGEANCE IS MINE, I WILL REPAY," says the 

Lord. Romans 12:19 

Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good.  Romans 12:21 

To sum up, all of you be harmonious, sympathetic, brotherly, kindhearted, 

and humble in spirit; not returning evil for evil or insult for insult, but giving 

a blessing instead; for you were called for the very purpose that you might 

inherit a blessing. 1 Peter 3:8-9 

Anger is the most self -defeating and self-limiting of all the emotions because it is 

what is known as a “secondary emotion” or an “umbrella” emotion (it “covers up” 

other emotions). Anger is rooted in the primary emotions of fear, and/or pain, is 

fed by pride and selfishness, and is a reaction to them.  

Anger is either righteous or unrighteous. How can we tell the difference? 

Righteous anger has no personal component to it : righteous anger is about what 

happened, not about who did it. Righteous anger is not about personal pain or 

loss. Righteous anger drove the changes in slavery laws, child-labor laws, and 

issues like that. Unrighteous anger, on the other hand, is all about us.  

If we are honest, our anger is almost always of the unrighteous variety—we 

have a deep, personal and vested interest. Our anger seeks revenge for a wrong 

done us, not the resolution of a fundamental wrong. 

We also must be aware that, when we experience deep wounding and anger 

arises in our life, two things are present: 1) there is an element of unforgiveness 

that we need to deal with (the previous section will help with that); and, 2) there 

is an underlying anger at God that we are either ignorant of or are unwilling to 

acknowledge.  
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Saturating on the following passages of Scripture will help us see what is real and 

true, and will defeat the anger in our life:  

This you know, my beloved brethren. But everyone must be quick to hear, 

slow to speak and slow to anger; for the anger of man does not achieve 

the righteousness of God. James 1:19-20 

Never take your own revenge, beloved, but leave room for the wrath of 

God, for it is written, "VENGEANCE IS MINE, I WILL REPAY," says the 

Lord. Romans 12:19 

He who is slow to anger is better than the mighty, And he who rules his 

spirit, than he who captures a city.  Proverbs 16:32 

A man's discretion makes him slow to anger, And it is his glory to overlook 

a transgression. Proverbs 19:11 

A gentle answer turns away wrath, But a harsh word stirs up anger.  

Proverbs 15:1 

He who is slow to anger has great understanding, But he who is quick -

tempered exalts folly. Proverbs 14:29 

Scorners set a city aflame, But wise men turn away anger.  Proverbs 29:8 

Cease from anger and forsake wrath; Do not fret; it leads only to evildoing. 

Psalm 37:8 

BE ANGRY, AND yet DO NOT SIN; do not let the sun go down on your 

anger. Ephesians 4:26 

Therefore I want the men in every place to pray, lifting up holy hands, 

without wrath and dissension.  1 Timothy 2:8 

A fool's anger is known at once, But a prudent man conceals dishonor . 

Proverbs 12:16 
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He who despises his neighbor lacks sense, But a man of understanding 

keeps silent. Proverbs 11:12 

When we are convinced that we will fail  anyway, we often either won’t start 

something, or we will stop short before completing it. Faith in God and confidence 

in ourselves is the only healthy cure for the fear of failure.  

First, we must keep I mind that nowhere  in God’s Word is “failure” used in 

reference to any human being. We fall short, but we never “fail.”  

Second, we must strengthen our faith by filling our mind with the Word of 

God. Then, as we take action on this truth with God’s guiding, we begin to see 

our confidence grow (Romans 10:17: “So faith comes from hearing, and hearing 

by the word of Christ.”) 

Since our confidence is not based on ourselves but on Christ who lives in 

us (Galatians 2:20), and since we know that Jesus Christ cannot fail, we can have 

a new kind of confidence. 

Confidence founded and built on Him will help us as we grow through times 

when we fall short, helping us realize that a temporary falling is not an abject 

failure—just a set-back. 

"I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I who live, but Chris t 

lives in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the 

Son of God, who loved me and gave Himself up for me.”  Galatians 2:20  

For the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh, but divinely powerful 

for the destruction of fortresses. We are destroying speculations and every 

lofty thing raised up against the knowledge of God, and we are taking 

every thought captive to the obedience of Christ.  2 Corinthians 10:4-5 

For I am confident of this very thing, that He who began a good work  in 

you will perfect it until the day of Christ Jesus.  Philippians 1:6 
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Brethren, I do not regard myself as having laid hold of it yet; but one thing 

I do: forgetting what lies behind and reaching forward to what lies ahead, 

I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ 

Jesus. Philippians 4:13-14  

Now for this very reason also, applying all diligence, in your faith supply 

moral excellence, and in your moral excellence, knowledge, and in your 

knowledge, self-control, and in your self-control, perseverance, and in 

your perseverance, godliness, and in your godliness, brotherly kindness, 

and in your brotherly kindness, love. 2 Peter 1:5-7 

But I say, walk by the Spirit, and you will not carry out the desire of the 

flesh. Galatians 5:16 

But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 

faithfulness, gentleness, self-control; against such things there is no law.  

Galatians 5:22-23 

Staying the course will be the single most important factor for assuring success 

in the renewing of our minds and in the restorative work of God  (see Joel 2:25). 

Good intentions alone accomplish nothing. Only the one who finishes the 

race has a chance to win the prize. In order  to be a finisher, we must keep our 

goal firmly in mind and not allow ourselves to be sidetracked. There is no prize 

for those who stop short of the goal. 

It was for freedom that Christ set us free; therefore keep standing firm and 

do not be subject again to a yoke of slavery. Galatians 5:1 

But whenever a person turns to the Lord, the veil is taken away. Now the 

Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty. 2 

Corinthians 3:16-17  
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[Jesus said] "Come to Me, all who are weary and heavy-laden, and I will 

give you rest. Take My yoke upon you and learn from Me, for I am gentle 

and humble in heart, and YOU WILL FIND REST FOR YOUR SOULS. For 

My yoke is easy and My burden is light." Matthew 11:28-30 

But one who looks intently at the perfect law, the law of liberty, and abides 

by it, not having become a forgetful hearer but an effectual doer, this man 

will be blessed in what he does . James 1:25 

No soldier in active service entangles himself in the affa irs of everyday 

life, so that he may please the one who enlisted him as a soldier.  2 

Timothy 2:4 

"This book of the law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall 

meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to do according 

to all that is written in it; for then you will make your way prosperous, and 

then you will have success. Have I not commanded you? Be strong and 

courageous! Do not tremble or be dismayed, for the LORD your God is 

with you wherever you go."  Joshua 1:7-8 

God’s original design, His created intent, was for each of us to be in safe, caring, 

loving, and nurturing relationships—first with our biological parents, then with our 

family of origin, then our extended family, and then continuing on through ever-

expanding circles of relationship. The closer in to “center” and the earlier in life 

this original intent gets fractured or broken, the deeper and more significant the 

relational brokenness, the wounding of the heart, and the mangling of the soul a 

person experiences. We call this “emotional orphaning.”  

In battling besetting sin (including sexual sin all the way to unwanted SSA—

Same-Sex Attraction), we need to understand the core reason for it and the 

internal battle that manifests itself. Neither sin nor sexuality define one’s identity 

in Christ nor one’s humanity. (NOTE: While this section speaks much to 
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sexualized sin, the principles herein apply to all besetting sin patterns, sexual or 

otherwise.) 

Besetting sin patterns are multi-tiered and multi-causal, especially sexual 

sin patterns.1 Yet there are also some elements that we find to be very common 

among those who experience deep bondage to any besetting sin problem. 

Proper restorative bonding leads the way to a healthy, God-designed 

humanity—including our sexuality. When one has suffered a major deficit in one’s 

relationship with one’s parent(s) (especially with the same gendered parent in the 

case of SSA), there is often a struggle to make good this deficit through 

relationships that are sexualized. In cases where sexual abuse or early 

sexualization of a child takes place, intimacy-via-sex often becomes the 

counterfeit approach to experiencing true relational intimacy that each of us needs 

and longs for. 

The deep hurt of unacceptance—real or perceived—that occurs when our 

relationships with one or more of our parents , with our family of origin, or with our 

peer group, this creates an intense drive to avoid attachment to others on the one 

hand. Yet there is also the equally intense drive to fill the need that our 

detachment creates on the other. Our need for love, connection, and acceptance 

by our parents needs to be met, yet we both are not able to do so and we work to 

prevent ourselves from doing so at the same time. We have become “emotional 

orphans.”2 

Healthy relationships of children do not have a sexual component, even on 

the deepest levels of bonding. Adult relationships that are the most intimate of all 

are those of committed spouses. There is a sexual component not only present 

but also foundational to that deepest of all intimacy. Sexual intimacy is the 

ultimate expression of intimacy—it doesn’t create intimacy.  

                                               

1  W ith regard to SSA, there are di fferent degrees and levels of SSA that people experience, and there is 

a combination of factors that work together to create SSA in a person’s life  

2  For those who struggle with SSA, underly ing all of this is our natural attraction to “other.” They have 

not learned to be identi fied as “same” with their own gender. When a person does not identify with their 
own gender, they see members of their own gender as “other.” The resulting attraction t hen seems 

“natural .” 
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Unfortunately, this often gets “out of order,” and sexual intimacy is used as 

a substitute for or as a means to create godly, healthy intimacy.  Hence, our drive 

for loving intimacy as adults (or near-adults) can easily become sexualized. It 

becomes a replacement for love, both as God defines it and as we truly need.  

The key to healing this rift and meeting this love-deficit is to learn about 

and accept the loving parenting of God Himself. Our Heavenly Father is not at all 

like our earthly parents. He cannot lie, He cannot abandon, He cannot be vicious, 

He cannot be selfish, and His love for us is so great that we can spend a lifetime 

trying to understand it and only grasp a little of it.3 

For [or “If”] my father and my mother have forsaken me, But the LORD will 

take me up. Psalm 27:10 

"The LORD your God is in your midst, a victorious warrior. He will exult 

over you with joy, He will be quiet in His love, He will rejoice over you with 

shouts of joy.” Zephaniah 3:17 

But now, O LORD, You are our Father, We are the clay, and You our 

potter; And all of us are the work of Your hand. Isaiah 64:8 

For You are our Father, though Abraham does not know us And Israel 

does not recognize us. You, O LORD, are our Father, Our Redeemer from 

of old is Your name. Isaiah 63:16 

Because you are sons, God has sent forth the Spirit of His Son into our 

hearts, crying, "Abba! Father!"  Galatians 4:6 

For all who are being led by the Spirit of God, these are sons of God.  

Romans 8:14 

                                               

3  Note: The root problem when dealing with unwanted SSA lies in the unmet emotional need to bond 

with the same gender parent and to feel  welcomed as a member of that gender. This is also a common 

underlying component of other besetting sexual and non-sexual sin patterns.  
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For you have not received a spirit of slavery leading to fear again, but you 

have received a spirit of adoption as sons by which we cry out, "Abba! 

Father!" Romans 8:15 

He predestined us to adoption as sons through Jesus Christ to Himself, 

according to the kind intention of His will Ephesians 1:5 

God created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; 

male and female He created them…God saw all that He had made, and 

behold, it was very good. Genesis 1:27, 31a 

A father of the fatherless and a judge for the widows, is God in His holy 

habitation. Psalm 68:5 

The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me, Because the LORD has anointed 

me To bring good news to the afflicted; He has sent me to bind up the 

brokenhearted, To proclaim liberty to captives And freedom to prisoners. 

Isaiah 61:1 

You have seen it, for You have beheld mischief and vexation to take it into 

Your hand. The unfortunate commits himself to You; You have been the 

helper of the orphan. Psalm 10:14 

The LORD protects the strangers; He supports the fatherless and the 

widow, But He thwarts the way of the wicked.  Psalm 146:9 

He who dwells in the shelter of the Most High Will abide in the shadow of 

the Almighty. I will say to the LORD, "My refuge and my fortress, My God, 

in whom I trust!" For it is He who delivers you from the snare of the trapper 

And from the deadly pestilence. He will cover you with His pinions, And 

under His wings you may seek refuge; His faithfulness is a shield and 

bulwark. Psalm 91:1-4 

Do not move the ancient boundary Or go into the fields of the fatherless, 

for their Redeemer is strong; He will plead their case against you.  

Proverbs 23:10-11 
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Depression is an enduring sense of helpless hopelessness that is often found in 

the company of a sense of worthlessness. It is very hard to have a sense of 

purpose or a “point to all this,” let alone the ability to be productive when you are 

depressed. 

Depression is silent rage—not a rage that explodes and consumes, but one 

that immobilizations everything it touches, sapping the very energy of life right out 

of the one suffering from it. It is rooted in deep-seated, long-term unforgiveness—

anger and bitterness turned inward. 

Depression, boredom, a profound lack of motivation—all signs of a deeper, 

more serious problem that is deeply rooted in our heart and our beliefs about God, 

ourselves, and others—beliefs that are usually lies. Unmet expectations have 

resulted in disappointments that went unresolved; a series of disappointments left 

us disillusioned with people and relationships in general; disillusionment quickly 

led to a despondency over our worth and value; despondency results in 

depression and bitterness—one inwardly focused, the other outwardly focused.  

 We often don’t give our disappointment with unmet expectations much 

thought. Forgiveness is the key. Once the root of our unforgiveness has been 

isolated, we can attack it at its source by retraining our minds to view these things 

as God does, exercising Biblical forgiveness (See Section VII) . 

We do this by allowing the Scriptures to become our teacher. We find in the 

Bible the truth that exposes every lie that has taken us captive, bring it into 

surrender to the truth, and saturate our minds with that truth until our decisions 

are made based on the truth instead of the lies that have controlled us. 

Finally, brethren, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is 

right, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is of good repute, if 

there is any excellence and if anything worthy of praise, dwell on these 

things. Philippians 4:8  
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"Peace I leave with you; My peace I give to you; no t as the world gives do 

I give to you. Do not let your heart be troubled, nor let it be fearful.”  John 

14:27  

I will lift up my eyes to the mountains; from where shall my help come? My 

help comes from the LORD, Who made heaven and earth. Psalm 112:1-2  

Rejoice in the Lord always; again I will say, rejoice! Let your gentle spirit 

be known to all men. The Lord is near. Be anxious for nothing, but in 

everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests 

be made known to God. And the peace of God, which surpasses all 

comprehension, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.  

Philippians 4:4-7  

What then shall we say to these things? If God is for us, who is against 

us? Romans 8:31  

Rejoice always; pray without ceasing; in everything give thanks; for this is 

God's will for you in Christ Jesus. 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18 

The godly cry out and the Lord hears; he saves them from all their troubles.  

Psalm 34:17 

The Lord is near the brokenhearted; he delivers those who are 

discouraged. Psalm 34:18 

Why are you depressed, O my soul? Why are you upset? Wait for God! 

For I will again give thanks to my God for his saving intervention. Psalm 

42:11  

Consequently the Lord provides safety for the oppressed; He provides 

safety in times of trouble. Psalm 9:9  

God delivers me and exalts me; God is my strong protector and my shelter. 

Trust in Him at all times, you people! Pour out your hearts before him! God 

is our shelter! Psalm 62:8-9 
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Anxiety is unfocused fearfulness based on an unreal, imaginary, and intangible 

threat. Anxiety is fearfulness over potentialities, not realities. When we are faced 

with a real and tangible threat, the fight-or-flight responses God has hard-wired 

into our bodies gets activated, and everything we are focuses on getting us out of 

the unsafe situation and making us safe. This is fear.  

The problem with anxiety is that it is fearfulness that treats an unreal or 

potential situation as if it is a real one. The same fight-or-flight responses get 

activated, but there is no real threat for those defenses to focus on and deal with. 

All of the physical and emotional energy is undirected and, as our imaginations 

continue to manufacture more and bigger potential threats, the processes become 

more and more intense as well. Fear becomes fearfulness and caution becomes 

anxiety. 

In 2 Corinthians 10:3-5, Paul provides great encouragement to everyone 

who feels faced by enormous battles too big to win. One of the encouragements 

he provides is that we (the redeemed) don’t do battle the way the world (the 

unredeemed) does battle—and the weapons we have available are not weapons 

of this earth. 

When we add a saturation Scripture to the physical interruption techniqu es 

above, we rapidly get back into reality and back in control. If we don’t do this, our 

imaginations can easily concoct multiple and varied potential scenarios, all of 

which are as unreal as the one that triggered the initial reaction.  

The emotional distress related to worry piled upon worry and anxiety piled 

upon anxiety renders us mentally and emotionally incapable of effectively dealing 

with the legitimate problems that we face daily in our lives. Our entire focus  

becomes the anxiety we feel and how to get relief from it—even if only for a 

moment. 

That is not how God intended for us to live. In fact, there is an enormous 

promise for us in 2 Timothy 1:7: “For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of 

power and of love, and of a sound mind.”  

The way to understand this and apply it is to begin with the “not” statement 

the verse opens with: “God has not given us a spirit of fear.” Fear here is better 
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rendered “fearfulness.” To be “full of fear” means to be driven by, gripped with, 

and focused on indefinable imagined dangers. 

For God has not given us a spirit of fearfulness, but of power and of love, 

and of a sound mind. 2 Timothy 1:7 

When my anxious thoughts multiply within me, Your consolations delight 

my soul. Psalm 94:19 

“Do not fear, for I am with you; Do not anxiously look about you, for I am 

your God. I will strengthen you, surely I will help you, Surely I will uphold 

you with My righteous right hand.” Isaiah 41:10 

Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer and supplication with 

thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God.  Philippians 4:6 

Therefore humble yourselves under the mighty hand of God, that He may 

exalt you at the proper time, casting all your anxiety on Him, because He 

cares for you. 1 Peter 5:6-7 

“For this reason I say to you, [n]do not be worried about your [o]life, as to 

what you will eat or what you will drink; nor for your body, as to what you 

will put on. Is not life more than food, and the body more than clothing?”  

Matthew 6:25 

“But above all pursue his kingdom and righteousness, and all these things 

will be given to you as well. So then, do not worry about tomorrow, for 

tomorrow will worry about itself. Today has enough trouble of its own.  

Matthew 6:33-34 
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I will purpose to have no desire above the Lord. 

I will look to God’s Word the most for life’s answers. 

I will develop an awareness of God’s blessings. 

I will surrender ever more completely to the Lord my 

God. 

I will focus on the solutions and not the problems. 

I will renew my mind with scripture saturation. 

I will guard my mind against unhealthy thinking. 

I will avoid situations and people that invite temptation.  

I will review my past only to learn from it and heal.  

I will not compare myself to others. 

 

 
 
For this is the will of God, your sanctification; that is, that you abstain from 

sexual immorality; that each of you know how to possess his own vessel in 

sanctification and honor, not in lustful passion, like the Gentiles who do not 

know God.  

1 Thessalonians 4:3-5 
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1. I will not make it my main goal to improve my life, but to improve my relationship 

with Jesus Christ. Consequently, I will enhance the total quality of my spiritual, 

emotional, and physical life.  

2. I will eat healthily at least 80% of the time, and I will get the amount of rest I know 

is adequate for me to be fully rested.  

a.  I will make the necessary adjustments to the discretionary aspects of my 

schedule in order to do this.  

3. I will read through “The Ten Keys for Self-Control” at the front of this booklet at 

least once each day and prayerfully seek to live by them for the duration of my 

involvement in this program. 

4. I will saturate twelve times before breakfast  with: “Therefore I exhort you, brothers 

and sisters, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies as a sacrifice – alive, 

holy, and pleasing to God – which is your reasonable service.” Romans 12:1  

5. I will saturate twelve times before lunch with (select your own verse, as needed):  

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

6. I will saturate twelve times before dinner with (select your own verse, as needed): 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

7. I will complete the Unbound daily reading and saturation, realizing that it is only 

through strict adherence to what is prescribed in the program that my mind will 

truly be renewed and my life transformed. 

8. I will set realistic goals and try to achieve them. I will share these goals with my 

Unbound group, my Unbound partner, and/or my counselor. 

9. I will be accountable to my Lord, to my Unbound group, my Unbound partner, 

and/or my counselor. 

Signed _______________________________________________ Date _____________ 
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